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ABSTRACT

A Roadmap towards Sustainability of Fast Growing Companies within the Manufacturing

Industries

F. Kapp

Department of Industrial Engineering,

University of Stellenbosch,

Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.

Thesis: MScEng (Industrial)

December 2010

Any growing system is by definition in a transient phase, and consequently exhibits transient-,

non-steady state-, unstable behaviour. Accordingly, this form of instability (systemic growth) is by

and large conducive to the prosperity of said system. From a Control Systems perspective, transient

behaviour that is not subjected to an adequate damping mechanism, does however lead to unavoid-

able adverse instability.

Within the context of business systems, four distinct, yet interconnected entities (raw material,

market demand, internal capability to deliver, and cash funds) serve as the damping mechanism to

protect companies as a whole, against variation in any of the aforementioned entities. The level of

damping afforded by the aforementioned entities is governed by its ability to decouple variation in

one entity from undue variation in other entities. The higher the level of instability, the higher the

associated level of damping required.

The Thesis focuses on core instigators of negative instability within the context of Fast Growing

Manufacturing Companies (FGMCs), and ultimately proposes a solution to prevent the regression

from positive instability towards negative instability.
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UITTREKSEL

’n Padkaart na Volhoubaarheid van Vinnig Groeiende Besighede binne die

Vervaardigingsnywerhede

(“A Roadmap towards Sustainability of Fast Growing Companies within the Manufacturing Industries”)

F. Kapp

Departement Bedryfsingenieurswese,

Universiteit van Stellenbosch,

Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid-Afrika.

Tesis: MScIng (Bedryfs)

Desember 2010

Enige groeiende stelsel is per definisie in ’n oorgangsfase en vertoon gevolglik verbygaande-, nie-

stabiele oorgangsgedrag. Dienooreenkomstig is hiérdie vorm van onstabiliteit (sistemiese groei) in

die algemeen bevorderlik vir die welvaart van genoemde stelsel. Vanuit ’n Beheerstelsels oogpunt,

lei oorgangsgedrag wat nie onderworpe is aan ’n voldoende dempingsmeganisme nie, egter tot on-

afwendbare negatiewe onstabiliteit.

Binne ’n besigheidstelsel konteks dien vier afsonderlike, tog onderlingverbonde entiteite (rouma-

teriaal, markaanvraag, interne bekwaamheid om te lewer, en kontantfondse) as die dempingsmega-

nisme om besighede holisties te beskerm teen variasie in enige van die voorgenoemde entiteite. Die

dempingsvlak wat deur die voorgenoemde entiteite gegun word, word bepaal deur dié se vermoë om

variasie in een entiteit te ontkoppel van variasie in ander entiteite. Hoe hoër die vlak van onstabiliteit,

hoe hoër die vereiste vlak van demping.

Die Tesis fokus op kern aanstigters van negatiewe onstabiliteit binne die konteks van Vinnig Groei-

ende Vervaardigingsbesighede en stel uiteindelik ’n oplossing voor om die regressie vanaf positiewe

onstabiliteit na negatiewe onstabiliteit te verhoed.
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1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Growing fast poses severe perils. Rapid growth affects every aspect within a company; from the

regulatory environment in which it operates, to the way it is perceived internally and externally. Com-

panies that grow too fast will invariably outstrip its resources, alienate its customers and employees,

and become vulnerable to shifting market conditions [1].

Subsequent to the onset of rapid growth, Fast Growing Manufacturing Companies (FGMCs) enter

a state of survival. During these periods, FGMCs’ operations are marked by daily fire fighting initia-

tives that either spawn a multitude of reactive capacity elevation initiatives (due to an overall lack of

protective capacity throughout its business operations) or no improvement efforts at all (due to the

perceived "lack of time and resources"). From an ontological and philosophical point of view, reac-

tive initiatives have a further morale curbing effect that stem from the tendency to minimise negative

effects rather than to maximise, acknowledge, and celebrate successes.

Fast growing companies face at least 3 significant UnDesirable Effects (UDEs) that contribute to

its unsustainability, namely [1, 2, 3]:

1. Scarcity of accessible cash funds,

2. Deficient operational infrastructure, and

3. Low retention rate of qualified employees.

The abovementioned deficiencies engrave a short-term survival paradigm into FGMCs’ Mode of

Operation (MoO) that in turn reinforces the severity of said UDEs, while simultaneously inhibiting

the sustainable turnaround of these UDEs.

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

1.2 Problem Statement

FGMCs face an unremitting need to elevate its output capability in order to satisfy current mar-

ket demand and capitalise on future growth opportunities. On the other hand, FGMCs also need

to ensure that growth opportunities do not thwart its short-term financial security. These seemingly

opposed system needs instigate a level of conflict and a form of compromise in turn.

Any compromise between two fundamental needs, unavoidably leads to the ineffective attain-

ment of both needs. In FGMCs this conflict bear increased leverage (relative to companies that grow

at a slower rate) due to FGMCs’ increased growth opportunity, coupled with increased volatility in

market demand, accessible funds, and/or operational capacity. Said compromise further creates a

de facto platform for an unclear, assumption driven management MoO with inevitable increases in

conflict and compromise.

A management MoO that places subordinate entities in conflict is by definition ineffective1. Un-

resolved logical conflicts unavoidably lead to increased frustration and/or mounting pressure, which

in turn seek physical outlets that ultimately manifest as:

1. Qualified employees that leave on a regular basis,

2. Poor reliability in delivering on FGMCs’ operational commitments, and

3. An increased pro rata liquidation rate of FGMCs, relative to companies that grow at a slower

rate.

1.3 Research Objective

The research objective lies with the development of a simple methodology that facilitates both

short-term security and future growth in FGMCs. Intermediate Objectives (IOs) were formulated for

the attainment of the research objective and these are given by:

1. The development of a transparent, holistically funded Point of Reference (PoR) that is shared

by each functional division within a FGMC’s operational domain.

2. The development of a simple, transparent operational dashboard that is shared by each func-

tional division within a FGMC’s operational domain. Said operational dashboard will govern

independent functional divisions’ operational priorities, in line with the newly devised PoR.

The further purpose of this operational dashboard is to facilitate:

a) Workforce enrolment into the FGMC’s PoR,

b) Operational alignment to the single PoR,

1Assumption - Inherent conflict is contradictory to sustainable management objectives.
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c) A transparent MoO for the management of flow, and

d) Proactive elevation of operational resources.

Within the context of FGMCs, these IOs facilitate short-term security while providing a strategic

platform for the attainment of a third IO that is given by:

3. The development of a new MoO that facilitates the availability of readily accessible:

a) Cash funds,

b) Operational capacity, and

c) Qualified and/or trained human resources.

Within the context of FGMCs, this IO will enable the capability of enhanced future growth.

1.4 Research Approach

The research objective and three IOs served as the PoR for the development of a logical research

approach, and consequently a focused research method. The research approach was primarily con-

cerned with understanding the logic that governs the sustainability of FGMCs, identifying hidden as-

sumptions that need to be challenged within existing growth sustaining approaches, and developing

a single PoR to facilitate the sustainability solution for FGMCs.

The research approach was translated into the following research method and research steps:

1. Review of obstacles to the sustainability of FGMCs.

2. Review of existing literature on holistically funded management approaches, and analysis tech-

niques to facilitate the causal analysis of FGMCs.

3. Develop an understanding of the causalities that govern whether FGMCs’ growth is sustainable,

or unsustainable.

4. Review of existing methodologies that promote the sustainability of manufacturing companies.

5. Gap analysis of the aforementioned literature.

6. Breaking the logical conflict between short-term security and future growth.

7. Detailed design of the proposed solution.

8. Solution validation via practical case studies.

9. Critical review of the proposed solution.
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FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE - THE THEORY OF

CONSTRAINTS

Chapter 2 presents an outline of the fundamental knowledge to be incorporated within the The-

sis’s analysis and solution development phases. Figure 2.1 provides a navigation toolbar for the sub-

ject matter addressed in Chapter 2.

2.1 Overview of Fundamentals

"Within any complexity, there is an inherent simplicity that governs the throughput of any organi-

sation."

E.M. Goldratt

The Theory Of Constraints (TOC) will serve as the principal analysis- and solution development

tool within the Thesis. The TOC has evolved over the last 30 years from a production management

technique to a holistically funded, cross-functional management philosophy for the realisation of (at

least) three business goals, namely [19, 26]:

1. "Make money now and in the future",

2. "Provide satisfaction to the market, now and in the future", and

3. "Provide a secure and satisfying environment for employees, now and in the future."

4
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Figure 2.1: Navigation Toolbar for Subject Matter Addressed in Chapter 2

TOC Definitions

Goal : The principal objective of a system e.g. profit.

Constraint : Anything that limits a system from the realisation of its goal.

Starvation : The ineffective exploitation of a constraint resource, resulting from its upstream

supply base’s incapability to furnish it with adequate Work-In-Progress (WIP).

Blockage : The ineffective exploitation of a constraint resource, resulting from its downstream

operations’ incapability to absorb WIP that was processed by the constraint resource.

Viewpoint on Complexity: Inherent Simplicity

Every FGMC conforms to the definition of a complex system wherein the level of complexity is

proportional to the quantity of entities that have to be managed concurrently and the level of inter-

dependency among entities within the system. Within complex systems an action in one area affect

other areas through cause-and-effect relationships. The higher the level of complexity, the higher the

number of entities that is affected by changes in any single entity.

• Example: Figure 2.2 illustrates a seemingly simple system (left) and a seemingly complex sys-

tem (right). The seemingly simple system holds four entities that can be moved independently,

i.e. the system as a whole possesses four degrees of freedom. The seemingly complex system
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holds many interconnected entities, however, only one entity needs to be moved to pull the re-

maining entities in line with the original movement. The seemingly complex system as a whole

therefore possesses one degree of freedom and is noticeably simpler to manage.

,→A solitary cause can instigate more than one desirable effect.

,→The higher the organisational complexity, the more profound is its inherent simplicity and the

easier it is to manage.

Figure 2.2: An Alternative View on Systemic Complexity

Viewpoint on Improvement: Holistic versus Local

Every FGMC can be defined as an embedded system i.e. an entity wherein the performance of the

holistic system is more than the sum of its parts. The performance of FGMCs is dictated by a select

few entities that govern the realisation of its objectives. This assertion, coupled with the embedded

nature of FGMCs and the notion of inherent simplicity, leads to the conclusion that:

1. Certain entities have a greater impact on the performance of the holistic system than others.

The greatest leverage point for improvement is found within the select group of entities that

governs the performance of the holistic system.

,→The performance of a system is dictated by a single, governing causality.

2. A solitary cause can impact positively in one area and negatively in another. If the negative

effect holds greater leverage than the positive effect, the system as a whole will be weakened.

• Example: A procurement officer changes from one supplier to another, based upon cost

considerations. Raw material procured from the new supplier does however require more

time to assemble and is not as reliable as the material that it replaces, thereby resulting in

more breakdowns.

,→Gains in one functional area (e.g. procurement) might come at the expense of significant losses

in other functional areas (e.g. manufacturing and/or sales).

,→Local improvements can effect in holistic deterioration.
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Fundamental TOC Knowledge to be Investigated:

1. The Five Focusing Steps.

2. The Logical Thinking Process.

3. Generic Functional Solutions.

The interaction of the aforementioned toolset within the Thesis is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: TOC Tools to be Used during the Thesis’s Solution Development

The TOC reduces seemingly complex problems to inherently simple ones via the identification

and management of a small number of leverage points, and the subordination of remaining entities

to these leverage points. Within the context of the Thesis, the TOC will facilitate the identification of

principal enabling entities, along with the solution development to leverage the desirable effects that

stem from these enablers.

The following sections provide a brief characterisation of the fundamental TOC knowledge to be

investigated.

2.2 The Five Focusing Steps

The Five Focusing Steps’ (FFS’) logical foundation corresponds to the age-old adage that leads "A

chain is only as strong as its weakest link" wherein the so-called chain denotes the sequence of busi-

ness operations and the weakest link is portrayed by the physical constraint within said operations.

The FFS therefore facilitate operational alignment, with the intent of maximising the rate at which

a system’s weakest link generates throughput (i.e. the effectiveness of the system as a whole). The FFS

further instigate and sustain a process of continuous improvement throughout the system’s opera-

tions.
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The FFS are illustrated in Figure 2.4 and given by [20, 26, 31]:

1. Step 1: Identify the system’s constraint(s)1,

2. Step 2: Decide how to exploit the constraint(s),

3. Step 3: Subordinate everything else (all of the preceding and succeeding BPs) to the above de-

cision,

4. Step 4: Elevate the constraint(s), and

5. Step 5: If the constraint has been broken, return to step 1. If the constraint has not been broken,

return to step 2. Do not allow inertia to become the system’s constraint.

Figure 2.4: The FFS as Applied to a Physical Flow System [10]

The FFS will facilitate the identification, exploitation, and elevation of FGMCs’ leverage bearing

Capacity Constrained Resources (CCRs), as well as the holistic subordination of operations to these.

Effectiveness Models (EMs) serve as the principal physical modelling formalism for the identification

of CCRs and the management flow. A brief characterisation of EMs is provided in Section 2.3.2.

2.3 The Logical Thinking Process

2.3.1 Overview

"People do not resist change. People resist illogical behaviour."

E.M. Goldratt

A system constraint can be physical- or logical in nature, whereas its location can be internal- or

external to an enclosed system. The TOC modelling formalism for the characterisation and identifi-

cation of a system’s logical constraint is known as the Logical Thinking Process. A logical constraint

1Step 1 is contingent upon a pioneering step, namely Step 0: Agree on the System Goal.
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manifests itself as Undesirable Effects (UDEs) within a system. The Logical Thinking Process is there-

fore directed by a system’s UDEs and incorporates effect-cause-effect logic (also known as cause and

effect logic) to pinpoint the single governing causality that instigated said UDEs. By resolving a sys-

tem’s current governing causality, most of its current UDEs will disappear. Figure 2.5 illustrates the

opposed modelling and analysis approaches, incorporated by the FFS and the Logical Thinking Pro-

cess.

Figure 2.5: The FFS and Logical Thinking Process’s Opposed Modelling Approaches [9]

The Logical Thinking Process is further based upon the Psychology of Change and incorporates a

structured process for the enrolment of people into new modes of operation. The Logical Thinking

Process tools are discussed in progressive detail in Section 2.3.2.

Psychology of Change

The objective of the Logical Thinking Process’s psychology-based approach to breakthrough solu-

tions lies with the systematic enrolment of human resources into the solution development process,

thereby negating its resistance to change proactively. The Logical Thinking Process identifies six lay-

ers of resistance to change, namely [26]:

1. Layer 1: People do not agree on the problem,

2. Layer 2: People do not agree on the direction of the solution,

3. Layer 3: People do not agree that the proposed solution will overcome the problem,

4. Layer 4: People do not agree that the proposed solution is inherently more good than bad,

5. Layer 5: People do not agree that the implementation of the proposed solution is a feasible

prospect, and

6. Layer 6: People do not agree that they are capable of implementing the proposed solution suc-

cessfully.

The Thesis will draw on the TOC’ psychology of change approach for the enrolment of human re-

sources into operational changes and/or a new MoO within the context of FGMCs. This approach will
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hold specific reference within the context of the Fast Growing Manufacturing Company Sustainability

Roadmap’s (FGMCSR’s) solution development, solution presentation, and solution implementation.

The process for the implementation of the Logical Thinking Process tools, is described in metic-

ulous detail within The Logical Thinking Process and Thinking For a Change [13, 30]. The following

sections merely serve to characterise the aforementioned tools within the context of the Thesis.

2.3.2 Generic Focusing Tools

Effectiveness Model

Every system possesses a primary, throughput limiting constraint. When the physical constraint

resides within a system’s operations, it is termed a bottleneck. When it resides beyond the system

boundaries (external constraint) the weakest internal links are alluded to as Capacity Constrained

Resources (CCRs). The Effectiveness Model (EM) is an architectured model that represents a system’s

ability to align its internal operations to a single constraint and the realisation of a holistic objective.

EMs impart visibility into a system’s operational focus and capability to manage flow, via:

1. Utilisation of CCRs (time, stock, capacity, space, people, and/or cash funds),

2. Strategic decoupling mechanisms (buffers of time, stock, capacity, space, people, and/or cash

funds),

3. Behaviour driving mechanisms (exploitation and subordination protocols),

4. Performance measurement, and

5. Process Of OnGoing Improvement (POOGI).

Figure 2.6 illustrates a simplified EM for a company with three production lines.

Figure 2.6: A Simplified Example of an Effectiveness Model
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The EM in Figure 2.6 communicates a flow scenario wherein:

1. A single internal constraint (bottleneck) exists for products produced on Lines 1 and 2, however

Line 1 does not possess decoupling mechanisms (buffers of raw material, Work-In-Progress

(WIP), and space) to protect its bottleneck (red circle in Figure 2.6) against starvation or block-

age. Line 2 possesses a raw material buffer, however, no buffers of WIP and space at the bottle-

neck.

2. A market constraint exists for products produced on Line 3, however Line 3 does not possess

decoupling mechanisms to protect its potential CCR (red circle) against starvation or blockage.

3. The status of CCR utilisation and the magnitudes of raw material-, WIP-, and space buffers are

not known.

4. A formal POOGI and dynamic buffer management has not been implemented.

The operational intelligence obtained from Figure 2.6 suggests that significant market potential

remains untapped. Within this context, EMs can further be used to communicate the exploitation-

and subordination actions to open a system’s Throughput channel (i.e. make more money) reliably

and sustainably. The Thesis will draw on EMs to create a common Point of Reference (PoR) through-

out FGMCs’ business operations, and to convey operational intelligence in a manner that eliminates

an assumption driven mode of operational management.

Current Reality Tree

The Current Reality Tree (CRT) is a focusing tool, aimed at identifying the logical constraint(s)

within the interconnected haze of systemic UDEs. The CRT incorporates a system’s existing UDEs,

along with Sufficient Cause Thinking and effect-cause-effect logic to pinpoint the system’s governing

causality and logical constraint.

Logical constraints serve to instigate physical constraint(s), therefore improvements within these

logical leverage points facilitate the highest bottom-line gains via derived benefits on the physical

leverage points. Cause and effect logic within the sufficient cause thinking process is validated via a

verification protocol, known as the Categories of Legitimate Reservation [30].

Within the Thesis the CRT finds application throughout the analysis of FGMCs’ UDEs, so as to

identify the principal causes of operational deficiency i.e. the principal enablers towards sustain-

ability. The CRT, in combination with the EM, will further provide an all-encompassing operational

dashboard for the management of flow within FGMCs’ operations, and the prioritisation of opera-

tional improvement.

Evaporating Cloud

The Evaporating Cloud (EC) provides a tool based methodology to unearth conflicts between sys-

tem needs, thereby facilitating the disinterring of breakthrough solutions. Systemic conflicts insti-

gate systemic compromises and the ineffective realisation of legitimate system needs, whereas break-
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through solutions are directed towards win-win solutions wherein each of the system needs can be

realised by a single action. A system’s logical constraint is the manifestation of wrong assumptions

that spawned a systemic compromise.

The EC incorporates both Necessary Condition- and Sufficient Cause Thinking to analyse the pre-

supposed causes of compromise within a system. The process tool for the translation of an UDE to

an inherent conflict lies with five questions (Q1 through Q5), as illustrated in Figure 2.7. The conflict

is contingent upon five assumptions (arrows 1 through 5 in Figure 2.7) and propagated by (at least)

three wrong assumptions, namely assumptions 3 through 5. If these assumptions can be invalidated,

the conflict is resolved and a new generic action can be identified that satisfies both system needs.

Figure 2.7: Construction of the Evaporating Cloud

It is important to note that system needs are never in conflict. System needs seem to be in con-

flict when wrong assumptions lead to conflicting actions being taken. Conflicting actions give rise

to compromises and the resulting UDEs. Outputs from the EC, are the means of negating the inac-

curate assumptions that spawned the systematic development and deployment of a system’s logical

constraint and governing causality.

Within the Thesis the EC will be employed to identify wrong assumptions and resultant wrong

actions that instigate the unsustainability of FGMCs. The EC will further be availed to resolve the

logical constraint inherent to FGMCs and to replace wrongly focused actions with a single action that

realises both system needs, and the system objective in turn.

The Future Reality Tree

The Future Reality Tree (FRT) is the Logical Thinking Process focusing tool aimed at exploring the

robustness of a solution prior to the implementation thereof. The objective of the FRT is to verify the

logic of the proposed solution and to test via cause and effect logic whether the proposed solution can

bring the system objective to fruition without incurring additional UDEs. Scepticism, concerns, and

reservations to the proposed solution are paramount to the effectiveness of the FRT.
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People generally pose two types of reservations to new ideas [30]:

1. Negative Branch Reservations (NBRs)

This type of reservation occurs when concern is raised to the fact that the implementation of

the proposed injection might prompt new UDEs into existence. The FRT is focused towards the

resolution of these NBRs.

2. Obstacles

This type of reservation occurs when objections are raised regarding the reasons why it would

be difficult to bring the injection into reality. This type of reservation constitutes the focusing

realm of the Prerequisite tree (PrT). The PrT is constructed subsequent to the FRT.

Within the Thesis, the FRT is inadmissible in verifying new injections that stem from FGMCs’

proposed governing causality, especially within the context of NBRs that thwart the sustainability of

FGMCs.

The Prerequisite Tree - Obstacle Based Planning

The Prerequisite Tree (PrT) draws upon the foundation provided by the FRT, by addressing the

viability and sequencing of implementation actions. The PrT serves as the implementation Roadmap

towards a breakthrough solution i.e. a departure from the status quo and therefore a very ambitious

target [10].

The first step within the PrT process tool, revolves around the identification of obstacles to the

proposed solution i.e. why it would be difficult to bring the injections into reality [30]. The PrT would

be rendered ineffectual without a comprehensive list of reservations to the proposed solution and

scepticism is therefore of critical importance. Reservations are converted into the foundation of the

implementation Roadmap [10].

The second step revolves around defining Intermediate Objectives (IOs). Each obstacle gives rise

to at least one IO and it is imperative to assure the sufficiency of these IOs in surmounting the corre-

sponding obstacles. The final step incorporates necessary condition thinking to map the implemen-

tation order of the IOs.

Within the Thesis, the PrT finds application throughout the development and sequencing of the

FGMCSR implementation actions.

The Transition Tree

The Transition Tree builds upon the foundation provided by the PrT by adding an additional level

of resolution to the implementation plan’s hidden action plans. The Transition Tree (as a complete fo-

cusing tool) will be omitted during the solution development, however its necessary condition think-

ing process will find application within the implementation activity layer of the FGMCSR solution.

Figure 2.8 illustrates the sequence wherein the Thesis will draw upon the Logical Thinking Process

tools, for its solution development process.
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Figure 2.8: Logical Thinking Process Tools for the Thesis Solution Development Process

2.4 Generic Functional Solutions

The following sections are availed to a brief characterisation of the TOC’ functional solutions to

be incorporated during the Thesis’s solution development. These generic solutions include:

1. Production Logistics (Drum, Buffer, Rope).

2. Procurement and Distribution Logistics (Replenishment).

3. Finance and Measurements (Throughput Accounting).

4. Technology (Necessary but not Sufficient).

The majority of the TOC’ generic functional solutions incorporate formal Buffer Management as

its prioritisation protocol. A brief overview of the TOC’ buffer management principles is therefore

provided, prior to the characterisation of the generic, functional TOC solutions.

Buffer Management

Buffers serve as a safeguarding paradigm within the TOC domain to decouple inherent opera-

tional dependencies, thereby shielding constraints from variation. Within the TOC domain, buffer

management and buffer management reporting serve a number of purposes, including:

1. Prioritisation tool within multiple buffer environments.

2. Decoupling mechanism for process dependencies.

3. Variability reduction.

Buffers come in the form of strategically placed "buckets" of excess time, inventory, capacity,

space, human resources, and cash funds that protect resources with limited excess capacity from
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supply- and demand variations [35]. Buffer sizing is governed by the amount of time that upstream

or downstream operations require to recover from the occurrence of a Murphy.

,→A buffer’s size is equal to the maximum consumption from the buffer within its reliable replenish-

ment time.

A buffer’s protective capacity is measured in time. The term buffer status or Buffer Penetration

(BP) refers to the extent wherein a buffer’s protective capacity has been absorbed. The TOC conven-

tion is to divide buffers into three zones:

1. Green zone: Buffer penetration of 0-33%.

2. Yellow zone: Buffer penetration of 34-66%.

3. Red zone: Buffer penetration of 67-100%.

Buffer management is formally incorporated within inventory based applications pertaining to

Procurement, Production, and Distribution. The Thesis will further draw on BP as the only prioriti-

sation criterion for the replenishment of operational resources’ protective capacities.

2.4.1 Production Logistics

The TOC presents two generic solutions for the management of Production Logistics, namely

the Drum-Buffer-Rope (DBR) and Simplified Drum-Buffer-Rope (SDBR) scheduling algorithms. The

DBR algorithm is primarily concerned with the identification and exploitation of an organisation’s

internal constraint whereas the SDBR algorithm is focused towards the exploitation of an external

(market) constraint.

The DBR and SDBR algorithms are based upon the chain analogy (in Section 2.2, page 7) and

demonstrate that an organisation’s total Throughput (T) is governed by its slowest resource (the

drum). The DBR and SDBR algorithms incorporate a time buffer, known as the Shipping Buffer to

protect the shipping date of finished goods. In DBR, the shipping buffer is used to establish the con-

straint schedule and the release schedule for raw materials that do not go through the constraint or

assembly buffers [35]. Certain SDBR implementations employ the Shipping Buffer as the only buffer

to protect the on-time delivery of finished goods.

The DBR and SDBR algorithms are focused towards the management of flow rather than the man-

agement of capacity. The TOC accepts variation and manages it via strategically placed decoupling

points (buffers), and the minimisation of both process- and transfer batch sizes.

Figure 2.9 illustrates a simplified representation of the DBR algorithm that divides the production

floor into three sectors, namely [6]:

1. Drum

The drum is the production schedule for the internal resource with the most severe capacity

constraint [31]. The drum sets the drumbeat i.e. pace for the rest of the production processes
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Figure 2.9: A Simplified Example of the DBR Scheduling Algorithm

to follow. Upstream production processes are not permitted to produce items, until a processed

item has left the drum. The output of the drum determines the output of the holistic system.

2. Buffer

The buffer is a time window that protects the drum against variation in the upstream and down-

stream Supply Chain (SC) thereby ensuring that the CCR/bottleneck is always running at its

optimal capacity [31].

3. Rope

The rope is a mechanism (raw material release schedule) that regulates the release of Raw Ma-

terial (RM) from upstream operations in a way that prevents the unnecessary flooding of the

CCR/bottleneck with excess Work-In-Progress (WIP) [31].

Within the Thesis, the DBR and SDBR algorithms will find application as the primary production

management philosophy to be used, by virtue of its insistence upon operational visibility, as well as

reductions in cycle times, inventory, and production lead times [8].

2.4.2 Procurement and Distribution

The TOC’ approach to Supply Chain (SC) management (procurement and distribution) resides

with a frequent, replenishment based, pull system wherein the total quantity of inventory within the

SC is minimised, while maximising SC responsiveness. Frequent replenishment facilitates reductions

in replenishment lead times and leveraged improvements within the holistic SC via increases in sales

(as a result of increased product variety) and the minimisation of obsolescence and stock-outs [21].

Re-ordering and replenishment is handled according to Buffer status reporting instead of excep-

tion orders (as is the case with conventional "Min-Max" systems). Each stock location within the SC
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logs its BP and replenishment orders automatically so as to capture trends and react accordingly [21].

Buffer sizes are adjusted according to Dynamic Buffer Management (DBM) principles when trends

indicate that the BP resides too often within the red or green zones. Management philosophies such

as Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma management, can facilitate supplementary improvements in

response time and response accuracy.

Within the Thesis, Replenishment will find application within FGMCs’ SC management by virtue

of its derived leverage within sales and Cash Flow (CF) that stem from a focused prioritisation proto-

col, increased service levels, reduced obsolescence, reduced stock-outs, in addition to its automation

capability.

2.4.3 Finance and Measurements

"Tell me how you measure me, and I’ll tell you how I’ll behave."

E.M. Goldratt

The TOC incorporates a tailored system of financial metrics, collectively known as the Through-

put Accounting (TA) metrics. The purpose of the TA metrics is to enforce a holistically founded mea-

surement system wherein the measurement metrics of investments and/or operational changes, re-

flect its actual effect upon a system’s bottom-line.

TA metrics can be divided into financial measures, performance measures, resource measures,

decision support measures, and control measures [29].

Financial Measures

Financial measures are used to answer three questions, namely [29]:

1. How much money is generated by the enterprise?

2. How much money is spent to operate it?

3. How much money is captured by it?

Financial measures revolve around a system’s Throughput (T), Investment (I), and Operating Ex-

pense (OE).

1. Throughput (T)

Throughput is the rate at which a system generates money through sales, as illustrated in Equa-

tion 2.1 [26, 32]. The unit of measurement for Throughput is RandPer ti me uni t . In practice

Throughput can be calculated as RandPer uni t sol d × Aver ag e Rate o f Sal es.

Throughput = Sal es Revenue −Tot al l y V ar i abl e Cost

,→ T = SR −T V C (2.1)
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Note: Totally Variable Cost (TVC) refers to direct expenses, i.e. no allowance is made for allo-

cated costs.

,→If no units are sold, the TVC equals zero.

2. Investment (I)

Investment comprises the collective sum of money that a system has invested in order to gen-

erate Throughput [26, 32]. This includes investments in both fixed capital (IF c ) and working

capital (IW c ).

Little’s Theorem [27] states that the average number of items within a stable system is equal to

the product of the average arrival rate and the average time that the item spends in the system.

By rewriting Little’s Theorem, it can be shown that the amount of inventory within a system is

given by the product of the Flow Rate (FR ) and the total Lead Time (LT) from the procurement of

raw materials to the instance when customers pay for the system’s final products. The working

capital invested in inventory, is therefore given by Equation 2.2.

W or ki ng C api t al Investment (IW c ) = f (W I P )

and W I P = FR ×LT

,→ IW c ≡W I P = T ×LT (2.2)

3. Operating Expense (OE)

Operating Expense (OE) comprises the collective amount of money that a system spends (usu-

ally on a monthly basis) to turn Investment into Throughput [26, 32]. OE therefore includes

all overhead expenses that have to be paid independent of the number of of units sold (i.e. all

expenses that cannot be classified as TVC).

Performance Measures

Performance measures quantify progress towards an organisation’s goal. Three performance mea-

sures are used in TA, namely Net Profit (NP), Return On Investment (ROI), and Productivity (P). The

Productivity measure provides a good indication of a system’s operational leverage. These measures

are given by [29]:

Net Pr o f i t (N P ) = T −OE (2.3)

Retur n on Investment (ROI ) =
(

N P

I

)
=

(
T −OE

I

)
(2.4)

Pr oducti vi t y (P ) =
(

T

OE

)
(2.5)

Note: Within the TOC and specifically the TA context, NP refers to Earnings Before Interest, Tax,

Depreciation, and Amortisation (EBITDA).
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Resource Measures

Resource measures serve to prioritise work at the operational constraint so as to maximise Through-

put (T), as well as to indicate how well constrained resources are used. These measures are given by

[29]:

T hr oug hput per Constr ai nt Uni t

(
T

CU

)
=

(
T hr oug hputGener ated

Constr ai ned Resour ces

)
(2.6)

U ti l i sati on (U ) =
(

T i me spent Pr oduci ng

T i me Avai l able to Pr oduce

)
(2.7)

Decision Support Measures

Decision support measures serve to quantify expected gains or losses that result from operational

changes. Decision support measures are used in combination with Equation 2.6 to facilitate decision

making when an organisation’s constraint is prone to variation. Decision support measures are given

by [29]:

C hang e i n Net Pr o f i t (∆N P ) = ∆T −∆OE (2.8)

Payback (PB) =
(
∆N P

∆I

)
(2.9)

Payback Per i od (PBP ) =
(

1

PB

)
(2.10)

The TA Control Measures indicate whether or not projects, processes, and resources deviate from

desired results. These measures will however be omitted during the course of the Thesis.

Within the Thesis, the preceding TA measures will serve as FGMCs’ behaviour driving mechanism

for the prioritisation of work on resources with limited protective capacity, the primary measurement

system for decision support, and the quantification of improvement leverage throughout the Thesis’s

validation phase.

2.4.4 Technology

"Technology can bring benefit if, and only if, it diminishes a limitation."

"Technology is Necessary, but not Sufficient."

E.M. Goldratt

The TOC’ generic solution for the introduction of new technologies (business tools, machinery,

data processing and/or sharing capabilities, etc.) to existing business operations, is known as the

Necessary but not Sufficient (N&S) solution. During the turn of the preceding millennium failed tech-

nology leveraging initiatives were at the order of the day due to the lack of a holistic technology strat-

egy (that induced misalignment between organisations’ constraint(s) and the rationale for technol-

ogy acquisitions), ineffective technology adoption (i.e. fallible functional technology implementation

approaches), in addition to technical integration problems [7].
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The N&S approach provides a simplistic tool based methodology that focuses implementation

approaches toward the only relevant issue at hand namely, how will the new technology facilitate the

improved realisation of a system’s business goals? The acquisition of any new technology will bring

benefit if, and only if, it elevates a core limitation towards the realisation of the business goals, high-

lighted in Section 2.1.

Kendall states an amalgamation of Goldratt’s original N&S approach and the FFS in his book

Viable Vision, which is intended to enforce alignment between organisational limitations and the

acquisition of new technologies. Kendall’s focusing tool is reliant upon six questions, namely [26]:

1. What is the company’s constraint?

2. What technological limitation(s) does the business have, relative to the constraint?

3. What rules or practices did the business put in place to deal with the limitation?

4. How will the technology remove the limitation?

5. What new rules should the company have, once the technology is implemented?

6. How should the change be implemented?

Within the Thesis, FGMCs will require elevation within its information architecture during the

migration from a young manufacturing company towards an established manufacturing business.

The N&S approach will therefore be employed to ensure that technology acquisitions are focused

towards the principal limitations within FGMCs’ business operations.

2.5 Summary

The TOC toolset reviewed in Chapter 2, will serve as the foundation for the development the Fast

Growing Manufacturing Company Sustainability Roadmap (FGMCSR). The context of application for

said toolset is summarized as follows:

1. Five Focusing Steps - Identification of FGMCs’ physical constraint.

2. Generic Focusing Tools

a) Current Reality Tree - Identification of FGMCs’ logical constraint.

b) Evaporating Cloud - Resolving FGMCs’ logical conflict and governing causality.

c) Future Reality Tree - Developing a robust solution to resolve Negative Branch Reserva-

tions.

d) Prerequisite Tree - Developing an obstacle based map of intermediate objectives.
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3. Generic Functional Solutions

a) Production - Reduced lead time and improved reliability of delivery.

b) Procurement and Distribution - Reduced lead time, reduced inventory levels, increased

availability of products, increased sales volume, and increased sales margin.

c) Finance and Measurements - Prioritisation of work on CCRs, capacity elevation decision

support, and quantification of improvement leverage.

d) Technology - Leveraging of new operational capabilities following technology acquisition

and/or infrastructure elevation.

The validity of the Generic Functional Solutions’ expected results can be verified via an inde-

pendent review of more than 100 internal TOC implementations that was conducted by Balder-

stone and Mabin [8]. No failures or disappointing results were reported in any of the case stud-

ies reviewed. The mean improvements of said review are provided in Table 2.1.

Improvement Criteria Mean Improvement
Lead Time (LT) 69% Reduction

Cycle Time 66% Reduction
Due Date Performance 60% Improvement

Inventory Levels 50% Reduction
Revenue/Throughput 68% Increase

Combined Financial Variable 82% Increase

Table 2.1: Changes in Operational- and Financial Performance, owing to TOC Implementations [8]

The results in Table 2.1, were mostly achieved via partial TOC implementations. The research

further exhibits a 0.77 correlation between Lead Time (LT) reductions and inventory reductions that

resulted from DBR and SDBR implementations. These findings serve to validate the applicability of

the TOC toolset within the context of FGMCs.

Figure 2.10 illustrates the interaction between these knowledge domains within the FGMCSR.
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Figure 2.10: Interaction between the Relevant TOC Knowledge Domains within the Thesis
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3
SOLUTION STRUCTURING MEANS WITHIN THE

ENTERPRISE ENGINEERING DOMAIN

3.1 Introduction

Enterprise Engineering is the complete body of knowledge that deals with the analysis, design, and

implementation of business processes and/or business elements so as to improve the enterprise’s

competitiveness throughout its lifecycle, thereby facilitating the improved realisation of its business

objectives in turn [14].

Within said context, the Thesis will draw on one of the Enterprise Engineering solution struc-

turing approaches, known as the Roadmapping approach, to facilitate innovation planning and ex-

ecution management. The Thesis will also draw modestly on an Enterprise Engineering solution

development tool, known as the Four Layered Approach, for the logical structuring of the FGMCSR’s

roll-out plan.

Figure 3.1 provides the navigation toolbar for subject matter addressed in Chapter 3.

The following section provides an overview on the structuring and presentation requirements of

formal improvement initiatives, via the Roadmapping approach.

3.2 The Roadmapping Approach

Roadmaps are time-based business frameworks that are becoming increasingly popular as in-

novation management frameworks during the planning and/or execution management of innova-

tion programs. Lifecycle Roadmapping can be regarded as a graphical representation of time-phased

23
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Figure 3.1: Navigation Toolbar for Subject Matter Addressed in Chapter 3

planning information for the migration from an existing ("As-Is") state of reality to an ambitious fu-

ture ("To-Be") state. Lifecycle Roadmaps serve as guiding frameworks to multidisciplinary teams

within the project lifecycle management sphere, which in turn facilitate collaboration towards a com-

mon goal [14, 15]. An example of these guiding frameworks is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Guiding Information, pertaining to Anchor Points within Lifecycle Roadmaps [14]
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Within the context of the Thesis, the following Roadmapping elements are relevant to institute a

proper guiding framework:

1. "Where to go"

A structured, high-level framework consisting of anchor points/intermediate objectives to be

attained en route to the final objective(s) i.e. high level strategic objective(s).

2. "What to aim for"

Lower level Intermediate Objectives (IOs) that indicate the "route" that will facilitate the suc-

cessful realisation of the anchor points.

3. "How to realise the anchor points"

Activity based descriptions and guiding information regarding best practices and methods of

achieving the IOs.

4. Controls to manage effectiveness.

5. An information repository to collect information while travelling along a specific path.

The level of synergy between the Roadmapping approach and the Logical Thinking Process seems

palpable, however, with the exception of the Roadmapping approach’s regard for a specialised infor-

mation repository. The FGMCSR will therefore overlook the establishment of a formal information

repository. The Thesis will however draw on the Roadmapping approach’s characterisation of an ef-

fective master plan for the migration from FGMCs’ existing ("As-Is") state of unsustainability, to its

future ("To-Be") state of sustainability.

3.3 The Four Layered Approach to Enterprise Analysis

The Four Layered Approach is a structured approach towards enterprise analysis and solution de-

velopment, within the domain of Enterprise Design. The Four Layered Approach provides a high level

formation that facilitates the qualification of holistic objectives, functional objectives, as well as the

ensuing BP modelling and solution development. The Four Layers of Enterprise analysis resolution

are illustrated in Figure 3.3 and given by [25]:

1. Layer 1: Strategy

The innovation strategy resolution layer is addressed during the onset of the innovation project

and demarcates the high-level objectives to be addressed during the project. The highest prob-

ability of success is derived from projects wherein the project objectives are aligned with organ-

isational strategy, as the synergy between these strategic spheres serves to enforce one another,

which in turn contribute to holistic goal-alignment. According to Gary Hamel, company strat-

egy is the only way to drive innovation [22].
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2. Layer 2: Value Chain

The value chain resolution layer follows on the innovation strategy resolution layer. It incorpo-

rates the previously defined high-level strategic objectives and translates these into a workable

scoping analysis within each of the functional areas within a systemic setting. This step can

further assist in project integration when combined with other projects of overlapping scope.

3. Layer 3: Processes

The process resolution layer marks the onset of the physical analysis. There are various ap-

proaches and focusing tools in existence today; however each of these serves the following ob-

jectives [24]:

a) Create a clear understanding of the current processes, and symptoms of the existing mode

of behaviour,

b) Create a common understanding of the reason for change, and

c) Create a common understanding of the new process.

4. Layer 4: Activities

The activity resolution layer can be called upon during more than one phase within an innova-

tion project lifecycle. It revolves around the modelling and/or simulation of business activities

and can be incorporated during the initial stages to gain approval on the project, or during the

detailed system design [24]. Outputs of this layer include details on the roles, responsibilities,

performance measures, metrics, etc. of each functional area within the business processes.

Figure 3.3: The Four Layers of Enterprise Analysis Resolution [25]

Within the Thesis, the Four Layered Approach will be employed during the sequencing of the

FGMCSR’s implementation activities by prioritising the enrolment of stakeholders in a structured

top-down fashion, as well as the design of required outcomes during the roll-out of improvement
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initiatives. The Four Layered Approach will therefore be employed to supplement the TOC approach,

and not as an absolute solution constituent.

3.4 Summary

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the TOC’ Logical Thinking Process tools will be incorporated for the

purpose of analysis and solution development. Subsequent to the development of a new approach

towards the sustainability of FGMCs, the Roadmapping approach will be availed as a framework for

the effective structuring of the newly developed solution.

The Thesis will further draw on the Four Layered Approach for the prioritisation and enrolment of

stakeholders in a structured top-down fashion, as well as the outcome-based focus of the Four Layered

Approach’s solution structure. The FGMCSR’s implementation activities will therefore be structured

according to the following sequential approach, in a bid to establish enterprise wide enrolment into

the FGMC’s new MoO:

1. Executive enrolment via a Ramp-Up phase ("Strategy" layer).

2. Senior- and middle management enrolment via a Functional Analysis phase ("Value Chain-"

and "Processes" layer).

3. Workforce enrolment and the roll-out of new initiatives, via a Functional Implementation phase

("Activities" layer).

The FGMCSR will consequently incorporate:

1. The TOC toolset for a leverage-biased analysis, -solution development, and -solution sequenc-

ing approach to the sustainability of FGMCs.

2. The Roadmapping approach’s structural requirements for an effective master plan.

3. The Four Layered Approach’s top-down approach for the enrolment of human resources and

the roll-out of improvement initiatives, as well as the outcome-based focus of its solution struc-

ture.
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4
THE LANDSCAPE OF CONTEMPORARY GROWTH

SUSTAINING APPROACHES

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 provides an overview on the existing frameworks and growth sustaining methodologies

to be incorporated within the Thesis. A gap analysis serves to identify disparities between FGMCs and

conventional companies that perform well against the filter criteria for formal TOC and/or change-

inducing innovation projects. These limitations will be targeted during the Thesis’s solution devel-

opment phase and will be addressed in accordance with the Enterprise Engineering (EE) domain’s

innovation frameworks and enterprise design formalisms.

Figure 4.1 provides the navigation toolbar for subject matter addressed in Chapter 4.

4.2 Formal TOC Projects within the Viable Vision Domain

"You must understand that seeing is believing, but also know that believing is seeing."

Denis Waitley

Formal TOC (FTOC) projects are prearranged projects that demand outsourced expertise from

accredited TOC professionals. Viable Vision (VV) projects are apex FTOC projects wherein the project

scope rests with taking a company’s current bottom-line (NP) to its current top-line (Total Revenue)

within a period of four years or less. This is solely achieved via the implementation of TOC principles

and the generic TOC solutions, as alluded to in Chapter 2.

28
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Figure 4.1: Navigation Toolbar for Subject Matter Addressed in Chapter 4

VV and/or FTOC projects are developed, based upon the assertion that complex systems are in-

herently simple; moreover, that capitalising on this inherent simplicity enables remarkable improve-

ments within a short time frame [18]. VV/FTOC projects are further based upon the premise that

almost every company possesses the potential to fulfil a significant need within its market, thereby

unlocking significant market potential.

The primary obstacle within VV/FTOC projects therefore lies with the identification of these mar-

ket needs and consequently the formulation of a strategy that will enable companies to develop the

capability of fulfilling these needs sustainably. By fulfilling one or more of its market’s significant

needs, companies are capable of growing its Throughput faster than its Operating Expense, without

exhausting the company’s resources and/or incurring excessive risk [17]. This is facilitated via two

sequential growth strategies, dubbed Base Growth and Enhanced Growth, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Base Growth strategies are build around the exploitation of existing market segments, whereas

Enhanced Growth strategies are build around market segments that would be willing to pay premiums

of up to four times (or more) the standard rate for products, under very specific (usually critical)

conditions.
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Figure 4.2: A Viable Vision Framework for Reliable Rapid Response Markets [17]

The Base Growth- and Enhanced Growth strategies in turn divide into three phases, namely [17]:

1. Build,

2. Capitalise, and

3. Sustain.

The VV framework, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, will find application within the Thesis as a solution

framework for the initiation and exploitation of significant growth throughout the short- and medium

terms. Within the context of FGMCs’ growth requisites, only the Base Growth strategy holds reference.

The Thesis will draw on the Base Growth strategy’s inherent structuring mechanism (Build, Capitalise,

and Sustain) in addition to specific solution constituents.

The following section is apportioned to a gap analysis within the existing FTOC/VV landscape, so

as to focus additional literature to the limitations of significant importance.

4.3 Gap Analysis

Throughout the review of existing knowledge, it was discovered that FTOC projects, with special

reference to VV projects, are expressly allocated to candidates that conform to, and excel within, a set

of presupposed criteria. The criteria are focused towards the identification of prospective companies
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that exhibit potential for significant, yet sustainable growth. These criteria, as identified within the

Thesis, are given by:

1. Requirement 1: The objective of the VV/FTOC program is to move a company from being "good"

to being "excellent". The VV program does not aim to transform companies from being "sub-

standard" to being "good" or "excellent".

2. Requirement 2: The principal constraint pertaining to these companies, is positioned within

the markets being served, i.e. external to the organisation.

3. Requirement 3: The company is neither the market leader within its industry, nor does it possess

a significant share of the market (i.e. less than 33%).

4. Requirement 4: The market being served is large enough to sustain the growth in sales, which is

required to realise the VV/FTOC objectives.

5. Requirement 5: The company will be able to support and sustain the internal change required

to achieve the growth targets in terms of:

a) Management,

b) Systems,

c) Cash flow, and

d) Raw material suppliers. This implies an "infinite" supply of raw materials.

6. Requirement 6: The company will be able to support and sustain the required level of sales in

terms of:

a) Additional capacity,

b) Operating expenses, and

c) Investment in fixed capital and working capital.

Generic FGMCs do not conform to all of the aforementioned criteria. The solution development

will therefore make allowance for, and devise solutions to the focal limitations within the context of

FGMCs. The relevance of the aforementioned criteria, within the context of FGMCs will be charac-

terised within the ensuing sections.

Requirements 1, 3, and 4

Within the context of the Thesis, the postulation is made that subsequent to the onset of rapid

growth surges, FGMCs serve seemingly "endless" markets i.e. FGMCs initially possess an internal

constraint, which the FGMCSR will endeavour to uplift. This being said, generic FGMCs are in com-

pliance with Requirements 1, 3, and 4. What’s more; FGMCs’ conformance to these criteria most likely
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initiated the onset of its rapid growth. The key to sustainable growth within the Thesis, therefore rest

with Requirements 2, 5, and 6.

Requirements 2 and 5

Within the TOC context, FGMCs generally possess a cash fund constraint. FGMCs’ constraint is

therefore relocated from its market to its inability of financing further growth via additional funds,

i.e. towards an internal cash fund constraint. This limitation violates both Requirement 2 and Re-

quirement 5 and serves single handily to exclude FGMCs from the FTOC project domain. The level of

support arising from Requirement 5 is divided into four segments:

1. Management

The management support can in turn be divided into three sections:

a) Finding a sufficiently knowledgeable workforce and retaining qualified employees.

b) Developing leaders and delegating responsibility. According to studies conducted by De-

loitte Touche Tohmatsu (from here onwards referred to as Deloitte), this has been ranked

as the greatest personal challenge for the Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) of the 500 Fastest

Growing Companies around the globe (from here onwards referred to as Fast 500 compa-

nies), over a period of at least 7 years [1, 2, 3].

c) The ability to change the Mode of Operation (MoO) within the organisation and adapt to

a new governance framework i.e. innovation in the FGMC’s MoO.

The first two presupposed conditions for sustainable growth fall beyond the formal scope of the

Thesis, however the FGMCSR endeavours to highlight that it should not be difficult to retain

qualified employees. The ability to change the MoO within FGMCs falls completely within the

Thesis scope. MoO changes will be structured in accordance with the Psychology of Change

process (as highlighted in Section 2.3.1) to resolve potential resistance to change proactively.

2. Systems

According to the Deloitte studies, the biggest risks for Fast 500 companies are infrastructure

deficiencies; followed by adverse effects upon corporate culture, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Within the context of the Thesis, FTOC projects’ presupposed criteria exclude generic FGMCs

from the FTOC project domain due to FGMCs’ widespread infrastructure deficiencies. The The-

sis’s solution development process therefore has to make specific allowance for the sustainable

elevation of FGMCs’ operational infrastructure.

3. Raw Material Supplies

The field of strategic procurement falls beyond the scope of the Thesis. The Thesis will therefore

presuppose the availability of sufficient raw materials for sustainable growth.
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Figure 4.3: The Biggest Risks Associated with Fast Growth [1]

4. Cash Flow

Cash Flow (CF) management is regarded as the greatest financial challenge for Fast 500 com-

panies, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The Biggest Financial Challenge during Fast Growth [2]

FGMCs’ approach to the management of CF is a direct function of its organisational maturity

and previous innovation initiatives that were historically implemented. Within the context of

the Thesis, adequately liquid FGMCs will be excluded from the research scope.

The Thesis is aimed at young companies that have been caught off-guard by the onset of rapid

growth. "Young companies" suggest that none of the formal management philosophies (TOC,

Just-In-Time (JIT), Lean Manufacturing, and Six Sigma) have been formally implemented.

These FGMCs have significant CF deficiencies during the onset of rapid growth surges, and will

therefore not be able to furnish its market demand for prolonged periods of time, or elevate its

operational infrastructure via capital intensive projects.
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Requirement 6

The level of support arising from Requirement 6 is divided into three segments:

1. Additional Capacity

Generic FGMCs face significant difficulties in rising sustainably to the market demand as a

result of its CF and infrastructure limitations. The solution development therefore needs to

address the means of elevating the systemic capacity capabilities without exhausting limited

CF resources.

2. Operating Expense

The management of Operating Expenses (OE) falls beyond the scope of the Thesis. Within the

context of FTOC projects, the management of OE is regarded as being secondary to increases in

Throughput and effectively focused Investment in raw materials and Work-In-Progress (WIP).

The distinctions between the focusing sequence of the TOC and that of traditional managerial

practices are illustrated in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Financial Focusing Sequence of TOC and Traditional Management Practices [31]

3. Investment

Within the TOC context, Investment is comprised of fixed capital (infrastructure investments)

and working capital (raw material, WIP, finished goods, debtors, etc.). Generic FGMCs suffer

from the unavailability of funds to furnish both its fixed capital and working capital needs and

consequently investments that generate additional capacity (infrastructure elevation) suffers.

The Thesis will therefore endeavour to mine the required levels of Cash Flow (CF) to permit

infrastructure investments, as earlier mentioned.

The VV/FTOC framework provides a structured approach towards innovation within an organi-

sation’s MoO, however it neglects innovation within the product, and process spheres. Product inno-

vation falls beyond the scope of the Thesis. Process innovation, in terms of operational systems, does

however fall within the demarcated project scope.

The following sections are apportioned to conceptual frameworks and Enterprise Reference Ar-

chitectures (ERAs) that serve to guide innovation teams through the challenges pertaining to the de-

sign, development, and upholding of balanced organisational infrastructures. The relevance of said
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frameworks within the Thesis lies with the operational requirements for sustainable infrastructure

elevation, as these requirements are absolute during periods of excessive growth.

4.4 Innovation Frameworks and Enterprise Design Formalisms

4.4.1 Overview

Within the Enterprise Engineering domain, a conceptual framework is "an extensible structure

for describing a set of concepts, methods, technologies, and cultural changes necessary to complete

a given spectrum of projects" [14]. Frameworks impart a logical structure to the classification and

categorisation of information, as well as a guiding mechanism to facilitate the sequencing of process

steps, applications, and data conversions [4, 14].

Enterprise Reference Architectures (ERAs) are frameworks that facilitate enterprise integration

by "providing methodologies and tools, which can be used to analyse an enterprise as smaller, more

manageable entities and then synthesise the redesigned entities to form the new integrated whole" [14].

This top-down analysis and bottom-up solution development approach, incorporated by the in-

novation frameworks and design formalisms, contradicts the "holistic, leverage biased" approach in-

herent to the TOC. The scope of these frameworks within the Thesis, therefore extends exclusively

to the integration requirements for effectively consolidated enterprises, and not the solution devel-

opment process itself. Section 4.4.2 provides an overview on an ERA that will serve as a high level

framework for the design- and development requirements of an effectively managed FGMC.

4.4.2 Extended Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture

The Extended Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture (EPERA) facilitates Enterprise Integration

programs via the design and development of effectively managed, balanced enterprises. The EPERA

identifies four distinct, yet coherent architectures that ought to interact synergistically within the

daily operations of manufacturing enterprises. These architectures, along with a high level overview

on the lifecycle phases inherent to enterprise integration programs, are illustrated within Figure 4.6.

The four operational architectures are given by [25, 38]:

1. Manufacturing Architecture

The Manufacturing Architecture is comprised of:

a) Manufacturing equipment and material processing capability,

b) Material handling capability, and

c) Material routing effectiveness.
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2. Organisational Architecture

The Organisational Architecture comprises enterprise activities related to organisational struc-

ture, organisational culture, business process design, and human resources. Organisational Ar-

chitecture objectives include the establishment of an organisation that is able to generate value

for its customers, while continuously improving, reorganising, and reinventing itself, in addi-

tion to establishing an optimistic organisational culture. Typical Organisational Architecture

activities include et al:

a) Delegating responsibility and partitioning decision rights, and

b) Measuring performance and instituting appropriate courses of action (reward versus rep-

rimand) based upon said measurement results.

3. Information Architecture

The Information Architecture comprises appropriate systems to facilitate the availability of fo-

cused and/or relevant, real-time information pertaining to the management, execution, and

measurement of operational performance.

4. Decision Architecture

The Decision Architecture is comprised of, et al:

a) Corporate governance, and

b) Functional and/or procedural systems to facilitate administrative-, supervisory-, mana-

gerial, and executive decision making.

The EPERA identifies progress within the architectural clusters, in addition to enhanced collab-

oration between these architectures, as the principal objective of enterprise integration programs.

This opinion is shared by the innovation guru, Tidd [36], who states that innovation management is

primarily concerned with the integration of technological change, market change, and organisational

change.

Within the context of the Thesis, FGMCs become disentangled subsequent to the onset of rapid

growth surges due to capacity constraints that result from infrastructure deficiencies. Fuzzily focused

capacity elevation and the lack of a transparent prioritisation system, place inherent functions in

positions of conflict. These conflicts enforce a silo mentality within operations and pose the risk of

severe damages to organisational culture.

The Thesis will therefore draw upon the EPERA as a high level solution framework for the inte-

grated elevation of operational infrastructure deficiencies, subsequent to the onset of rapid growth

surges.
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Figure 4.6: The Extended Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture [25]

4.5 Information Technology for Sustainability

Both the Extended Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture (EPERA) and a commanding inno-

vation management framework, known as the Improved Chiesa Framework, regard technology ac-

quisition as "a cardinal part of innovation" [14]. Stéphane Gagnon1 [16] states that it is typical for

FGMCs to use Information Technology (IT) to facilitate the reorganisation and tidying up of its oper-

ational infrastructure. According to Gagnon companies can perform satisfactory by deploying these

systems and re-engineering its BPs, however the potential for major organisational leverage remains

untapped. Gagnon states that, "fully leveraging the technology, that’s where the success is still lacking"

[16].

Contemporary IT development has spawned significant technological breakthroughs in the do-

1Stéphane Gagnon is a Professor at the Universitè du Québec, Professor at the New Jersey Institute of Technology, Vice
president of research and standards at the Montreal Integration Consortium, and CEO of Innovations Intracubator Inc. in
Montreal, Canada.
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mains of product modelling, configuration management, and decision support. Within these do-

mains, three fundamental technologies hold reference, namely:

1. Solid Modelling,

2. Product Data Management, and

3. Enterprise Resource Planning.

Within the context of the Thesis, information deficiencies reinforce operational uncertainty, un-

focused BP elevation, and the inability to rise sustainably to FGMCs’ market demand. Information

architecture elevation therefore holds significant leveraging capabilities in the domain of FGMCs’

manufacturing-, organisational-, and decision architectures and is consequently regarded as a sig-

nificant enabler towards sustainable management practices.

Appendix A provides a detailed overview of the aforementioned technologies, in addition to an

implementation methodology that was developed during 2006, in accordance with the TOC’ Neces-

sary but not Sufficient solution. The implementation methodology was aimed at resolving manufac-

turing companies’ ineffective technology leveraging capability.

Within the Thesis, FGMCs will require the elevation of its Information Architecture. The imple-

mentation methodology in Appendix A was therefore used as the point of departure for the develop-

ment of a high level cross-functional implementation Roadmap (illustrated in Appendix E, Figure E.1)

for the integration of technical- and functional implementation projects’ inherent lifecycle phases,

throughout technology based elevation initiatives.

4.6 Synthesis of Literature Reviewed

Ninety-five published case studies have proven VV/FTOC projects invaluable in instigating and

sustaining significant growth over a time frame of four years and more [5]. The VV/FTOC project fil-

ter criteria does however exclude a large number of companies from the list of potential candidates,

including FGMCs. Generic FGMCs do not conform to the predefined criteria for significant and sus-

tainable growth, as demarcated by the VV/FTOC filtering framework. Innovation projects within the

EPERA domain, also excluded FGMCs from its list of potential candidates, due to FGMCs’ principal

resource limitations.

Within the context of VV/FTOC projects’ filter criteria, FGMCs’ resource limitations rest with its

cash flow-, infrastructure-, and human resource deficiencies. The elevation of these resources seem

to reside in conflict with one another, thereby resulting in the inadvertent compromise between the

attainment of increased cash flow and increased operational capacity. The ineffective attainment

of said resources (cash and capacity) amidst rapid growth in market demand, inevitably increases

operational pressure and curbs FGMCs’ sustainability over a prolonged period of time.
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Subsequent to the foregoing literature review, the following conclusions were reached:

1. Three principal UnDesirable Effects (UDEs) ultimately contribute to FGMCs’ unsustainability,

namely [1, 2, 3]:

a) Scarcity of accessible cash funds,

b) Deficient operational infrastructure, and

c) Low retention rate of qualified employees.

2. A multitude of formal growth sustaining approaches do exist (e.g. Viable Vision templates, the

EPERA, etc.) that focus on manufacturing companies’ revenue growth and/or sustainability.

a) These approaches do however presuppose a number of criteria that exclude FGMCs from

the select group of companies that fits said approaches’ demarcated customer profile.

b) The aforementioned three UDEs stand central to FGMCs’ exclusion from the aforemen-

tioned innovation approaches.

,→There is no formal solution in existence today that focuses specifically on the core insti-

gators of FGMCs’ unsustainability, and the process of building sustainability into FGMCs’

Mode of Operation (MoO).

During the course of the Thesis, a cause and effect analysis was performed of FGMCs’ Current

Reality following the onset of rapid growth. The Current Reality Tree (CRT) incorporated UDEs that

were obtained from the interviews with Fast 500 CEOs, as well as cause and effect logic to unearth

the causal relationships that govern the unsustainability of FGMCs. The resulting map of FGMCs’

governing causalities subsequent to continued rapid growth is illustrated in Appendix B, Figure B.1.

Within the TOC context, any core conflict and/or system of UDEs (such as the CRT illustrated in

Figure B.1) can be verbalised as a single Governing Causality (GC). A GC is defined as a fundamental

law of nature that cannot be contradicted by existing scientific knowledge and dictates a system’s

Mode of Operation (MoO). The GC developed for FGMCs therefore summarises FGMCs’ CRT and

leads as follow:

,→ Anything in nature that consumes more than it is able to replenish over a prolonged period of time,

experiences undue stress, cannot protect against variation, and is bound to break.

This GC is evident in the fact that FGMCs absorb cash funds (fixed capital and working capital)

faster than it can generate returns to replenish these funds. From the analysis it is evident that once a

FGMC’s CF pressure starts to spiral out of control, the UDEs related to operational infrastructure and

the low retention rate of qualified employees are unavoidable.

The Thesis’s retaliation strategy therefore rest with a means of breaking FGMCs’ current GC and

instituting a new Point of Reference (PoR) and Mode of Operation (MoO) that is capable of imposing

a new, sustainable, and desirable GC.
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5
RESEARCH SCOPE REFINEMENT

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 1 provided arguments on the need for the Thesis, while Chapter 4 highlighted obstacles

to the sustainability of FGMCs. Chapter 5 now serves to refine these obstacles by identifying the prin-

cipal enabling entities to the sustainability of FGMCs and the design requirements for the proposed

solution.

Within the context of the Thesis, sustainability is defined as:

The form of progress that meets the needs of the present, without compromising future needs.

Figure 5.1 provides the navigation toolbar for subject matter addressed in Chapter 5.

5.2 Principal Obstacle to Sustainability of FGMCs

The formulation of a problem is often more essential than its solution, which may be merely a

matter of mathematical or experimental skill.
Albert Einstein

Define a problem precisely and you are half way to a solution.
E. M. Goldratt

Within the context of the gap analysis performed in Section 4.3, FGMCs possess two materialistic

constraints that seem to reside in eternal conflict, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. These are given by:

1. Operational constraint i.e. operational infrastructure (systems and resources), and

2. Financial constraint i.e. cash funds.

40
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Figure 5.1: Navigation Toolbar for Subject Matter Addressed in Chapter 5

This conflict is contingent upon five inherent assumptions (as demarcated by the five arrows in

Figure 5.2) and is not specific to FGMCs, however a significant disparity exists between the magni-

tudes of its impact within FGMCs and that of "normal growing" companies.

Figure 5.2: The Principal Operational Conflict Inherent to FGMCs

The aforementioned conflict, coupled with FGMCs’ deteriorating organisational culture, com-

prises the principal enabling entities (i.e. entities with the greatest improvement leverage) to the
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sustainability of FGMCs. Within said context, the intermediate objectives (i.e. methodology design

requirements) to the sustainability of FGMCs are given by:

1. Focus managerial decisions to a transparent Point of Reference (PoR) that negates the need for

assumption driven, reactive decision making.

2. Implement an early warning mechanism to notify FGMCs when its rate of growth is not sustain-

able over the long-term, in addition to appropriate means of either curbing the current growth

rate, or improving the Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR).

3. Replenish the protective capacity of FGMCs’ operational resources, based upon the consump-

tion (penetration) of its protective buffer.

4. Create an organisation wherein employees are acknowledged and empowered, in order to pro-

mote the capability of these resources to experience both satisfaction and security within its

working environment.

5. Realise each of the aforementioned objectives without exhausting the FGMC’s cash flow limi-

tations.

5.3 Solution Scope Refinement

The scope of the Fast Growing Manufacturing Company Sustainability Roadmap (FGMCSR) is

restricted to the utilisation of financial resources, operational resources, and human resources as the

means of meeting FGMCs’ present needs, without compromising its future needs, following the onset

of unplanned growth surges. The FGMCSR does not make explicit allowance for the advancement of

FGMCs’ broader community, or the sustainable utilisation of FGMCs’ environmental resources.

A number of conformance criteria were developed, in order to isolate a select group of FGMCs at

the focal point of the Thesis. The presupposed criteria are given by:

1. Young FGMCs that have been caught off-guard by the onset of rapid growth,

2. FGMCs with a vision to move from being "good" to being "excellent",

3. The principal constraint pertaining to these companies was positioned within the market, prior

to the onset of rapid growth,

4. FGMCs that are neither market leaders, nor do they possess a significant share of the market,

5. FGMCs that serve a market, which is large enough to sustain its growth,

6. FGMCs that serve a market, wherein a significant component of sales are derived from "man-

aged to stock" products,
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7. FGMCs that endeavour to grow organically,

8. FGMCs that possess cash flow deficiencies,

9. FGMCs that possess capacity deficiencies,

10. FGMCs that have not implemented formal management methodologies (no formal TOC, JIT,

Six Sigma, Lean manufacturing, etc.) and/or major innovation projects. The company will

therefore be in a state of "managing chaos" instead of finding breakthrough solutions,

11. FGMCs that possess an adequate supply of raw materials to support the intended growth,

12. FGMCs that sell most of its produce via downstream SCs (i.e. not directly to the consumer

thereof),

13. FGMCs that did not possess significant workforce limitations prior to the onset of rapid growth

i.e. sufficient knowledgeable personnel, organisational leaders, and a framework for the dele-

gation of responsibilities were in place, and

14. FGMCs that serve markets wherein long-term relationships can be established.

5.4 Research Hypothesis

The sustainability of FGMCs is governed by its weakest link. FGMCs possess four distinct, yet

interconnected links (raw material, market demand, internal capability to deliver, and cash funds)

that serve as the damping mechanism to protect FGMCs as a whole, against variation in any of the

aforementioned entities. The level of damping afforded by the four interconnected links is governed

by its capability to decouple variation in one entity from undue variation in other entities. The higher

the level of instability, the higher the associated level of damping required.

Within the context of FGMCs, variation in the aforementioned entities, absorbs protective ca-

pacity from the damping mechanism’s remaining entities, and ultimately manifests as an effect on

the availability of cash funds. FGMCs’ continued growth induces a prolonged state of transient be-

haviour, operational variation, and the resulting consumption of FGMCs’ protective capacity. During

periods of growth (transient behaviour) protective capacity is absorbed from a company’s damping

mechanism (the three remaining entities’ decoupling capability (i.e. excess capacity)) in order to sta-

bilise said system’s variation.

The Thesis’s research hypothesis is therefore stated as:

The sustainability of FGMCs is governed by its weakest link, and consequently FGMCs’ capability to

protect its weakest link and decouple said link from variation in its proximate operational links (raw

material, market demand, internal capability to deliver, and/or cash funds).
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5.5 Sustainability Solution Approach

The Research Hypothesis, as defined in Section 5.4, implies that FGMCs require a constant buffer

of resource protection, wherein new layers of protection are replenished as soon as it has been con-

sumed by the system as a whole.

Generic FGMCs’ Cash Flow (CF) deficiency, however, tempers its capability to implement ap-

propriate variation decoupling mechanisms throughout its operational domain. FGMCs’ growth-

induced operational variation, together with its substandard decoupling mechanisms, unavoidably

result in an insufficiently damped operational domain with increased variation and operational dis-

order. Said levels of operational disorder, in turn decreases FGMCs’ capability to satisfy its market

demand on a reliable basis, thereby curbing its ability to generate cash funds and inevitably result in

a mounting degree of CF pressure (through negative feedback).

This form of variation propagation is the physical manifestation of FGMCs’ current GC, as defined

in Section 4.6, and is illustrated via the simplified representation in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3 also points

out that sufficient decoupling mechanisms are required between proximate operational links.

Consequently, the FGMC sustainability solution has to break the core conflict within FGMCs’ cur-

rent GC, implement the appropriate cash fund exploitation mechanisms, and establish the appropri-

ate decoupling mechanisms along with pre-emptive behaviour driving mechanisms to sustain said

decoupling mechanisms.

Figure 5.3: Decoupling Mechanisms to Mitigate the Propagation of Operational Variation

The Fast Growing Manufacturing Company Sustainability Roadmap (FGMCSR) will comprise four

distinct solution phases that are specifically focused towards the Intermediate Objectives (IOs), al-

luded to within Chapter 5.2. Phases 1 and 2 are focused towards short-term results, whereas Phases

3 and 4 are focused towards FGMCs’ future results. The objectives of the FGMCSR’s independent

solution phases are given by:

1. Phase 1: Stop the bleeding - Exploit the FGMC’s limited cash funds and implement a proac-

tive early warning mechanism for unsustainable growth. Implement a new Point of Reference
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(PoR) and a new management Mode of Operation (MoO) that facilitates visibility into the short-

term load on FGMCs’ Capacity Constraint Resources (CCRs) and the effective management of

capacity requirements.

2. Phase 2: Implement a prioritisation system for capacity elevation, enrol the FGMC’s workforce

into elevation initiatives, and implement the required elevation initiatives.

,→Phases 1 and 2 will serve as the FGMCSR’s Build phase, wherein FGMCs’ MoO is changed and

said FGMCs are placed on a partially (short-term) proactive course of action.

3. Phase 3: Mine the requisite capital for proactive Enterprise Architecture Elevation (EAE) from

operations, secure sustainable strategic alliances within the FGMC’s upstream and downstream

Supply Chains (SCs), and elevate the FGMC’s sustainable growth rate.

,→Phase 3 will serve as the FGMCSR’s Capitalise phase and will draw upon the newly instituted

operational transparency for sustainable cash flow exploitation.

4. Phase 4: Develop visibility into medium-term demand trends, feasibility criteria for proactive

Enterprise Architecture Elevation (EAE), and implement said elevation initiatives proactively.

,→Phase 4 will serve as the FGMCSR’s Sustain phase and will capitalise on the capabilities estab-

lished during Phases 1-3 to perform proactive EAE, thereby facilitating the potential of significant

future growth and a sustainably (long-term) proactive MoO.

A more detailed overview and graphic representation of the FGMCSR’s Build, Capitalise, and Sus-

tain solution structure is provided in Section 6.2.4 and Figure 6.6, page 55.
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6
A ROADMAP TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY OF FGMCS

Chapter 5 identified the principal leverage points for sustainability within FGMCs, in addition to

the design requirements for the proposed solution. Chapter 6 will now be apportioned to the solution

development and design of the implementation Roadmap towards the sustainability of FGMCs.

Figure 6.1 provides the navigation toolbar for subject matter addressed in Chapter 6.

6.1 Overview

"When we deliberate it is about means and not ends."

Aristotle, 4th Century B.C.

The FGMCSR will be comprised of 3 strategic phases, namely a Build, Capitalise, and Sustain

phase. The CRT (illustrated in Figure B.1) provided a logical map of causality relationships that give

rise to FGMCs’ unsustainability subsequent to the onset of rapid, unplanned growth. These causality

links will serve as the basis for the development of the FGMCSR. From here onwards the Thesis will

incorporate the core conflict cloud and new-found understanding to break the conflict that governs

a FGMC’s existing reality, following the onset of rapid growth. The high level solution development

method leads as follow:

1. Develop the required insight to break the core conflict that governs the unsustainability of

FGMCs.

2. Break the core conflict by finding a new action that satisfies both of the conflict cloud’s system

needs, and develop the new governing causality that summarises FGMCs’ future actions.

46
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Figure 6.1: Navigation Toolbar for Subject Matter Addressed in Chapter 6

3. Use the new action to develop the Future Reality Tree (FRT) for FGMCs. Identify Negative

Branch Reservations (NBRs) to the proposed solution and resolve these via new injections.

4. Develop the Prerequisite Tree (PrT) to overcome implementation obstacles to the FRT.

5. Develop the new solution and group the implementation activities into related functional clus-

ters.

6. Sequence the implementation activities, based upon its functional improvement leverage.

7. Verify the newly developed solution.

Section 6.2.1 provides a discussion on the means of breaking the primary obstacle (conflict) to the

sustainability of FGMCs.
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6.2 A Methodology to Develop Sustainability of FGMCs

6.2.1 The Core Conflict towards Sustainability of FGMCs

As mentioned in Section 5.2, FGMCs possess two system needs that seem locked in eternal conflict

with one another (as illustrated in Figure 6.2), namely:

1. Provide satisfaction to the market now, as well as in the future.

2. Be financially stable now, as well as in the future.

FGMCs’ consequent actions, aimed at satisfying the system needs (and ultimately the system ob-

jective) are given by:

1. Elevate the operational systems and operational infrastructure.

2. Protect the limited cash funds.

The belief in Inherent Simplicity gives rise to the idea that both of the current actions are wrong (as

illustrated in Figure 6.2) if the purpose of these actions is to promote the system objective of making

money now, as well as in the future. If inherent simplicity is indeed a viable conjecture, a simple

solution does exist that satisfies both system needs in a win-win fashion.

Figure 6.2: The Principal Operational Conflict Inherent to FGMCs

As mentioned in Section 4.6 the Governing Causality (GC) developed for FGMCs, summarises

both its CRT and core conflict, and leads as follow:

,→ Anything in nature that consumes more than it is able to replenish over a prolonged period of time,

experiences undue stress, cannot protect against variation, and is bound to break.

The abovementioned GC encompasses each of the underlying causalities that give rise to the

UDEs within FGMCs’ CRT. The breakthrough solution to the Evaporating Cloud (EC) in Figure 6.2

should therefore remove the existing GC and replace it with a new, sustainable GC. This is accom-

plished in Section 6.2.2.
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6.2.2 Breaking the Core Conflict towards Sustainability

The need to break the core conflict within FGMCs stems from the fact that even though improve-

ment initiatives might alleviate more than one of the FGMC’s unwanted symptoms, the FGMC’s ac-

tions will still be focused towards systemic optimisation. Any form of optimisation, within a system

that does not operate fundamentally correct, serves the same purpose as a band-aid to an infected

wound. Good results are achieved without removing the infection (conflict), however better results

can be achieved with less time and effort by removing the infection (conflict).

The development of FGMCs’ new breakthrough solution (and new GC) is facilitated by three in-

sights:

1. The weakest link in any coupled system, governs the performance of the entire system.

2. The weakest link in any system is bound to break first.

3. The weakest link in any system, is the only one that will cause the system to become unsustain-

able.

These insights gave rise to the development of a new GC, namely:

,→ Any weak link that is protected beyond the demand placed upon it, can last indefinitely. The weakest

link is protected (by coupled operational resources) from instability at all cost. The system’s results are

maximised within the weakest link’s current limitations.

The new GC was subsequently translated into a new entity that satisfies both system needs, as

illustrated in Figure 6.3. The entity illustrated in Figure 6.3, was consequently translated into an ac-

tionable injection that forms the basis for the development of FGMCs’ FRT. The new injection is given

by:

,→ Throughput/Constraint unit is maximised (and serve as the sole prioritisation criterion for the util-

isation of the constraint’s resources). Entities that do not form part of the FGMC’s constraint provide

sufficient protection (against variation) to exploit the FGMC’s constraint (maximise Throughput/Con-

straint unit) sustainably. Buffer penetration of operational resources’ protective capability, serves as the

sole prioritisation criterion for exploitation and/or elevation actions at non-constraint resources.

Within the context of FGMCs’ cash fund constraint, the distinction between actions within FGMCs’

old GC (Figure 6.2) and its new GC (actions in Figure 6.3) lies in the fact that new actions subordinate

all operational resources (raw material, operational capacity, and market demand) to the exploitation

of a FGMC’s cash resources. The FGMC’s limited cash resources do not subordinate to the market

demand during a cash flow constraint. During a cash flow constraint, the FGMC’s focus should be to

maximise Throughput generated per Rand invested (i.e. Throughput per Constraint unit
( T

Cu

)
), rather

than to protect its limited cash funds.
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Figure 6.3: A New Action to Resolve the Operational Conflict Inherent to FGMCs

6.2.3 Developing a Robust, High Level Solution

During Section 6.2.2 a new injection was developed that will form the foundation for the solu-

tion development process. The Thesis’s solution development will be performed via the construction

of a FRT. The FRT draws on the newly developed injection to FGMCs’ EC and uses sufficient cause

thinking to construct a causality map of FGMCs’ desired future.

The purpose of the FRT is to identify NBRs (see Section 2.3.2) that will arise from the newly devel-

oped injection and/or any of its succeeding causal entities and implement a new injection to over-

come each of the NBRs. It is important to note that implementation obstacles will not be addressed

during the development of the FRT, as this type of reservation will be addressed during the construc-

tion of the Prerequisite Tree (PrT).

The FRT that was developed during the course of the Thesis, is illustrated in Appendix C, Figure

C.1. The FRT highlights a need for 10 injections (in addition to the newly developed GC) towards the

sustainability of FGMCs. These injections are given by:

1. Cash funds are not the FGMC’s constraint.

2. The FGMC possesses a proactive early warning mechanism when its current rate of growth,

exceeds its Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR).

3. Operational improvements are prioritised, according to its level of positive impact (leverage)

on the FGMC’s point of reference (Throughput/Constraint unit).

4. Workforce personnel in each functional division are enrolled into the FGMC’s point of refer-

ence.

5. Workforce personnel in each functional division are enrolled into the FGMC’s measurement of

operational performance.

6. Performance results are available throughout the FGMC.
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7. Workforce contributions are acknowledged throughout the FGMC.

8. The FGMC’s remuneration scheme compares well with industry standards.

9. A pipeline of talented employees is available, when needed.

10. The FGMC’s governance systems are conducive to effective operations.

Subsequent to the identification of the aforementioned injections, related injections were grouped

together in order to address synergous entities at once, thereby simplifying the implementation ap-

proach. The implementation sequence of said injections is addressed during Section 6.2.4, via the

development of PrTs for the progression from FGMCs’ present, reactive reality towards a new proac-

tive reality.

6.2.4 Declaration of Intent - A Sustainably Proactive, Protected FGMC

"Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results."

Albert Einstein

Declarations serve as a binding statement of intent that provides direction to entities within an

organisation. During the onset of rapid growth stints (external stimuli) FGMCs are forced into a state

of reactive operation and governance. During these periods, FGMCs’ operations are driven by emo-

tions, circumstances, conditions, and its environment. FGMCs further run the risk of becoming so

tied up in its "fire fighting" routines that a state of oblivion regarding its reactive nature sets in.

This effects in its inability to uncover principal enabling entities and relinquishing the potential

for breakthrough solutions. The acknowledgement of a problem’s existence, is the first step to its

removal, hence the profound need for acknowledging the reactive mode of operation and making the

declaration to change.

Proactive people and proactive FGMCs are driven by carefully considered and internalised value

systems [12]. Proactive FGMCs anticipate the future, thereby acting in advance to deal with expected

difficulties and/or capitalise on expected opportunities. The declaration of moving towards a sus-

tainably proactive FGMC therefore involves a shift in the organisational focus, from the FGMC’s circle

of concern towards its circle of influence.

By identifying efforts that focus purely on the negation of UDEs (circle of concern) and ceasing

these, considerable resources will be liberated, which in turn will enable FGMCs to focus these re-

sources where significant results can be derived. This proactive paradigm needs to be ensconced

throughout FGMCs’ operational DNA. Proactive FGMCs can be typified by two distinctive qualities

that govern its behaviour and facilitate its non-chaotic growth process:

1. Awareness to its existing limitations (constraint(s)), and
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2. Awareness to its circle of influence i.e. where to focus and where not to focus its resources, in

order to attain the maximum improvement leverage.

During the Thesis a number of prerequisite criteria were identified that serve to enable the afore-

mentioned qualities. The essence of these criteria was translated into two high level objectives:

1. Comprehensive operational visibility, and

2. Comprehensive demand visibility.

The shift from a reactive mode of operation to a sustainably proactive state, is however not feasi-

ble when implemented as a single-step migration, especially within the context of FGMCs’ unfocused

actions, subsequent to the onset of rapid growth surges. A two-phased approach was developed, and

is given by:

1. Phase A: Partial (Short-term) Proactivity.

Partial proactivity is concerned with the grounding of assumptions and instituting a holistic

dashboard for operational management. This can be regarded as a structured process to "stop

the bleeding" and an inadmissible building block towards sustainable proactivity.

a) Operational assumptions and assessments are intrinsic components to any business en-

vironment. These perceptions are created within the minds of human resources and exist

only within the "unreality" that spawned it. By verbalising these assumptions it can be

grounded and validated, or invalidated and discarded.

b) Partial Proactivity is focused towards short-term returns. This involves short-term oper-

ational visibility in terms of market demand trends, manufacturing capabilities, and the

availability of sufficient resources to support the short-horizon growth.

2. Phase B: Sustainable (Long-term) Proactivity.

Sustainable proactivity builds upon the partially proactive state and casts the web of decision

criteria beyond micro-economical demand trends and short-term operational visibility. The

differentiating factors between Partial proactivity and Sustainable proactivity, are given by:

a) Sustainable proactivity is focused towards medium- and long-term returns. This involves

enhanced visibility into demand trends, and proactive infrastructure elevation.

b) Sustainable proactivity will only deliver holistic improvement leverage once the prerequi-

site conditions for partial proactivity have been adhered to.

The Prerequisite Trees (PrTs) illustrated in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, were developed for the attainment

of both partial proactivity and sustainable proactivity. These PrTs will serve as the foundation for the

Thesis solution development.
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Figure 6.4: Prerequisite Tree for Partial (Short-term) Proactivity

The FGMCSR will comprise four solution phases. The following paragraphs provide a brief over-

view on the objectives of the FGMCSR’s independent solution phases.

1. Phase 1: Stop the bleeding - Exploit the FGMC’s limited cash funds and implement a proac-

tive early warning mechanism for unsustainable growth. Implement a new Point of Reference

(PoR) and a new management Mode of Operation (MoO) that facilitates visibility into the short-

term load on FGMCs’ Capacity Constraint Resources (CCRs) and the effective management of

capacity requirements.

• Phase 1 facilitates operational visibility at managerial level. This visibility enforces the

foundation for effective capacity exploitation and/or elevation.

2. Phase 2: Implement a prioritisation system for capacity elevation, enrol the FGMC’s workforce

into elevation initiatives, and implement the required elevation initiatives.

• Phase 2 provides strategic considerations for capacity elevation, in addition to prioritisa-

tion criteria for capacity elevation that result as a function of both the strategic consider-
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Figure 6.5: Prerequisite Tree for Sustainable (Long-term) Proactivity

ations, and the resulting CF implications.

• Capacity elevation initiatives are prioritised in a manner that leverages available cash re-

serves, ROI, and by implication the FGMC’s Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR).

• The entire workforce is enrolled into capacity elevation and improvements are rolled out.

– The workforce is motivated via both intrinsic and extrinsic reward systems, upon

completion of effective capacity elevation initiatives.

3. Phase 3: Mine the requisite capital for proactive Enterprise Architecture Elevation (EAE) from

operations, secure sustainable strategic alliances within the FGMC’s upstream and downstream

Supply Chains (SCs) and elevate the FGMC’s sustainable growth rate.

• Phase 3 holds the greatest potential for substantial holistic improvement leverage. It chal-

lenges the inherent assumptions that permit the proliferation of the principal materialis-

tic conflict within FGMCs, as identified within Chapter 5.2.

• The breakthrough solution to the conflict serves a three-fold purpose, namely:

– Cash fund exploitation,

– Elevating the FGMC’s SGR, and

– Building sustainable strategic alliances within FGMCs’ upstream and downstream

SC.
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,→Long-term supplier loyalty and customer loyalty is accomplished, while simultane-

ously elevating the FGMC’s SGR.

The CF leverage derived within Phase 3, lays the foundation for capital intensive infras-

tructure elevation.

4. Phase 4: Develop visibility into medium-term demand trends, feasibility criteria for proactive

Enterprise Architecture Elevation (EAE), and implement said elevation initiatives proactively.

It was mentioned in Sections 5.5 and 6.1 that the FGMCSR will be comprised of 3 strategic phases,

namely a Build, Capitalise, and Sustain phase. The FGMCSR’s solution phases and its high level rela-

tion to the strategic phases, are illustrated in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: High Level Solution Approach of the FGMCSR

The following sections are apportioned to a detailed discussion on the FGMCSR’s solution phases.

6.2.5 Phase 1: Short-Term Cash Fund Exploitation, Demand Visibility, and the

Management of Capacity Requirements

Phase 1 marks the onset of the FGMCSR’s Build phase. The principal focus, pertaining to Phase 1,

lies with the exploitation of cash funds to finance short-term working capital requirements, as well as

the development of focused operational intelligence.
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Phase 1 comprises a two-stage approach, consisting of a Ramp-Up and Functional Analysis stage.

These two stages can be implemented concurrently, however the objective of the Ramp-Up stage is

to set the context for both the Functional Analysis, and the succeeding phases within the FGMCSR;

therefore the sequential implementation approach, as illustrated in Figure 6.7, is advised.

Figure 6.7: Phase 1: High Level Implementation Sequence

6.2.5.1 Ramp-Up Stage

The Ramp-Up stage comprises a two-step approach, as illustrated in Figure 6.8. The principal

objectives, pertaining to this stage, are given by:

1. Enrolment of the executive committee into the FGMC’s declaration of intent, and

2. Identifying a single, shared point of reference throughout the FGMC’s operational divisions.

Step 1.1: Executive Enrolment into the FGMC’s Declaration of Intent

Step 1.1 marks the onset of the FGMCSR.

The implementation activities, pertaining to Step 1.1, are given by:

1. Gain agreement from the executive team on the FGMCs’ current reactive mode of operation,

and its negative effects.

2. Enrol the executive team into the FGMC’s need for change to a sustainably proactive FGMC.

3. Enrol the executive team into the FGMC’s declaration of intent, as noted in Section 6.2.4 and

illustrated in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.
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Figure 6.8: Phase 1: Inherent Implementation Steps to the Ramp-Up Stage

4. Gain executive agreement on the two-phased approach to sustainable proactivity, as illustrated

in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.

5. Gain agreement from the executive team on the sufficiency of the solution approach, in devel-

oping a sustainably proactive FGMC.

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• Enrolment of the executive committee on the need to change into a sustainably proactive FGMC,

• A declaration of intent to change into a sustainably proactive FGMC, and

• Enrolment of the executive committee into the solution requirements for the development of a

sustainably proactive FGMC.

No new rules or measurements have to be implemented to facilitate the aforementioned out-

comes.

Step 1.2: Identify the FGMC’s New Point of Reference

An outcome of the preceding step that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 1.2, is given by:

• Step 1.1 - Executive enrolment into the FGMC’s declaration of intent.

The primary objective, pertaining to Step 1.2, lies with identifying the FGMC’s constraint in order

to create a common point of reference throughout the FGMC. The FGMC’s new point of reference will

serve to unite independent functional divisions rather than to divide.

The implementation activities pertaining to Step 1.2, are given by:

1. Identify the FGMC’s constraint. Subsequent to the onset of rapid (unfocused) growth, the

FGMC’s constraint is (or will be imminently) located in cash funds to support the FGMC’s re-

quired levels of working capital. The FGMC’s constraint comprises the new point of reference

throughout operations, as any action that is not aligned to the constraint will:

a) Divert rather than focus operational efforts, and
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b) Waste the FGMC’s limited operational resources.

The outcome of the aforementioned activity is:

• The FGMC’s constraint has been identified. It is located in the FGMC’s insufficient cash reserves

to sustain its operations.

No measurements have to be implemented to verify the aforementioned outcomes.

A new rule that has to be implemented to enforce the optimal exploitation of the aforementioned

outcome is given by:

• All operational actions from here onwards subordinate to the FGMC’s new point of reference(
T hr oug hput
RandInvested

)
, until the FGMC’s constraint (and point of reference) has been relocated.

6.2.5.2 Functional Analysis

The Functional Analysis stage comprises a six-step process, as illustrated in Figure 6.9. The prin-

cipal objective, pertaining to this stage, lies with the development of a proactive early warning mech-

anism for cash fund exploitation, comprehensive visibility into operations, thereby facilitating the

management of capacity requirements throughout the short-term forward looking horizon.

Figure 6.9: Phase 1: Inherent Implementation Steps to the Functional Analysis Stage

Step 1.3: A Proactive Early Warning Mechanism for Cash Fund Exploitation

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 1.3, is given by:

• Step 1.1 - Executive enrolment into the FGMC’s declaration of intent.
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The primary objective, pertaining to Step 1.3, lies with the development of proactive means to

warn FGMCs when its current rate of growth is not sustainable over a prolonged period of time. The

proactive warning mechanism is aimed at sounding an alarm that is early enough to allow FGMCs to

take proactive action before its growth rate has absorbed the ability to finance additional growth and

therefore prior to imminent reactive crisis management.

Every organisation possesses a limit to the maximum rate of growth that is sustainable to the com-

pany. When a company’s rate of growth exceeds its Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR), the excessive rate

of growth will result in the system absorbing more cash resources than it is able to generate. During

these periods, cash fund reserves will be absorbed by the system in order to finance the increased rate

of working capital and fixed capital requirements.

Within the context of FGMCs, a deficient buffer of funds instigates deficiencies in each of the

FGMC’s resource buffers (excess raw material, excess capacity to deliver, and excess market demand)

in a bid to operate efficiently and prevent the undue spending of funds. Each of the aforementioned

resource buffers requires excess stock, time, capacity, people, or cash funds in order to deliver reliably.

A sufficient cash fund buffer therefore serves as a primary enabler for sustainable growth.

Any system that consumes more resources than it is able to replenish, will become unstable as

soon as its protective mechanism (a buffer of stock, time, capacity, people, or cash funds) has been

absorbed. It is therefore of critical importance for every FGMC to know its SGR, in order to provide

sufficient time to respond prior to the point when the system’s rate of growth will consume, rather

than replenish, the FGMC’s cash buffer. The SGR is quantified in Equation 6.1 [11].

SGR = (RR)× (ROE)

= (RR)×
(
1+ Debt

E qui t y

)
× (RO A)

= (RR)×
(
1+ Debt

E qui t y

)
×

(
E ar ni ng s

Sal es

)
×

(
Sal es

Asset s

)
(6.1)

wi th RR = Retenti on Rati o o f ear ni ng s g ener ated ,

ROE = Retur n on E qui t y,

RO A = Retur n on Asset s

(
E ar ni ng s

Asset s

)
.

Equation 6.1 draws on two assumptions that have to be validated by each FGMC that wishes to

draw on the equation’s results, namely:

1. The magnitude of the FGMC’s assets increases in proportion to the FGMC’s growth, and

2. The FGMC’s financiers are willing to lend additional money to the FGMC (i.e. the magnitude of

leveraged funds keeps track with the FGMC’s rate of growth).
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Equation 6.1 further provides four new insights, namely:

1. The SGR is a function of corporate policy (RR and Leverage ratio) and financial performance

(profit margin on sales and the turnover rate of assets).

2. Strategic decisions on a FGMC’s required rate of growth can immediately be converted into

financial performance requirements and required corporate policies.

3. Every system that is growing slower than its SGR is generating cash reserves.

4. Every system that is growing faster than its SGR is absorbing cash reserves.

The implementation activities, pertaining to Step 1.3, are given by:

1. Quantify the FGMC’s SGR, based upon its most recent financial reports.

2. Quantify the FGMC’s current rate of growth, based upon its operational output.

3. Quantify the gap that exists between the aforementioned entities.

4. Quantify the required levels of operational performance that are required to sustain the FGMC’s

rate of growth.

5. Quantify the FGMC’s strategic SGR throughout the short-term future, by taking the effect of the

FGMC’s rate of growth on its operational resources into account.

6. Make a decision on the appropriate vehicle to eradicate the gap between the FGMC’s current

rate of growth and its strategically decided SGR.

a) Investigate the feasibility of policy changes in increasing the FGMC’s SGR.

• Implement the appropriate means to generate cash funds if policy changes are a vi-

able option to enhance the FGMC’s SGR. The FGMC should however take care not to

place itself in an over-leveraged position with the risk of a low coverage ratio.

b) Investigate the feasible level of operational performance that would be both sustainable,

and able to close the gap between the FGMC’s current rate of growth and its SGR.

• The FGMC can use its Throughput margin (during periods when an internal con-

straint exists) to control its market demand. Increased Throughput margin increases

the FGMC’s SGR, removes pressure from the FGMC’s cash reserves, provides the FGMC

with sufficient leverage to negotiate shorter debtor payment schemes (in exchange

for discounts) in addition to curbing the current rate of growth. The FGMC should

however be careful not to alienate its customer base over the long-term.
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The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• The FGMC is aware of the gap between its current rate of growth and its SGR,

• A strategic decision has been taken on the FGMC’s new rate of growth over the short-term, and

• A decision has been taken on the means to eradicate the gap between the FGMC’s current rate

of growth and its strategically decided SGR.

New rules that have to be implemented to enforce the optimal exploitation of the new-found

operational intelligence, are given by:

• The impact of the FGMC’s financial performance on its SGR is quantified on a regular basis (e.g.

at the end of every month), and

• The FGMC’s constraint, in addition to the disparity between the FGMC’s rate of growth and its

SGR, serves as the decision criteria and proactive early warning mechanism for the design and

development of the FGMC’s future growth rates.

Step 1.4: Decide How to Exploit the Cash Fund Constraint

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 1.4, are given by:

• Step 1.2 - Identify the FGMC’s new Point of Reference.

• Step 1.3 - A proactive early warning mechanism for the elevation of cash fund resources.

Once the FGMC’s constraint has been identified, the next step lies with decisions on the means

to exploit the constraint. Within the TOC context, exploitation decisions focus solely on the system

constraint, are primarily concerned with small changes in a system’s Mode of Operation (MoO), and

require very little (if any) capital investment.

Exploitation actions therefore result in significant leverage that stems from unlocking significant

hidden capacity on the constraint (the entity that governs the rate at which a system generates money

through sales), at a very low (if any) cost.

The implementation activities, pertaining to Step 1.4, are given by:

1. Identify the most significant entities that absorb cash funds within the FGMC. The vast quan-

tity of money absorbed within the system, might be camouflaged as required investments in

inventory, raw materials, properties, etc. Potential sources of cash funds that are often hidden

within operations, include:

a) Working capital that is invested in the FGMC’s CCC, and
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b) Fixed capital that is invested in properties and/or buildings. Investments that require

fixed capital can be regarded as a liability, rather than an asset, when cash is the FGMC’s

constraint and the ROI incurred via capital appreciation and savings in terms of rental

expense (operating expense) is inferior to the FGMC’s Internal Rate of Return (IRR).

2. Investigate the feasibility of exploiting the FGMC’s Cash Velocity (CV) via improvements in the

required levels of Investment and the FGMC’s CCC.

a) Quantify the Throughput (T) generated over a period of time (e.g. 6 months), according

to Equation 2.1.

b) Group the T generated by product and customer.

c) Quantify the FGMC’s CCC (and required Investment in working capital (IW c )), to generate

the relevant levels of T.

d) Group the CCC (and IW c ) required to generate T, by product and customer (where possi-

ble).

e) Divide T generated by the required CCC for each of the aforementioned groups.

f) Divide T generated by the required IW c for each of the aforementioned groups.

g) Groups that generate the lowest CV (Rands per day) and Throughput per Constraint Unit( T
Cu

)
i.e. Throughput per rand Invested, will be first in line for improvements in the FGMC’s

CCC.

h) Any product that generates Throughput at a lower rate than the FGMC’s rate of growth,

is very harmful to the FGMC’s cash flow. FGMCs that possesses a cash fund constraint,

should therefore make an earnest effort to sell its slow moving products in a cash on de-

livery basis, even if it means that these products are sold at zero Throughput (i.e. selling

price equal to Totally Variable Cost (TVC)). By converting slow moving products into cash

funds (even at zero Throughput), money is freed up that can be invested in products that

do generate significant Throughput.

3. Investigate the feasibility of selling products at increased levels of Throughput. During periods

when the FGMC’s market demand exceeds its operational capacity, the favourable supply and

demand trend can be used to manipulate the selling price of products, thereby controlling the

demand on the FGMC’s cash funds and operational capacity.

4. Investigate the feasibility of providing discount to customers that procure Manufactured To

Stock (MTS) products and pay according to a cash on delivery basis. The viability of this option

presupposes a cash constraint and sufficient profit margin on MTS products.

5. Investigate the feasibility of charging a significant deposit on any sales order for products that

are Manufactured To Order (MTO).
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6. Investigate the feasibility of exploiting the FGMC’s cash by converting its investments in prop-

erties and/or buildings into cash funds.

a) Quantify the Net Present Value (NPV) of the FGMC’s investments in properties and/or

buildings, assuming that it can be leased to another company at market value.

b) Quantify the FGMC’s annual savings in terms of deferred rental expense that results from

not paying rental expense.

c) Quantify the FGMC’s ROI on fixed asset investments (ROIF i xed Asset s) according to Equa-

tion 6.2.

d) Quantify the FGMC’s IRR.

e) If the FGMC possesses a cash constraint and the FGMC’s IRR exceeds the ROIF i xed Asset s

on investments in properties and/or buildings, it makes financial sense to liquidate the

investment, assuming that the FGMC’s facility can be rented on a long-term basis from its

new owner.

ROIF i xed Asset s =
(

C api t al Appr eci ati on + Annual Savi ng s

N PV

)
(6.2)

The outcome of the aforementioned activities is:

• Adequate fixed capital and/or working capital has been released from the FGMC’s operations

to suffice its short-term growth requirements.

New rules that have to be implemented to enforce the optimal exploitation of the new-found cash

funds, are given by:

• Throughput per Constraint Unit
( T

Cu

)
serves as the prioritisation system for new work that is

released onto the FGMC’s constraint (cash funds), and

• Working capital that has been released from the FGMC’s operations, is employed to promote

the manufacturing and selling of products that generate the highest rate of Throughput (i.e.

maximising
( T

Cu

)
).

Step 1.5: Operational Dashboard - Physical Constraint(s)

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 1.5, is given by:

• Step 1.1 - Executive enrolment into the FGMC’s declaration of intent.

The identification of Capacity Constraint Resources (CCRs), is facilitated via the construction of

an Effectiveness Model (EM). The EM comprises all of the operational processes, from the procure-

ment of raw materials, until the delivery of finished goods to the downstream Supply Chain (SC).
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The analysis activities, pertaining to the construction of the EM are given by:

1. Construct a detailed resource utilisation diagram for the flow of Raw Material (RM) and/or WIP

and/or finished goods, from the moment that it is ordered from suppliers, to the moment that

final products are distributed to customers.

2. Document the operating capacities (flow rate) and the average daily utilisation of the FGMC’s

operational resources. These include:

a) Raw material supply,

b) Internal manufacturing, material handling, packaging, and distribution resource capaci-

ties,

c) Market demand, and

d) Cash fund resources.

3. Document the reserve capacity of each of the aforementioned operational resources.

4. Identify the process lead times, and physical touch times. The physical touch time is the the-

oretical minimum lead time of each inherent process. Very successful organisations typically

aim for a
(

Touch T i me
Lead T i me

)
ratio of 10-20%. Exceptional organisations have been known to operate

sustainably on a
(

Touch T i me
Lead T i me

)
ratio of 20-30%.

5. Identify the FGMC’s CCR(s) within operations.

6. Identify the current subordination paradigms (or "workaround" solutions) to the constraint(s).

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• The identification of the FGMC’s CCR(s),

• The implementation of CCR measurements (flow rate and utilisation),

• The quantification of the non-constraint processes’ protective capacities,

• The identification of implicit subordination paradigms to the constraint, and

• A holistic, dashboard based model of the FGMC’s resource utilisation has been instituted.

New rules that have to be implemented to enforce the optimal exploitation of the Effectiveness

Model (EM), are given by:

• The EM is employed as a decision support metric to evaluate the effect of operational changes

on the organisation’s T, I, and OE.
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• The EM is updated at the beginning of every week and whenever operational changes are im-

plemented. The EM will often remain unchanged on a week to week basis, however it remains

of extreme importance to update the existing status on a frequent basis.

• These FGMC’s protective capacity in terms of its raw material supply, internal capacity and

capability to deliver, market demand, and cash fund resources serve as the FGMC’s reactive

early warning mechanism for capacity elevation.

Step 1.6: Operational Dashboard - Logical Constraint(s)

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 1.6, is given by:

• Step 1.1 - Executive enrolment into the FGMC’s declaration of intent.

The identification of the logical constraints, is facilitated via the construction of a Current Reality

Tree (CRT).

The analysis activities, pertaining to the construction of the CRT are given by:

1. Identify 5-10 undesirable entities (effects) that exist within the FGMC’s operational milieu and

conform to the following criteria:

a) It is a complete statement,

b) It is negative in its own right,

c) It occurs frequently, and

d) It does not blame any person and/or business function.

2. Connect the entities one at a time until all of the entities are connected, according to the process

described in The Logical Thinking Process and Thinking For a Change [13, 30].

3. Identify the "Principal Enabling Entities" i.e. Core UDE(s). These are the UDE(s) at the base

of the CRT that serve to spawn all of the related UDEs, and have little (or no) reinforcing loops

(arrows) that provide feedback towards it.

The outcome of the aforementioned activities is:

• The identification of the Logical constraint(s), which serves to instigate both the UDEs within

operations, and the Physical constraint(s).

New rules that have to be implemented to enforce effective exploitation of the Current Reality

Tree (CRT), are given by:

• The CRT and EM jointly form the new "Operational Dashboard", against which the effect of

operational changes is evaluated on the organisation’s T, I, and OE.
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• The CRT is updated whenever operational changes are implemented.

Step 1.7: Expected Short-Term Market Demand

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 1.7, is given by:

• Step 1.1 - Executive enrolment into the FGMC’s declaration of intent.

The analysis activities, pertaining to Step 1.7, are given by:

1. Quantify the magnitude of the FGMC’s short-term forward looking horizon (e.g. 3 months, 6

months, etc.).

2. Quantify the existing demand. This includes orders that have been rejected due to the FGMC’s

non-compliance with its due date commitments and/or excessive delivery lead times.

3. Quantify the historical demand trend for the FGMC’s Make To Stock (MTS) products over a

period of at least 12 months. Longer historical demand trends (e.g. 24 months, 36 months, etc.)

will however be more beneficial in terms of visibility into seasonality occurrences.

4. Quantify the expected demand throughout the short-term forward looking period, as a function

of the historical demand trend and seasonality occurrences. FGMCs’ Make To Order (MTO)

manufacturing capacity is often fully booked by customer orders for up to 6 months in advance.

a) Develop the strategic decision criteria for the magnitude of the "forward looking" period

(2, 3, 6 months etc.).

• It is imperative to state that the forecast accuracy will decline at an alarming rate as

the forward looking period increases. Forecasts that exceed a forward looking win-

dow of 2-3 months should therefore not be regarded as factual data. These are at best

an educated approximation.

• The extent of the forward looking horizon should however be long enough to permit

proactive "workaround" solutions during incidences when the organisation is inca-

pable of furnishing the full extent of its market demand during its standard produc-

tion runs. An example of these incidences, is the seasonality phenomenon.

,→Dynamic forward looking horizons that increase, or decrease as a function of the

seasonality incidence, is therefore a viable alternative.

b) Extrapolate the historical demand trend on MTS products, throughout the forward look-

ing period. The forecasted demand should make allowance for demand altering phenom-

ena, such as seasonality.

The outcome of the aforementioned activities is:

• The quantification of the expected short-term demand.
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The new rule that has to be implemented to enforce effective exploitation of the newly derived

information, is given by:

• Demand scenarios are updated on a weekly basis, in order to facilitate effective, proactive ca-

pacity management, and

• The expected short-term demand trend is used for the management of capacity requirements.

Step 1.8: Expected Short-Term Load on the FGMC’s CCR(s)

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 1.8, are given by:

• Step 1.5 - Proven capacities on the FGMC’s CCR(s).

• Step 1.7 - Expected short-term market demand.

The analysis activities, pertaining to Step 1.8, are given by:

1. Relate the expected market demand to the proven capacity of the FGMC’s CCR(s).

a) Quantify both the average load, and peak load on the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck, based

on the expected demand and the processing capacity of the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck (as

identified within the EM).

• If the peak demand is higher than the capacity of the most constrained resource, the

FMGC will have to develop "workaround" solutions proactively, in order to furnish

the expected demand.

b) Incidences such as seasonality wreak havoc in an organisation’s ability to furnish its mar-

ket demand, due to the large number of exception orders that effects as a function thereof.

• These incidences call for strategic decisions regarding the ramp-up of inventory lev-

els prior to peak demand, or the proactive elevation of operational capacity to furnish

the elevated market demand, as both of these solutions possess negative branches.

The ramp-up of inventory is extremely cash intensive, whereas the payback period

for capacity elevation initiatives can become dreadfully prolonged when the market

demand eases off towards the end of the seasonality incidence.

2. Identify the independent operational resources that require capacity elevation, in order to fur-

nish the expected demand throughout the forward looking period.

• The average load on the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck should never exceed 80% of its proven

capacity, as it is not sustainable in terms of both workforce morale, and reliability. The

FGMC’s constraint is the only resource that should be permitted to exceed 80% of its max-

imum capacity over the long-term. By restricting the load on the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck

to less than 80%, sufficient protective capacity exists for manufacturing flexibility, thereby

effecting in improved reliability on contractual undertakings.
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The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• The quantification of the expected load on the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck, as well as the load on

manufacturing processes with limited protective capacity.

,→An indication of the expected manufacturing schedule’s sustainability.

• A liberal estimation of the remaining time, until the current growth trend will surpass the proven

capacity of the FGMC’s CCR(s). If the FGMC possesses a bottleneck, the demand trend have al-

ready surpassed the proven capacity on one of its operational resources.

,→An indication of capacity elevation urgency and the quantity of time that is available for ca-

pacity elevation.

• The proactive development of "workaround" solutions prior to the onset of incidences wherein

the FGMC will be incapable of furnishing its market demand, via standard production prac-

tices.

• An indication of the operational resources that require capacity elevation to precede the ex-

pected demand trend by at least 6 months (or any viable forward looking time-frame within

the context of the FGMC’s growth rate), without committing more than 80% of its proven ca-

pacity.

The new rule that has to be implemented to enforce effective exploitation of the newly derived

operational intelligence, is given by:

• Proactive capacity elevation requirements are updated on a weekly basis, to facilitate the effec-

tive prioritisation thereof.

• The expected short-term load on the physical constraint(s) is used for capacity elevation plan-

ning.

6.2.5.3 Summary

Phase 1 focused attention to the need for an elevated level of information related operational

intelligence.

The focal strides that were made within this context are given by:

1. Enrolment of the executive committee into the solution requirements for the development of a

sustainably proactive FGMC.

2. The development of a proactive early warning mechanism for the elevation of cash fund re-

sources. This is facilitated by quantifying the gap between the FGMC’s current rate of growth

and its SGR.
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3. Developing the means to exploit the FGMC’s cash funds over the short-term future.

4. The establishment of an "Operational Dashboard", against which the effect of operational chan-

ges is evaluated on the organisation’s T, I, and OE. This "Operational Dashboard" clearly illus-

trates:

a) The Physical and Logical constraints,

b) The FGMC’s level of protective capacity in terms of its raw material supply, internal ca-

pacity and capability to deliver, market demand, and cash fund resources. These levels

of protective capacity serve as the FGMC’s reactive early warning mechanism for capacity

elevation, and

c) The existing subordination paradigms to the constraint(s). These include:

• Physical subordination i.e. manufacturing "workaround" solutions to the physical

constraint(s), and

• Logical subordination i.e. "workaround" solutions within the mode of operation, in

order to accommodate the logical constraint(s).

5. The quantification of the expected short-term demand.

6. A "liberal" indication of the short horizon capacity requirements. This is facilitated by the ex-

pected load on the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck throughout the short-term forward looking hori-

zon.

The new operational practices ("rules") that were implemented, include:

1. The evaluation of operational changes in terms of the organisation’s T, I, and OE, prior to the

implementation thereof,

2. Updating of the "Operational Dashboard", subsequent to the implementation of operational

changes,

3. Weekly updating of demand scenarios, in order to facilitate effective, proactive capacity man-

agement, and

4. Weekly updating of proactive capacity elevation requirements, to facilitate the effective priori-

tisation thereof.

The effects of these deliverables on the quest of short-term proactivity are illustrated in Figure

6.10. Appendix D, Figure D.1, illustrates the FGMCSR’s pipelined implementation sequence, subse-

quent to the development of Phase 1. The derivation of significant operational improvement leverage,

via the application of the aforementioned operational intelligence, constitutes the focusing realm of

Phase 2.
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Figure 6.10: Status of the Partial Proactivity PrT, subsequent to the Advances within Phase 1

6.2.6 Phase 2: A Prioritisation System for Capacity Elevation, and Workforce Enrolment

During Phase 1, an operational dashboard was developed for the management of constraints and

the FGMC’s expected short-term resource requirements. Phase 2 endeavours to build upon this foun-

dation in order to realise the following objectives:

1. Exploit the new-found operational intelligence in the derivation of significant financial lever-

age.

2. Unroll the operational resources into the FGMC’s new point of reference, thereby elevating the

level of operational transparency throughout the FGMC’s operational environment (beyond the

confines of executive decision making).

These objectives have to be realised in a manner that ensures maximum improvement leverage

(effectiveness) without diluting the FGMC’s focus and/or obscuring operational visibility.
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Phase 2 comprises a three-stage approach, consisting of a Ramp-Up, Functional Analysis, and

Functional Implementation stage. During the Ramp-Up stage, the context would be set for capacity

elevation. These strategic considerations would impact directly on both the Functional Analysis, and

the Functional Implementation stage, in turn. The high level implementation sequence, pertaining

to Phase 2, is illustrated in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11: Phase 2: High Level Implementation Sequence

6.2.6.1 Ramp-Up Stage

The Ramp-Up stage comprises a single-step process, as illustrated in Figure 6.12. The principal

objective, pertaining to this stage, lies with the qualification of strategic decision criteria for the man-

agement of physical constraint(s) and subordination protocols during capacity elevation.

Figure 6.12: Phase 2: Inherent Implementation Step to the Ramp-Up Stage
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Step 2.1: Strategic Decisions within the Context of Capacity Elevation

"A thought which does not result in an action is nothing much, and an action which does not pro-

ceed from a thought is nothing at all."

Georges Bernanos, 1955

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 2.1, is given by:

• Step 1.1 - Executive enrolment into the FGMC’s declaration of intent.

Step 2.1 comprises three capacity elevation considerations, which were developed within the The-

sis, namely:

1. The optimal location of physical constraint(s),

2. The management of constraint relocation during capacity elevation, and

3. The scheduling of capacity elevation events.

Optimal Location of Physical Constraint(s)

Within the context of a physical constraint(s) that can be relocated on a frequent basis (subse-

quent to capacity elevation initiatives) the ideal location for FGMCs’ operational CCR is found in its

most expensive resource. An expensive resource (e.g. a baking oven (for large bakeries) that costs in

excess of R100 million) is not elevated on a frequent basis and is therefore a good candidate for the

FGMC’s CCR as it promotes a stable operational environment.

Another good position of the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck (within the context of LT reductions, and a

Drum-Buffer-Rope (DBR) based production schedule), is located at the forefront of the manufactur-

ing process chain (i.e. the first production process). In doing so, the Raw Material (RM) and bought-

out component buffers inadvertently becomes the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck buffer, thereby negating

the necessity of an additional CCR(s) and/or bottleneck buffer. This holds significant Cash Flow (CF)

leverage in addition to simplifying the holistic subordination protocols to the CCR(s) and/or bottle-

neck.

Management of Constraint Relocation during Capacity Elevation

The executive team possess one of two strategic options when sanctioning the roll-out of eleva-

tion initiatives at the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck:

1. Permit the relocation of the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck during capacity elevation.

• Positive effects:

– Capacity elevation is an uninvolved venture,

– The CCR(s) and/or bottleneck’s sustainable capacity is the only concern for proactive

elevation of the operational capacity, and
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– The fixed capital Investment (∆IF c ) into capacity elevation is solely comprised of the

constraint elevation (∆IF cTot al =∆IF cConstr ai nt ).

• Negative effect (NBR):

– Subordination protocols have to change in accordance with the relocation of the

CCR(s) and/or bottleneck.

2. Prohibit the relocation of the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck during capacity elevation.

• Positive effect:

– Capacity elevation does not require amendments to the subordination protocols.

• Negative effects (NBRs):

– Capacity elevation is a more involved process. The capacities of processes that sub-

ordinate to the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck, have to be elevated in accordance with the

capacity elevation of the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck. The proactive elevation of oper-

ational capacity therefore has to make provision for both the capacity of the CCR(s)

and/or bottleneck, and the protective capacities of its subordinating processes.

– The fixed capital Investment (∆IF c ) into capacity elevation is comprised of both the

constraint’s capacity elevation, and elevation of the constraint’s subordinating pro-

cesses (∆IF cTot al =∆IF cConstr ai nt +∆IF cSubor di nati ng Pr ocesses ).

Within the context of FGMCs, capacity elevation is a regular occurrence. Frequent changes in

subordination protocols can therefore instigate operational obscurity, in addition to feelings of ma-

nagerial inconsistency and workforce uncertainty. Therefore the long-term feasibility of the second

alternative dwarfs that of the first.

During intervals wherein a large number of exception orders might transpire, the first alternative

may well become unavoidable for a short period of time. During these periods, the magnitude of the

short-term gains should however be weighted against its adverse effects (operational obscurity, and

deterioration within the FGMC’s culture) when forsaking the FGMC’s policy on the capacity elevation

and constraint management.

Decision Criteria, pertaining to the Scheduling of Capacity Elevation Events

The scheduling of capacity elevation events refers to both the triggering mechanism used for ca-

pacity elevation, and the actual time of implementation (working hours versus non-working hours).

Within the context of FGMCs that employ an EM with real-time operational intelligence to govern

its management decisions, the triggering mechanism for capacity elevation is found in the level of

protective capacity in the FGMC’s CCR(s).

Any resource (except the constraint) that possesses less than 20% protective capacity cannot pro-

tect the FGMC’s constraint reliably from variation. Within the context of FGMCs the capacity eleva-

tion trigger level can be set even lower if capacity elevation initiatives require a significant amount of
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time to implement. Each operational resource (stock, time, capacity, space, people, and cash funds)

that is not the FGMC’s constraint, should be buffered in order to provide sufficient protection when

required.

When the FGMC’s subordinating resources possess sufficient protective capacity, overtime on the

FGMC’s operational constraint enforces a small premium on the FGMC’s Operating Expense (OE), i.e.

wages, whereas the accumulated Throughput (T) of the entire organisation grows proportional to the

number of units produced. This can be illustrated at the hand of Figure 6.13.

Figure 6.13: Profitability as a Function of Capacity Induced OE Premiums

In general, resources that subordinate effectively to the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck possess suffi-

cient protective capacity to permit idle time from there on for capacity elevation. If sufficient idle

time is permitted for capacity elevation, the implementation of these initiatives can be performed

during normal working hours and no provision has to be made for additional overtime expenses (∆I )

that relates to the elevation of these processes.

The FGMC’s CCR(s) and/or bottleneck that do not permit sufficient idle time for capacity eleva-

tion during normal working hours have to be addressed during times wherein the production floor is

idle (e.g. night shifts, weekends, etc.). This implies that the resulting overtime expense, comprises a

component of the Investment (∆I ) into capacity elevation.

The implementation activities, pertaining to Step 2.1, are given by:

1. Identify the optimal location of the FGMC’s physical constraint.

2. Develop decision criteria to facilitate the FGMC’s decision on constraint relocation, subsequent

to capacity elevation.

3. Decide whether or not to permit the relocation of the FGMC’s physical constraint.
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4. Quantify the level of protective capacity that is required for each of the FGMC’s operational

resources, and the trigger level for capacity elevation, based upon its buffer penetration, with

BP = 100−Pr otecti ve C apaci t y%.

5. Develop the aforementioned decision criteria to facilitate the scheduling of capacity elevation

events.

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• Executive decisions, pertaining to:

– The optimal location of the FGMC’s physical constraint,

– The relocation of the FGMC’s physical constraint, subsequent to capacity elevation,

– The level of protective capacity required for each operational resource,

– The trigger mechanism for capacity elevation on operational resources, and

– Decision criteria to facilitate the scheduling of capacity elevation events.

• The protective capacity of operational resources is replenished according to its Buffer Penetra-

tion (BP) and predefined trigger mechanism.

The new rules that have to be implemented to enforce the effective exploitation of the aforemen-

tioned outcomes, are given by:

• Buffer penetration on the utilisation of FGMCs’ operational resources, serves as a reactive early

warning mechanism for capacity elevation.

• Capacity elevation planning and the scheduling of implementation events are only permitted

within the context of the aforementioned decisions and the FGMC’s point of reference (
( T

Cu

)
and the FGMC’s SGR).

6.2.6.2 Functional Analysis

The Functional Analysis stage comprises a four-step process, as illustrated in Figure 6.14. The

principal objective, pertaining to this stage, lies with the prioritisation of capacity elevation initiatives

in a way that maximises its financial leverage.

Step 2.2: Functional Solution Requirements for Capacity Elevation

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 2.2, are given by:

• Step 1.5 - Physical constraint(s).

• Step 1.6 - Logical constraint(s).

• Step 2.1 - Strategic decisions within the context of capacity elevation
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Figure 6.14: Phase 2: Inherent Implementation Steps to the Functional Analysis Stage

The objective, pertaining to Step 2.2 lies with the identification of entities that possess the greatest

improvement leverage. Lucid causality links between the physical and logical constraints will assert

an enhanced level of transparency to the necessity, sufficiency, and prioritisation of improvement ini-

tiatives. The existing CRT can be used as the basis for the identification of the causality link between

the physical and logical constraint(s).

The analysis activities, pertaining to Step 2.2, are given by:

1. Construct the cause and effect links between the logical constraint(s) and the physical con-

straint(s). The process tool for the construction of these links, is analogous to the one employed

in Step 1.6.

2. Identify the entities that possess the greatest improvement leverage.

3. Identify the obstacles to the elevation of the principal constraint(s).

4. Identify the solution requirements, which is needed to overcome the identified obstacles.

5. Identify the new modes of operation that is required to enforce the effective exploitation of

the improvement potential, inherent to the constraint elevation. The implementation of these

new modes of operation, along with the roll-out of the aforementioned solution requirements,

comprise the functional scope for capacity elevation.

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• The identification of the principal enabling entities, which house the greatest improvement

leverage, and

• The qualification of the functional scope for capacity elevation. This is comprised of:

– Solution requirements for the elevation of the principal enabling entities (constraint(s)),

and
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– New modes of operation, required to exploit the new capabilities of the "soon to be ele-

vated" constraint(s).

New rules that have to be implemented to enforce the effective exploitation of the aforemen-

tioned outcomes, are given by:

• The causality links between the logical and physical constraints are updated, whenever opera-

tional changes are implemented.

• The functional scope of future improvements are updated, whenever operational changes are

implemented.

• The implementation sequence of elevation initiatives are based on the aforementioned func-

tional solution scope.

Step 2.3: Capacity Elevation Implementation Sequence

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 2.3, are given by:

• Step 1.8 - Expected short-term load on the physical constraint(s).

• Step 2.1 - Strategic decisions on the location and/or relocation of physical constraints during

capacity elevation.

• Step 2.2 - Entities with the greatest improvement leverage, and the functional elevation scope

pertaining to these entities.

The analysis activities, pertaining to Step 2.3, are given by:

1. Identify the FGMC’s operational resources that have the most significant impact upon its com-

petitive advantage. These resources should exhibit extensive protective capacity, as any Mur-

phy that interrupts flow at these resources, impact negatively upon the market’s perception of

value and the FGMC’s bottom line in turn.

2. Identify the operational resources that do not possess sufficient protective capacity to furnish

the expected short-term demand sustainably (i.e. without exhausting more than 80% of its

proven capacity). These include both the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck, and its subordinating pro-

cesses.

3. Identify the required extent of capacity elevation, within the context of the expected load on

the physical constraint(s), and the strategic decisions pertaining to Step 2.1.
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• If a decision was made to prohibit the relocation of the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck, and

more than one process requires capacity elevation, further decisions have to be made re-

garding the long-term significance of short-term constraint relocation and/or the possi-

bility of implementing concurrent elevation initiatives in a way that does not unsettle the

flow of operations.

– Example: Overtime and/or night shifts can be used during the week on processes

with limited capacity. This will provide a proactive short-term solution to the market

demand, which in turn will permit the implementation of capacity elevation initia-

tives over weekends, or any other time during which the manufacturing floor is not

operational.

4. Identify the solution components that have to be implemented concurrently and/or sequen-

tially, as a function of the aforementioned strategic decisions and/or resource restrictions. Dur-

ing the first iteration of this process, the perception might exist that many of the operational

processes require concurrent capacity elevation. This is not uncharacteristic. Focus these

improvements to the principal constraints, albeit at the cost of short-term gains. Beware of

spreading resources too thin and do not multitask.

5. Sequence the roll-out of the solution components according to the level of positive impact

(leverage) upon the FGMC’s competitive advantage. Do not multitask.

• In general, processes that subordinate to the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck possess sufficient

capacity to permit idle time thereon for capacity elevation. The elevation of these pro-

cesses should therefore occur just prior to the constraint elevation, in order to prohibit

the relocation of the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck, and to focus the implementation of the

improvements in a way that prevents multitasking and spreading the resources too thin.

The outcome of the aforementioned activities is:

• The solution components of elevation initiatives have been grouped and sequenced.

New rules that have to be implemented to enforce the effective exploitation of the aforemen-

tioned outcome, are given by:

• The sequencing of elevation initiatives are governed by the level of positive impact upon the

FGMC’s competitive advantage.

• The implementation sequence is incorporated throughout the estimation of the expected fi-

nancial leverage, pertaining to capacity elevation.
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Step 2.4: Financial Leverage, pertaining to Capacity Elevation

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 2.4, are given by:

• Step 1.7 - Expected short-term market demand.

• Step 2.3 - Grouping and sequencing of solution components for capacity elevation.

The notion of the FGMC’s inherent simplicity, coupled with visibility into the short-term demand,

serves to enable the quantification of expected yields (ROI), independent of the magnitude and com-

plexity of the change.

The analysis activities, pertaining to Step 2.4, are given by:

1. Quantify the capacity improvements (of the system as a whole) that will be brought about by the

planned elevation initiative(s). The causality relationships between the functional and logical

constraint(s) are invaluable in facilitating this process.

2. Relate the expected capacity improvement to the expected improvement in Throughput (∆T ),

according to Equation 2.1.

3. Quantify the expected change in Operating Expense (∆OE), as a function of the capacity eleva-

tion.

4. Quantify the once-off "costs" required to implement the change i.e. the fixed capital Investment

(∆IF c ).

5. Quantify the changes in required working capital that result from increased capacity i.e. the

working capital Investment (∆IW c ).

6. Calculate the expected change in NP (∆N P ) as a function of the capacity elevation initiative,

according to Equation 2.3.

7. Calculate the expected change in ROI (∆ROI ) as a function of the capacity elevation initiative,

according to Equation 2.4, with the change in Investment given by (∆I =∆IF c +∆IW c ).

The outcome of the aforementioned activities is:

• The expected yields of elevation initiatives have been quantified in terms of the holistic im-

provements in T, NP, and ROI.

The new rule that has to be implemented to enforce the effective exploitation of the aforemen-

tioned outcome, is given by:

• Capacity elevation initiatives are only prioritised according to its financial leverage.
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Step 2.5: Prioritisation of Improvement Initiatives

"In order to manage, you need to prioritise. In order to prioritise, you need to measure."

Unknown

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 2.5, are given by:

• Step 2.3 - Grouping and sequencing of solution components for capacity elevation.

• Step 2.4 - Financial leverage, pertaining to capacity elevation.

The principal driving force behind every elevation initiative, is to make a sustainable Net Profit

(NP). Within the context of FGMCs however, the primary obstacle to elevation initiatives resides with

the FGMC’s inability to fund these initiatives, on account of its constrained Cash Flow (CF). Within

said context, the prioritisation of improvement initiatives is determined via 3 criteria, namely:

1. Penetration of the FGMC’s strategic cash fund buffer,

2. The ∆ROI , as quantified in Step 2.4, and

3. The impact of operational improvements and ∆ROI on the gap between the FGMC’s current

rate of growth and its SGR.

The analysis activities, pertaining to Step 2.4, are given by:

1. Quantify the magnitude of accessible funds (CF) for investment into capacity elevation. The

magnitude of the accessible CF can be a function of:

a) The FGMC’s strategic cash fund buffer penetration,

b) The elevation initiatives’ inherent payback periods and ∆ROI , and

c) The effect of the FGMC’s potential rate of growth on the gap between its current rate of

growth and its SGR.

2. Quantify the effect of the FGMC’s expected results on the gap between its current rate of growth

and its SGR.

• Note: Within the TOC context, NP refers to EBITDA and not earnings per se. The appro-

priate adjustments (e.g. Interest, Tax, Amortisation, etc.) therefore need to be made when

using ∆N P to calculate ∆ROI and ∆SGR by implication.

3. Determine the sufficiency of the accessible funds in bringing the FGMC’s capacity elevation

initiative(s) to fruition, based upon the required levels of ∆IF c and ∆IW c .
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a) If the FGMC possesses a substantial cash fund buffer and the capacity elevation initiatives

elevate its current rate of growth to a level that exceeds its SGR, proactive action should

be taken to generate additional cash funds, before it is required by the FGMC’s reactive

warning system (cash fund buffer penetration).

b) If the capacity elevation initiative does not have an adverse effect upon the FGMC’s cash

fund buffer penetration and the gap between the FGMC’s rate of growth and its SGR, while

still delivering a significant ∆ROI , the investment opportunity seems sound.

4. Prioritise the FGMC’s improvement initiatives, according to its expected financial leverage (∆ROI ,

and ∆ROI ) and the FGMC’s CF status.

The outcome of the aforementioned activities is:

• Capacity elevation is prioritised according to its level of positive impact upon FGMCs’ Point of

Reference (PoR).

The new rule that has to be implemented to enforce the effective exploitation of the aforemen-

tioned outcomes, is given by:

• Capacity elevation is prioritised and sanctioned based upon the FGMC’s cash fund BP, the im-

provement initiatives’ financial leverage (∆ROI , and its impact on the gap between the FGMC’s

current rate of growth and its SGR.

6.2.6.3 Functional Implementation

The Functional Implementation stage comprises a two-step process, as illustrated in Figure 6.15.

The principal objectives, pertaining to this stage, are given by:

1. Workforce enrolment into capacity elevation, and

2. Management of change, following the implementation of new solutions.

Step 2.6: Workforce Enrolment into Capacity Elevation

"The greatest waste is failure to apply abilities of people."
W.E. Deming

"The idea of liberation and empowerment of our workforce is not enlightenment - it’s a competitive

necessity."
Jack Welch

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 2.6, are given by:

• Step 1.5 - Physical constraint(s).

• Step 1.6 - Logical constraint(s).
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Figure 6.15: Phase 2: Inherent Steps to the Functional Implementation Stage

• Step 2.2 - Entities with the greatest improvement leverage, and the functional elevation scope

pertaining to these entities.

• Step 2.5 - Prioritisation of capacity elevation initiatives.

The principal objectives, pertaining to Step 2.6, rests with workforce enrolment into capacity el-

evation. This is facilitated via workforce acknowledgement, in addition to transparent management,

and transparent decision making. Step 2.6 is imperative in developing a sustainable and wholesome

organisational culture. Its development process is focused towards the systematic breakdown of the

resistance to change, as alluded to within Section 2.3.1.

The implementation activities, pertaining to Step 2.6, have to be performed within the context of

a "safe" environment that is conducive to the bidirectional exchange of new and/or innovative ideas.

The implementation activities are given by:

1. Gain agreement from the relevant resources (lower level management and operational resources)

on:

a) The desirable effects, which the FGMC aspires to,

b) The UDEs, which is curbing the attainment of said desirable effects, and

c) The need to change.

2. Gain agreement on the principal constraint(s), which serves to instigate the UDEs.

a) Fix large printouts of the latest operational dashboard (EM and CRT) to the manufacturing

work centres.

b) Provide training on the means of reading, and interpreting, the operational dashboard.

c) Apply the EM to facilitate agreement on the location of the physical constraint(s), as well

as imparting visibility into the FGMC’s existing mode of operation.
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d) Enrol the operational workforce into the continued exploitation of the CCR(s) and/or bot-

tleneck, as well as the responsibilities of each work centre in subordinating to the CCR(s)

and/or bottleneck.

e) Apply the CRT to facilitate agreement on the causality relationships between the logical

constraint(s), UDEs, and physical constraint(s).

3. Gain agreement on:

a) The direction of the solution to remove the principal constraint(s),

b) The functional requirements of the solution, to resolve the principal constraint(s) and

bring the desirable effects and/or strategic objectives to fruition,

c) The optimal location and role of the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck, in leveraging the principal

enabling entities, within the aforementioned solution,

d) The prioritisation of capacity elevation initiatives,

e) The role of subordinating processes in exploiting the CCR(s) and/or bottleneck, and

f) The scope, contributions, measurement metrics, feedback, and rewards of the stakehold-

ers within the solution implementation.

• It is of critical importance that all operational resources are inspired through both

intrinsic and extrinsic incentive schemes.

– Example: As soon as the weekly production target has been achieved, workforce

personnel can go home.

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• Workforce visibility into:

– Manufacturing Operations,

– Capacity elevation, and

– Managerial decision making.

• Workforce enrolment into capacity elevation and/or generic improvement initiatives,

• Delegation of responsibilities for the implementation, and exploitation, of improvement initia-

tives,

• Formal incentive schemes for successful elevation initiatives and/or generic improvements,

and

• Workforce acknowledgement, and advances within the organisational culture.
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New rules that have to be implemented to facilitate the aforementioned outcomes, are given by:

• Weekly feedback is provided on the preceding week’s progress, within the context of the FGMC’s

short-term objectives, and unresolved objectives are reiterated. The duration of feedback meet-

ings is dependent upon the priority of the subject matter to be discussed, and the magnitude

of the stakeholders’ disposable time (generally between ten and thirty minutes).

• The workforce is inspired via weekly incentives (both intrinsic and extrinsic), for the successful

implementation of elevation initiatives and/or generic improvements.

Step 2.7: Implementation, Change Management, and Refocusing of Elevation Initiatives

"No one is apathetic, except those in pursuit of someone else’s objective."

Henry Ford

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 2.7, are given by:

• Step 2.1 - Decision criteria, pertaining to the scheduling of capacity elevation events.

• Step 2.2 - Functional Solution Requirements for capacity elevation, and the new modes of op-

eration that is required to exploit the improved capabilities of the "elevated" constraint(s).

• Step 2.3 - Grouping and sequencing of solution components for capacity elevation.

• Step 2.5 - Prioritisation of capacity elevation initiatives.

• Step 2.6 - Workforce enrolment into capacity elevation, the delegation of responsibilities, mea-

surement metrics for successful elevation initiatives, and incentive schemes for these initia-

tives.

Step 2.7 is focused towards the execution management of capacity elevation initiatives, the man-

agement of change, and the refocusing of improvement initiatives.

The ground rules and implementation activities, pertaining to Step 2.7, are given by:

1. Perform the technical implementation of elevation initiatives (e.g. new machinery etc.) during

periods when the flow of operations is not interrupted, as determined within Step 2.1.

2. Perform the functional implementation of new modes of operation, as determined within Step

2.2.

3. Focus on the continued exploitation of the operational constraint(s) (CCR(s) and/or bottle-

neck).

4. Do not multitask. Abide by the prioritised implementation sequence.
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5. Update the operational dashboard (EM and CRT) whenever existing UDEs have been eradi-

cated, or new UDEs appear. Furnish the FGMC’s work centres with the updated operational

dashboard.

6. Communicate the effects of the UDE eradication (or UDE instigation) with the operational

workforce, during the weekly feedback sessions.

a) Gain agreement on the new exploitation and subordination protocols.

b) Gain agreement on the delegation of responsibilities, pertaining to the aforementioned

operational protocols.

7. Provide small rewards for adherence to the new exploitation and subordination protocols.

8. Set the new objectives.

a) If the FGMC’s sustainable capacity exceeds the expected demand trend throughout the

ensuing short horizon, partial proactivity has been attained, and the next step resides with

the solution constituents for sustainable proactivity.

i. Incorporate Figure 6.5 and the implementation activities within Step 2.6, for work-

force enrolment into the requirements for sustainable proactivity.

b) If the FGMC’s sustainable capacity does not exceed the expected demand trend, return to

Step 2.2. Do not allow inertia to curb the FGMC’s process of continuous improvement.

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• Focused implementation of elevation initiatives and a timely transition between the modes of

operation prior to, and subsequent to capacity elevation. These outcomes are comprised of:

– Technical implementations, and

– Functional implementations.

• The operational dashboard has been updated, and the effects of the aforementioned initiatives

have been communicated with the operational staff,

• Enterprise-wide satisfaction regarding elevation effectiveness, and rewards for adherence to

expectation, and

• Workforce enrolment into refocused priorities, or the next steps to sustainable proactivity.

New rules that have to be implemented to facilitate the aforementioned outcomes, are given by:

• Implementation teams are not allowed to perform any additional activities, other than the fo-

cused activities, pertaining to the designated implementation sequence.

• The FGMC is placed on a process of continuous improvement.
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6.2.6.4 Summary

Phase 2 exploits the operational visibility, pertaining to Phase 1, for the development of enterprise-

wide operational transparency. This transparency facilitates the effective prioritisation of capacity

elevation initiatives, in addition to the focused implementation thereof. Phase 2 further serves as a

workforce acknowledgement-, and enabling mechanism. This mechanism stimulates the interactive

exchange of new ideas, creates a satisfying working environment for employees, and culminates in

the curbing of workforce apathy and an improvement in organisational culture.

The focal strides that were made within this context are given by:

1. Strategic planning and management criteria, within the context of capacity elevation,

2. The protective capacity of operational resources is replenished according to its Buffer Penetra-

tion (BP) and a predefined trigger mechanism,

3. Identification of the principal enabling entities for significant operational improvement,

4. Functional and technical scope of capacity elevation initiatives,

5. The prioritisation of elevation initiatives, according to its financial leveraging capabilities,

6. Workforce acknowledgement, and weekly interaction between the senior management and

lower ranking operational resources,

7. Workforce enrolment into capacity elevation, and focused elevation implementations, and

8. The refocusing of elevation initiatives upon the successful completion thereof, and the estab-

lishment of a formal process for continuous improvement.

The new operational practices ("rules") that were implemented, include:

1. Adherence to the following criteria for the planning and prioritisation of improvement initia-

tives:

a) Strategic considerations, pertaining to capacity elevation.

i. Optimal location of physical constraint(s),

ii. Management of constraint relocation during capacity elevation,

iii. The level of protective capacity required for each operational resource,

iv. The trigger mechanism for capacity elevation on operational resources, and

v. Scheduling of capacity elevation implementation events.

b) Magnitude of the FGMC’s accessible CF for capacity elevation.
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2. Buffer penetration on the utilisation of FGMCs’ operational resources, serves as a reactive early

warning mechanism for capacity elevation.

3. Capacity elevation is prioritised and sanctioned based upon the FGMC’s cash fund BP, the im-

provement initiatives’ financial leverage (∆ROI , and its impact on the gap between the FGMC’s

current rate of growth and its SGR.

4. Workforce motivation via intrinsic and extrinsic incentive schemes.

5. Elimination of multitasking throughout capacity elevation implementation activities.

The effects of these deliverables on the quest of short-term proactivity are illustrated in Figure

6.16. Appendix D, Figure D.2, illustrates the FGMCSR’s pipelined implementation sequence, subse-

quent to the development of Phase 2. The proactive derivation of sufficient CF leverage for capital

intensive enterprise architecture elevation, constitutes the focusing realm of Phase 3.

Figure 6.16: Status of the Partial Proactivity PrT, subsequent to the Advances within Phase 2
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6.2.7 Phase 3: Sustainable Cash Flow Exploitation and Strategic Supply Chain Alliances

During Phase 2, capacity elevation initiatives were biased in accordance with its holistic financial

leverage, however it conformed to a short-term survival strategy as its long-term significance was

curbed by the FGMC’s CF limitations. Phase 3 marks the onset of the FGMCSR’s Capitalise phase.

Conventional Viable Vision (VV) and FTOC projects employ the Capitalise phase to develop and

implement new market offers in a bid to exploit the delivery capability that was established during

the Build phase. These VV/FTOC projects are however focused towards the exploitation of a market

constraint whereas the FGMCSR’s primary obstacle is found in sufficient funds to support the FGMC’s

growth. Consequently its Capitalise phase is focused towards sustainable solutions that exploit the

FGMC’s CF resources, while elevating the FGMC’s SGR.

The cash funds to be unearthed during Phase 3 will be incorporated for substantial enterprise ar-

chitecture elevation. Phase 3 comprises a three-stage approach, consisting of a Ramp-Up, Functional

Analysis, and Functional Implementation stage. The enabling role of these funds, within the context

of sustainably proactive FGMCs, is illustrated in Figure 6.17, with the high level implementation se-

quence illustrated in Figure 6.18.

Figure 6.17: Phase 3: Focusing Realm, pertaining to Sustainable (Long-term) Proactivity
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Figure 6.18: Phase 3: High Level Implementation Sequence

6.2.7.1 Ramp-Up Stage

The Ramp-Up stage comprises a two-step process, as illustrated in Figure 6.19. The principal

objectives, pertaining to this stage, are given by:

1. The development of feasible leverage points for sustainable CF exploitation,

2. The development of an CF exploitation implementation sequence, and

3. The enrolment of executives and the operational workforce into the feasibility of the aforemen-

tioned exploitation mechanism and its implementation sequence.

Figure 6.19: Phase 3: Inherent Implementation Steps to the Ramp-Up Stage
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Step 3.1: A Sustainable Cash Flow Leveraging Mechanism

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 3.1, is given by:

• Step 1.1 - Executive enrolment into the FGMC’s declaration of intent.

Generically speaking, a vast quantity of manufacturing companies’ CF is absorbed by its Invest-

ment (I) in Working Capital (WC). Little’s Law provides the foundation for the quantification of this

CF investment (IW c ) and the quantification of changes in FGMCs’ accessible CF (∆C FAccessi ble ) as a

function of changes in its Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC). Changes in the CCC have a significant impact

upon the FGMC’s Cash Velocity (CV). These entities were quantified during the course of the Thesis,

and illustrated in Equations 6.3 and 6.4.

IW c = (RateF low )× (T i meF low )

,→ IW c = RateFlow ×CCC (6.3)

,→|∆C FAccessi ble | ≡ −|∆CCC | (6.4)

The CCC will be employed as the principal enabling entity for significant elevation of FGMCs’

C FAccessi ble . During the course of the Thesis the CCC was quantified in terms of five inherent ele-

ments, namely:

1. LTC t : The quantity of time that passes, from the moment that RM is invoiced by the upstream

SC, until it has to be paid for (e.g. 90 days).

• Significant improvements, pertaining to FGMCs, are feasible without contradicting the

conformance criteria for CF elevation. These improvements are driven by "win-win" re-

lationships between the FGMCs and its upstream SCs.

2. LTRm : The magnitude of the Raw Material (RM) time buffer, i.e. the quantity of time that passes,

from the moment that a procured shipment is received from the upstream Supply Chain (SC),

until the moment that the specific RM enters the production processes.

• Significant improvements, pertaining to FGMCs, are feasible without contradicting the

conformance criteria for CF elevation. The implementation of these improvements are

however not localised, as it commands collaboration between the FGMCs and its up-

stream SCs.

3. LTPr od : The quantity of time that passes, from the moment that RM enters the production

processes, until the moment that it leaves the production processes.
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• Significant improvements, pertaining to FGMCs, are feasible without contradicting the

conformance criteria for CF elevation, especially within the context of FGMCs that oper-

ate under an elevated level of operational transparency.

4. LTF g : The quantity of time that passes, from the moment that finished goods leave the produc-

tion processes, until the time that it is purchased by the downstream SC.

• Significant improvements, pertaining to FGMCs, are feasible without contradicting the

conformance criteria for CF elevation. The implementation of these improvements are

however not localised, as it commands collaboration between the FGMCs and its down-

stream SCs.

5. LTDt : The quantity of time that passes, from the moment that finished goods are purchased by

the downstream SC, until it is paid for (e.g. 60 days).

• Significant improvements, pertaining to FGMCs, are feasible without contradicting the

conformance criteria for CF elevation. These improvements should be driven by "win-

win" relationships between the FGMCs and its downstream SCs.

The magnitude of the CCC, as quantified within the Thesis, is illustrated in Equation 6.5.

CCC = (
LTRm +LTPr od +LTF g

)+ (LTDt −LTC t ) (6.5)

The five inherent elements to the CCC, are illustrated in Figure 6.20 and serve as the tactical lever-

aging mechanism for significant C FAccessi ble elevation within the context of FGMCs.

Figure 6.20: LT Variables that Govern FGMCs’ Cash Flow Investment and Cash Velocity
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The implementation activities, pertaining to Step 3.1, are given by:

1. Set the context for CF elevation, at the hand of Figure 6.17 and the foregoing discussion.

2. Structure the enrolment of executives and the operational workforce according to the imple-

mentation activities in Step 2.6.

3. Enrol the executive team and operational workforce into LT reduction initiatives.

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• The development of formulae for the quantification of:

– The time-frame during which FGMCs have to finance its working capital investment (CCC),

and

– The FGMC’s working capital investment (IW c ).

• Enterprise-wide enrolment into the FGMC’s CF elevation mechanism.

No new rules have to be implemented to facilitate the aforementioned outcomes. The imple-

mentation practices, pertaining to Step 2.6, do however hold reference within Step 3.1.

Step 3.2: Cash Flow Exploitation Implementation Sequence

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 3.2, is given by:

• Step 3.1 - Enterprise-wide workforce enrolment into the Cash Flow (CF) leveraging mechanism

for FGMCs.

The principal objectives, pertaining to Step 3.2, lie with the sequencing of the CF elevation mecha-

nism’s implementation components, and the enrolment of executives and operational resources into

the newly devised implementation sequence. The five elements, which comprise the CCC can be

classified in one of three categories, namely:

1. Local CCC improvements (LTPr od ).

Localised improvement initiatives do not require the buy-in and collaboration of external SC

entities. It can therefore be initiated, and rolled out significantly faster than those improvement

initiatives that do command a formal enrolment process of external SC entities.

2. CCC improvements within the FGMC’s downstream SC (LTF g and LTDt ).

These improvement initiatives command a formal enrolment process of the FGMCs’ down-

stream SC entities.

3. CCC improvements within the FGMC’s upstream SC (LTRm and LTC t ).

These improvement initiatives command a formal enrolment process of the FGMCs’ upstream

SC entities.
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The implementation sequence, pertaining to the FGMC’s sustainable CCC improvements are

given by:

1. Local CCC improvements (LTPr od ).

This initiative will be rolled out first, due to:

a) The controllable nature of its implementation actions, and

b) The concise time frame required, pertaining to the sanctioning of its implementation, and

the derivation of significant results.

2. CCC improvements within the FGMC’s downstream SC (LTF g and LTDt ).

This initiative will be rolled out subsequent to the localised improvements, due to:

a) The slightly extended time frame required (relative to the localised improvements), per-

taining to the sanctioning of its implementation, and the derivation of significant results,

b) The ability to respond faster to the downstream SCs’ needs, following the derivation of

localised improvements, and

c) The possibility of adverse effects, following the implementation of localised improvements,

and its accompanying change management activities. Within the context of the minimi-

sation of risk and effort that external SC entities have to endure, the aforementioned ad-

verse effects have to be negated, before engaging with external SC entities.

3. CCC improvements within the FGMC’s upstream SC (LTRm and LTC t ).

This initiative will be rolled out subsequent to the improvements within the downstream SC,

due to:

a) The complexity of quantifying the expected financial yields of collaboration initiatives,

from a supplier perspective. The FGMCs’ downstream collaboration initiatives will there-

fore serve as "pilot projects" for the quantification of financial improvements, from a sup-

plier perspective.

b) The more involved nature of collaboration with upstream SC entities (relative to engag-

ing with downstream SC entities), pertaining to the sanctioning of its implementation,

and the derivation of significant results. FGMCs should draw on the lessons learnt via its

downstream collaboration initiatives, for the proactive identification of obstacles and/or

Negative Branch Reservations (NBRs) to the implementation of collaboration biased SCs.

The proactive identification and negation of these obstacles and/or NBRs will assist FGMCs

in the enrolment of its upstream SCs into collaboration biased SCs, in addition to facili-

tating the implementation of preventative actions.
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The implementation activities, pertaining to Step 3.2, are given by:

1. Set the context for the implementation of the LT improvement initiatives, at the hand of Figure

6.20 and the foregoing discussion.

2. Structure the enrolment of executives and the operational workforce, according to the imple-

mentation activities, pertaining to Step 2.6.

3. Enrol the executive team and operational workforce into the implementation sequence of CCC

reduction initiatives.

The outcome of the aforementioned activities is:

• Enterprise-wide enrolment into the implementation sequence, pertaining to CCC reduction

initiatives.

No new rules have to be implemented to facilitate the aforementioned outcomes. The imple-

mentation practices, pertaining to Step 2.6, do however hold reference within Step 3.2.

6.2.7.2 Functional Analysis

The Functional Analysis stage comprises a single-step process, as illustrated in Figure 6.21. The

principal objectives, pertaining to this stage, lie with:

1. The quantification of a CF baseline against which CF elevation initiatives can be measured, and

2. The implementation of a means to reserve and remove the FGMC’s CF advances from its CF

baseline.

Figure 6.21: Phase 3: Inherent Implementation Step to the Functional Analysis Stage

Step 3.3: Baseline for Improvements in Working Capital Invested

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 3.3, is given by:

• Step 3.1 - The development of formulae for the quantification of:
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– The time frame during which FGMCs have to finance its working capital investment (CCC),

and

– The FGMC’s working capital investment (IW c ).

During Step 3.1 the magnitude of FGMCs’ working capital investment (IW c ) was quantified as

being proportional to both its CCC, and Flow Rate (RateF low ). This is illustrated in Equation 6.3.

The principal objective, pertaining to Step 3.3, lies with the quantification of the CF baseline against

which CF elevation initiatives will be measured, so as to reserve significant CF advances for enterprise

architecture elevation initiatives.

The average daily working capital investment (IW cDai l y ) is comprised of numerous LT compo-

nents, as mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. These LT components hold distinct daily cost im-

plications.

• Example:

– LTRm : The daily cost implication of this LT component is equal in magnitude to the daily

cost of RM.

– LTF g : The daily cost implication of this LT component is equal in magnitude to the cumu-

lative daily cost of RM, production cost, holding cost, etc.

,→Using the average daily cost of RM to estimate FGMCs’ daily working capital investment (IW cDai l y ),

provides conservative estimations.

Generic FGMCs do not quantify, or revise the magnitude of its IW c when improvements are im-

plemented. When funds (that were historically tied up in the FGMC’s IW c ) are released via LT im-

provement initiatives, the corresponding CF improvements will therefore be applied for purposes

other than the objective, pertaining to Phase 3. Therefore, these CF advances need to be isolated and

reserved for enterprise architecture elevation initiatives.

The analysis activities, pertaining to Step 3.3, are given by:

1. Quantify the average daily Raw Material (RM) cost (RM Flow Rate RateF low ), as required by

the production processes. Manufacturing complexities such as diverse product mixes and a

diverse range of RM and component suppliers (with correspondingly diverse price ranges) will

complicate the quantification of an exact average cost. An accurate approximation will there-

fore suffice in this regard.

• Example: A wood production plant procures wood at an average price of R 2000 per tonne.

Its wood consumption rate is approximately 20 tonnes per day, which corresponds to a

RM Flow Rate (RateF low ) of R 40 000 per day.
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Note: This is a conservative estimate of FGMCs’ IW cDai l y , as explained in the preceding para-

graphs.

2. Quantify the FGMC’s CCC i.e. the LT during which the FGMC’s CF has to finance its working

capital investment, according to Equation 6.5. Manufacturing complexities such as variances

in each of the five inherent elements to the FGMC’s CCC will complicate the quantification of

an exact LT. An accurate approximation will therefore suffice in this regard, as long as the ap-

proximation criteria (and its inherent assumptions) are written down, signed off by the FGMC’s

executive management, and stored for future reference.

3. Quantify the FGMC’s average CF Investment (IW c ), according to Equation 6.3. This IW c will

serve as the baseline for LT improvements.

• Example: The aforementioned wood production plant possesses a CCC of 45 days. This

corresponds to a IW c of R 1 800 000.

4. Schedule the review frequency for the revision of the FGMC’s CCC, RateF low , and IW c . During

periods of bountiful improvement roll-outs, frequent reviews (e.g. on a weekly basis) are ad-

vised to protect FGMCs against the allocation of CF advances to initiatives, which contradict

the objective, pertaining to Phase 3.

5. Quantify the portion of the FGMC’s CF advances that will be reserved for enterprise architecture

elevation, as well as the portion of its CF advances, which will be reabsorbed via an increased

capacity.

• Example: The aforementioned wood production plant decides to reserve 70% of its CF ad-

vances for enterprise architecture elevation, and 30% for its resulting increase in working

capital (IW c ).

6. Transfer the appropriate portion of ∆C FAccessi ble to a separate cost point, when changes are

detected within the FGMC’s IW c . When these funds have been transferred, the current IW c will

serve as the new CF baseline, against which subsequent improvements will be measured.

• Example: The aforementioned wood production plant reduces its CCC by 15 days. This

reduction corresponds to a ∆C FAccessi ble of R 600 000.

,→R 420 000 is allocated towards enterprise architecture elevation, while R 180 000 is re-

served for the expected increases in working capital.

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• Approximation of the FGMC’s:

– Time frame during which it has to finance its working capital investment (CCC), and
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– Working capital investment (IW c ).

• Qualification and implementation of the means to reserve and remove the FGMC’s CF advances

from its CF baseline.

The new rule that has to be implemented to enforce the effective exploitation of the aforemen-

tioned outcomes, is given by:

• Advances in FGMCs’ accessible CF (∆C FAccessi ble ), should only be employed to fund holistically

biased improvements, as qualified in Steps 2.4 and 2.5.

– Example: CF advances should never be employed to finance larger procurement batches,

in order to attain volume discounts.

6.2.7.3 Functional Implementation

The Functional Implementation stage comprises a three-step process, as illustrated in Figure 6.22.

The principal objectives, pertaining to this stage, lie with the minimisation of FGMCs’ CF investment

into:

1. Manufacturing processes (LTPr od ),

2. Downstream supply chain (LTF g and LTDt ), and

3. Upstream supply chain (LTRm and LTC t ).

Figure 6.22: Phase 3: Inherent Steps to the Functional Implementation Stage

Step 3.4: Local Improvements - Production Lead Time (LTPr od )

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 3.4, are given by:

• Step 1.5 - Physical constraint(s).

• Step 3.2 - Implementation sequence, pertaining to CCC reduction initiatives.
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• Step 3.3 - CF baseline for IW c improvements.

The principal objectives, pertaining to Step 3.4, are illustrated in Figure 6.23.

Figure 6.23: The Principal Objectives, pertaining to Step 3.4

The TOC toolset comprises two production scheduling algorithms, namely:

1. Drum, Buffer, Rope (DBR).

The DBR algorithm serves as the production management focusing tool for companies that

possess an internal Throughput (T) limiting constraint (i.e. a bottleneck).

• Within the context of FGMCs, DBR should be implemented when a FGMC’s short horizon

demand exceeds its short horizon manufacturing capabilities.

2. Simplified Drum, Buffer, Rope (SDBR).

The SDBR algorithm serves as the production management focusing tool for companies that

possess an external Throughput (T) limiting constraint (i.e. a market constraint). The internal

process, with the least amount of protective capacity, is known as the CCR.

• Within the context of FGMCs, SDBR should be implemented when a FGMC’s short hori-

zon manufacturing capabilities exceeds its short horizon demand (as is the case subse-

quent to the culmination of Phase 2).

The implementation activities and considerations, pertaining to the roll-out of DBR and SDBR,

are described in a multitude of TOC literature, including Manufacturing at Warp Speed [31], et al.

The Thesis is not focused to the reiteration of the aforementioned implementation activities, and will

therefore presuppose the successful implementation thereof.
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The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• The minimisation of the FGMC’s IW c , via reductions of 50% or more in its LTPr od , through the

implementation of either DBR, or SDBR [28]. These improvements are derived by:

– Focusing the production schedule towards relevant priorities,

– The release of hidden production capacity, as a result of improved flow, and

– Improved reliability, and robustness of the manufacturing schedule. Manufacturing com-

panies that implemented either DBR, or SDBR, typically experience due date performances

in excess of 99%.

New rules that have to be implemented to facilitate the aforementioned outcomes, are given by:

• Production orders are prioritised according to its Buffer Penetration (BP).

– In Manufacture To Order (MTO) environments, production orders with the highest time

BP receive priority.

– In Manufacture To Stock (MTS) environments, production orders with the highest stock

BP receive priority.

– In a combined MTS and MTO environment, production orders with the highest BP receive

priority, independent of its BP driver (time versus stock).

• All local efficiency measurements are eliminated. The CCR(s) is however measured according

to the subordinated efficiency metric.

– The CCR is only measured according to its efficiency, when demand exists for its products.

– When no demand exists, idle time is entirely permissible.

– Non-CCR processes subordinate to the CCR. These processes are measured according to

its adherence to the production priorities.

• Sales commitments are based on the CCR’s "Planned Load". The "Planned Load" comprises

the percentage of the CCR capacity, which has already been absorbed by existing work orders

within a predetermined forward looking period (e.g. one week, two weeks, etc.).

Step 3.5: Collaboration Biased Downstream Supply Chains

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 3.5, are given by:

• Step 3.3 - CF baseline for IW c improvements.

• Step 3.4 - Manufacturing robustness and reliable due date performance.
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Figure 6.24: The Principal Objectives, pertaining to Step 3.5

The principal objectives, pertaining to Step 3.5, lie with the minimisation of LTF g and LTDt , as

illustrated in Figure 6.24.

The attainment of these objectives will be facilitated by two principal Intermediate Objectives

(IOs), namely:

1. Replenishment biased downstream SCs, and

2. Strategic alliances within the FGMC’s downstream SCs.

A replenishment biased SC is the TOC’ generic solution for the minimisation of inventory through-

out the holistic SC, whilst simultaneously maximising inventory availability. This is accomplished by

placing finished goods buffers (decoupling points) at every stock location throughout the SC, and

prioritising the replenishment of these buffers according to its buffer penetration.

The objective of strategic alliances is to generate SC loyalty, by solving customers’ dilemmas and

sharing the derived benefits in a "win-win" fashion. A strategic SC alliance is defined as a coalition

between SC entities, wherein both parties undertake to furnish the other with something that it de-

sires, and which it is not receiving at the time of engagement. Within the context of sustainability, the

"gift" provided by each party should exist within its current reality i.e. it should not be something that

one party expects to gain as a function of the other party’s "gift".

The implementation of these IOs, commands the enrolment of external SC entities. The enrol-

ment process within the ensuing paragraphs, is focused towards the systematic breakdown of exter-

nal SC entities’ resistance to change, as alluded to within Section 2.3.1.
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The implementation activities, pertaining to Step 3.5, are given by:

1. Gain agreement from external SC entities on:

a) Desirable SC effects,

b) Negative SC effects that exist within the current reality, and

c) The principal obstacles to collaboration biased SC engagements. These are given by:

i. The idea of selling more products, by stocking less inventory, sounds too good to be

true.

ii. The minimisation of risk throughout engagements between SC entities.

Note: It is of critical importance that influential entities (preferably both companies’ Managing

Directors, or persons of similar influence) engage in said agreements, as these persons bear the

responsibility for positive- or negative results, and will be more willing to engage in a new Mode

of Operation (MoO) than its subordinates1.

2. Gain agreement on the necessity of a pull SC, wherein frequent replenishment negates the need

of large inventory buffers.

3. Enrol external SC entities into the win-win advantages for upstream and downstream SC enti-

ties, when the SC’s inherent stock locations are frequently replenished, and strategically aligned.

Derived benefits include:

a) CF savings (both upstream and downstream),

b) Increased sales (often by a factor of two times, or more) via:

• Increased inventory availability (less stock-outs), and

• Increased product ranges, effecting from decreased storage space requisites.

c) Increased profit margins.

• New space that is opened up, is often filled with products that have a higher profit

margin.

d) Decreased damages via breakages and/or obsolescence.

4. Develop the means of sharing in the CF gains, within the context of sustainable win-win en-

gagements.

1The governing causality of Sales lead as follow: When the one who has a pressing need, is aware of the one who is
capable to fulfil that need, a sale is likely to occur.
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• Define the measurements metrics (CCC, IW c , CV, and/or inventory turns) that will serve

as the baseline for the quantification of SC improvements. Retail customers generally

possess only one of two constraints, namely display space, or cash funds to invest in new

inventory. The measurement of success therefore has to address the T
Cu generated by the

retailer’s constraint.

– Example: An upstream stock location furnishes its downstream stock location with

inventory. The downstream stock location carries roughly R 1000 000 of the upstream

stock location’s inventory, on payment terms of LTDt = 60 days. These entities decide

to engage in a replenishment SC and to share the CF advances equally. The replenish-

ment SC results in CF savings of approximately R 400 000 for the downstream stock

location, in addition to derived benefits such as increased sales, etc.

This CF saving implies that the downstream stock location has to salvage only 60% of

its "standard" CF investment, despite its increases in Throughput (T), thereby inval-

idating Assumption 3 within the generic payment lead time conflict (as developed in

the Thesis) i.e. resolving the conflict, illustrated in Figure 6.25. The CF saving of 40%

(R 400 000) should therefore be split equally between the upstream and downstream

SC entities e.g. a 20% reduction in the payment LT. Therefore the new LTDt = 48 days.

Figure 6.25: Resolving the Generic Supply Chain Conflict

5. Identify obstacles and potential negative effects resulting from the solution, and resolve these

in a win-win fashion.

• Example: When an upstream SC entity replaces its downstream entities’ conventional

procurement paradigms with consumption driven replenishment, the CF (salvaged at the

downstream stock locations) should not be used to promote business opportunities with

the upstream SC entity’s market opposition.
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6. Develop the functional systems to furnish the upstream stock location with frequent consump-

tion data, pertaining to its downstream stock locations, as well as the sanctioning of procure-

ment orders for suggested order quantities.

7. Quantify the replenishment lead times for downstream stock locations.

8. Set the initial buffer sizes (maximum consumption within the reliable replenishment LT).

9. Perform training on the new procurement paradigm.

10. Implement the new procurement paradigm.

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• A significant improvement in the FGMC’s IW c via substantial reductions in LTF g and LTDt .

– Replenishment SCs typically effect in LTF g reductions of 50% or more [28].

– The reduction in the FGMC’s downstream SC’s IW c further provide the negotiating lever-

age for significant improvements in LTDt .

• A significant increase (by a factor of 2 times or more) in sales revenue, with less stock in the

system.

,→A significant increase in the turnover rate of assets.

• A significant increase in profit margin, which results from retail customers that can keep more

"high margin" products with its conventional "low margin" products.

,→A significant increase in profit margin.

• A significant increase in the FGMC’s SGR (SGR ≡ Turnover rate of assets×Profit margin).

• The establishment of sustainable, long-term relationships, between the FGMC and its down-

stream SC.

New rules that have to be implemented to facilitate the aforementioned outcomes, are given by:

• The FGMC’s replenishment system (and SDBR production system) is only prompted into action

by its downstream stock locations’ buffer penetration, or the onset of a seasonality occurrence.

• Dynamic buffer management is incorporated to re-size the downstream stock locations’ buffers,

when its buffer penetration resides too often within the red, or green, zones.

Step 3.6: Collaboration Biased Upstream Supply Chains

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 3.6, are given by:

• Step 3.3 - CF baseline for IW c improvements.
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• Step 3.5 - Lessons learnt via the implementation of Step 3.5.

The principal objectives, pertaining to Step 3.6, lie with the minimisation of LTRm and LTC t , as

illustrated in Figure 6.26.

Figure 6.26: The Principal Objectives, pertaining to Step 3.6

The implementation of these objectives and IOs, commands the enrolment of external SC entities,

within the FGMC’s upstream SC. The enrolment process and implementation activities, pertaining

to Step 3.6, are similar to Step 3.5 with the exception of:

• A change in the context of FGMCs’ collaboration offer. Instead of presenting a replenishment

solution and negotiating the its payback terms, FGMCs now have to petition for the replenish-

ment solution and enrol its upstream SC entities via the win-win payback terms.

– This implies that the LTRm will be reduced at the expense of LTC t . The combined effect

of these LTs, will however be of a positive nature, as the magnitude of ∆LTRm will exceed

∆LTRm to a significant extent.

The FGMC will further be somewhat exposed, as it does not possess the ability to implement

the required mechanisms to ensure that replenishment is performed in a sustainable and reli-

ably frequent fashion. This obstacle has to be addressed during negotiations with the FGMC’s

upstream SC entities.
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The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• Significant improvements in the FGMC’s IW c , via substantial reductions in the combined effect

of LTRm and LTC t .

• The establishment of sustainable, long-term relationships, between the FGMC and its upstream

SC.

New rules that have to be implemented to facilitate the aforementioned outcomes, are given by:

• The FGMC furnishes its upstream SC entities with consumption data on a daily basis, and

• Upstream SC entities replenish the FGMC’s relevant inventory buffers, as soon the inventory

shipment becomes viable (e.g. when the truck is full).

• Dynamic buffer management is incorporated to adjust the FGMC’s inventory buffers, when its

buffer penetration resides too often within the red, or green, zones.

6.2.7.4 Summary

Phase 3 serve as the principal enabling mechanism for significant operational improvement, via

the mining of requisite CF resources for enterprise architecture elevation initiatives.

The focal strides that were made within this context are given by:

1. The development of feasible leverage points for sustainable CF elevation,

2. Workforce enrolment into the feasibility of the aforementioned elevation mechanism,

3. The development of an optimal implementation sequence, pertaining to the aforementioned

CF elevation mechanism,

4. The enrolment of executives and the operational workforce into the CF elevation implementa-

tion sequence,

5. The quantification of a CF baseline against which CF elevation initiatives can be measured,

6. The implementation of a means to reserve and remove the FGMC’s CF advances from its CF

baseline,

7. The minimisation of FGMCs’ CF investment into:

a) Manufacturing processes (LTPr od ),

b) Downstream supply chain (LTF g and LTDt ), and

c) Upstream supply chain (LTRm and LTC t ).
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8. Increased SGR that result from:

a) Increased asset turnover rate, and

b) increased profit margin.

The new operational practices ("rules") that were implemented, include:

1. Advances in FGMCs’ accessible CF (∆C FAccessi ble ), should only be employed to fund holistically

founded improvements, as qualified in Steps 2.4 and 2.5.

2. Production orders are prioritised according to the buffer status of orders (time buffers) and

finished goods (stock buffers).

3. Sales commitments are based on the CCR’s "Planned Load".

4. The FGMC’s replenishment system (and SDBR production system) is only prompted into action

by its downstream stock locations’ buffer statuses.

5. Dynamic buffer management is incorporated to re-size the downstream stock locations’ buffers,

when its buffer penetration resides too often within the red, or green, zones.

6. The FGMC furnishes its upstream SC entities with consumption data, on a daily basis.

7. Upstream SC entities replenish the FGMC’s relevant inventory buffers, as soon the inventory

shipment becomes a viable proposition.

8. Dynamic buffer management is incorporated to re-size the FGMC’s inventory buffers, when its

buffer penetration resides too often within the red, or green, zones.

The effects of these deliverables on the quest of sustainable proactivity are illustrated in Figure

6.27. Appendix D, Figure D.3, illustrates the FGMCSR’s pipelined implementation sequence, subse-

quent to the development of Phase 3. The proactive elevation of the FGMC’s enterprise architectures,

constitutes the focusing realm of Phase 4.

6.2.8 Phase 4: Medium-Term Demand Trends and Enterprise Architecture Elevation

Phases 1 and 2 served as the FGMCSR’s Build phase wherein the FGMC has been placed on a par-

tially proactive course of action. Subsequent to the attainment of this IO, Phase 3 served to Capitalise

on the new found operational transparency to mine the requisite CF resources that would permit the

proactive elevation of FGMCs’ enterprise architectures. Phase 4 marks the FGMCSR’s Sustain phase.

The primary objectives, pertaining to Phase 4, lie with the development of visibility into medium-

term demand trends, feasibility criteria for the proactive elevation of FGMCs’ enterprise architec-

tures, and the implementation of elevation initiatives. The enabling role of these objectives, within

the context of sustainably proactive FGMCs, is illustrated in Figure 6.28.
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Figure 6.27: Status of the Sustainable Proactivity PrT, subsequent to the Advances within Phase 3

Phase 4 comprises a three-stage approach, consisting of a Ramp-Up, Functional Analysis, and

Functional Implementation stage. The high level implementation sequence, pertaining to Phase 4, is

illustrated in Figure 6.29.

6.2.8.1 Ramp-Up Stage

The Ramp-Up stage comprises a single-step process, as illustrated in Figure 6.30. The principal

objectives, pertaining to this stage, are given by:

1. Enrolment of the executive committee into its behavioural obligations within the FGMC’s proac-

tive endeavours, and

2. Sanctioning of analysis activities, pertaining to the feasibility of proactive enterprise architec-

ture elevation.

Step 4.1: Propensity towards Risk and Long-Term Proactive Behaviour

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 4.1, is given by:

• Step 1.1 - Executive enrolment into the FGMC’s declaration of intent.
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Figure 6.28: Phase 4: Focusing Realm, pertaining to Sustainable (Long-term) Proactivity

Step 4.1 serves to enrol the executive committee into its principal obligations regarding the sus-

tainability of the FGMC’s proactive undertakings, as FGMCs’ organisational culture and inclination

towards long-term proactive behaviour stems from that of its executive committee. The executive

committee is tasked with ensconcing the FGMC’s propensity towards long-term proactive behaviour,

as well as the sanctioning of analysis activities, pertaining to the feasibility of proactive enterprise

architecture elevation.

The Thesis identified two requisite entities within the context of sustainable proactive behaviour,

namely:

1. FGMCs’ inclination towards taking calculated risks, and

2. FGMCs’ inclination towards innovation (product, process, and mode of operation).

FGMCs’ Inclination towards Calculated Risks

The statement "calculated risks" implies by definition that a FGMC is aware of its prospects to

gain funds, and to lose funds via existing, or new modes of operation. The level of risk to be endured,

is inversely proportional to the market demand, and directly proportional to the magnitudes of:

1. The FGMC’s medium-term/long-term forward looking horizon, and

2. The CF implication, pertaining to capital intensive investments.
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Figure 6.29: Phase 4: High Level Implementation Sequence

Figure 6.30: Phase 4: Inherent Implementation Step to the Ramp-Up Stage

Within the context of risk minimisation, FGMCs’ proactive endeavours should be focused towards

the enhancement of visibility into future market scenarios, as well as the effective exploitation of new

capabilities, stemming from capital intensive elevation initiatives.

FGMCs’ Inclination towards Innovation (Product, Process, and Mode of Operation)

Proactive innovation initiatives hold the greatest potential for substantial improvement when im-

plemented proactively, as it furnishes the FGMC with significantly enhanced leverage capabilities,

when compared to reactive initiatives that are employed to combat chaos.

The implementation activities, pertaining to Step 4.1, are given by:

1. Enrol the executive committee into its pioneering role in the FGMC’s long-term proactive en-

deavours. Structure the enrolment process according to the implementation activities, as al-

luded to in Step 2.6.
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2. Create and encourage an organisational culture wherein new ideas, technologies, and modes

of operation are encouraged, in addition to a culture wherein employees are acknowledged and

enabled, instead of being controlled, ordered, and prescribed.

• The weekly feedback and labour involvement sessions, coupled with intrinsic and extrin-

sic incentive schemes (as alluded to in Step 2.6) should serve as the foundation for the

aforementioned process.

3. Enrol the executive committee into the need for decision support criteria, pertaining to proac-

tive enterprise architecture elevation.

a) Reiterate the requisite entities for sustainable (long-term) proactivity (Figure 6.28) and

enrol the executive committee into the need for enhanced visibility within the context of

medium-term demand trends.

b) Obtain the executive committee’s consent to proceed with analysis activities, into the fea-

sibility of proactive enterprise architecture elevation.

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• Enrolment of the executive committee into its behavioural obligations within the FGMC’s proac-

tive endeavours, and

• Sanctioning of analysis activities, pertaining to the feasibility of proactive enterprise architec-

ture elevation.

No new rules have to be implemented to facilitate the aforementioned outcomes. The imple-

mentation practices, pertaining to Step 2.6, do however hold reference within Step 4.1.

6.2.8.2 Functional Analysis

The Functional Analysis stage comprises a three-step process, as illustrated in Figure 6.31. The

principal objectives, pertaining to this stage, lie with the development of:

1. Enhanced visibility into expected medium-term demand trends, and

2. Decision support criteria for proactive, capital intensive enterprise architecture elevation.
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Figure 6.31: Phase 4: Inherent Implementation Steps to the Functional Analysis Stage

Step 4.2: Medium-Term Growth Potential within Existing Markets

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 4.2, is given by:

• Step 4.1: Sanctioning of analysis activities, pertaining to the feasibility of proactive enterprise

architecture elevation.

Once a FGMC is placed on a continuous improvement course of action, and a favourable predis-

position towards sustainable proactive behaviour exists, the next step lies with the development of

visibility into the expected risks that FGMCs have to bear throughout its proactive endeavours. The

principal objectives, pertaining to Step 4.2, are given by:

1. Enhancement of visibility into FGMCs’ expected demand trends. The Thesis identified market

segmentation as the enabling entity (IO) towards this objective.

2. Identification of market segments that hold the greatest potential for sustainable growth.

The following paragraphs provide a concise definition and overview of Market Segmentation, in

addition to the implementation activities, pertaining to Step 4.2.

Market Segmentation

Market segmentation serves as a fundamental component within the context of demand visi-

bility, as practically all FGMCs serve seemingly indiscernible, yet distinctly segment-able markets

wherein both the demand and perception of value vary independently from one segment to another.

A properly segmented market implies by definition that no concrete correlation exists between de-

mand changes in FGMCs’ market segments, and provides significant scope for increased Throughput

margins (and increased profit margins by implication).

• Example: A change in the demand for industrial transportation equipment, does not correlate

with changes in the demand for agricultural implements.
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Market segmentation enables FGMCs to quantify its expected medium-term demand variations

more accurately, as these estimations are neither accurate, nor reliable when regarding FGMCs’ cus-

tomer base as a single entity.

The analysis activities, pertaining to Step 4.2, are given by:

1. Segment the FGMC’s market, according to the process described in Viable Vision, et al [26].

2. Identify existing, and historical market trends within the context of the FGMC’s micro-economical

market segments.

a) Locate historical data regarding the market shares of both the FGMC and its foremost

market opposition, in each of the FGMC’s market segments.

i. If the FGMC is a large enterprise, data on its market share (and that of its foremost

market opposition) will be available from various manufacturing institutions, in ex-

change for a nominal fee. If the FGMC is however an insignificant entity within the

market, its market share will be comparatively small, thereby resulting in huge growth

potential.

b) Quantify and compare the FGMC’s market share, and growth trends, with that of its fore-

most market opposition in each of the distinct market segments.

c) Quantify the FGMC’s growth potential, in terms of its market share, within each market

segment.

d) Quantify and compare the all-inclusive magnitudes of the FGMC’s distinct market seg-

ments, on an annual basis.

i. Is it growing?

ii. Is it stagnating?

iii. Is it declining?

e) Quantify the FGMC’s growth potential, along with that of its foremost market opposition,

in terms of its micro-economical growth trends and the expected changes in the mag-

nitude of its distinct market segments. A strong correlation exists between the growth

trends of FGMCs, which possess a significant share of its micro-economical market, and

the micro-economical market trends itself.

• Example: Company X holds 50% market share, whilst Company Y holds 5%. When

the market is on a downward trend over a period of time, this trend will most likely

be reflected within Company X’s market demand, whereas Company Y will have a

significantly higher probability of growth than Company X.

3. Identify relevant macro-economical market trends that influence the FGMC’s micro-economical

market trends.
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• Example: A manufacturer of wooden joinery (doors, windows, etc.) recognises a trend

wherein generic wooden doors are replaced by steel doors, due to an ever-increasing

awareness to safety.

4. Determine the probable macro-economical market scenarios within the FGMC’s foreseeable

future (medium-term).

5. Qualify the effects of the FGMC’s macro-economical market scenarios on the expected micro-

economical market trends.

• Example: The aforementioned manufacturer recognises the need to produce doors that

are stronger and safer, when faced with the macro-economical trend towards safety. The

increased awareness to safety can further give rise to the development of niche markets

for specialised wooden joinery.

6. Quantify the expected growth in each of the market segments being served by the FGMC and

identify the most lucrative market segments for significant, yet sustainable future growth.

a) Quantify the magnitude of the FGMC’s expected increase in NP (∆N P ), given the assump-

tion that the FGMC is able to furnish its anticipated share of the increases in the distinct

market segments’ magnitudes.

b) Quantify the duration wherein the aforementioned market segments’ growth trends can

be sustained.

c) Identify the FGMC’s most lucrative market segments for sustainable future growth. These

segments will serve as the principal leverage-bearing entities for future growth, through-

out the medium-term.

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• Segmentation of the FGMC’s market. Derived benefits from the FGMC’s newly segmented mar-

kets include:

– Visibility enhancement into the FGMC’s macro-economical demand scenarios, which in

turn impact upon the FGMC’s micro-economical demand trends,

– Significant visibility enhancement into the FGMC’s micro-economical demand trends.

These trends facilitated the quantification of expected changes in the FGMC’s:

* Holistic demand trends, pertaining to the distinct market segments,

* Market share, relative to the FGMC’s foremost market opposition, and

* Absolute demand values, pertaining to the FGMC’s holistic demand trends, and an-

ticipated market share within each market segment.
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• Identification of the FGMC’s most lucrative market segment(s) for sustainable growth.

New rules that have to be implemented to facilitate the effective exploitation of the aforemen-

tioned outcomes, are given by:

• Capacity elevation initiatives are focused towards the FGMC’s Operational Architecture(s) that

bear the greatest improvement leverage, within the context of its most lucrative market seg-

ment(s)’s perceptions of value.

• Research and Development (R&D) efforts are focused towards the exploitation of the newly

identified leverage-bearing market segments.

• Marketing initiatives and new sales offers are only released and rolled out to the leverage-

bearing market segments when:

– R&D deliverables can be released to the market, and

– The FGMC is able to furnish additional demand on a reliable basis.

The following sections (Steps 4.3 through 4.5) provide an overview on a number of essential high

level entities to keep note of during the elevation of FGMCs’ enterprise architectures. The overview

serves to complement conventional infrastructure elevation scoping and planning mechanisms and

should therefore not be mistaken for a complete implementation methodology.

Step 4.3: Enterprise Architecture Elevation - Solution Scoping and Functional Leverage

An outcome of the preceding steps that serves as a prerequisite input to Step 4.3, is given by:

• Step 4.2: Absolute demand values, pertaining to the FGMC’s holistic demand trends, and antic-

ipated market share within each market segment.

The management of demand requirements according to Step 4.2, serves to quantify the FGMC’s

anticipated short-term and medium-term capacity requirements, in addition to the pipelining of the

FGMC’s penetration into new market segments. Within Step 4.3, these capacity requirements will

serve as a solution scoping mechanism for the FGMC’s operational infrastructure elevation.

Within the context of the FGMCs, Information architecture elevation holds significant leveraging

capabilities, pertaining to derived benefits in said companies’ Manufacturing-, Organisational-, and

Decision architectures.

Information architecture elevation holds the capability of improved manufacturing operations,

via improved managerial visibility and a foundation for digitised manufacturing (i.e. Computer-

Aided Manufacturing (CAM)), logistical management, etc. This capability is however contingent

upon the presupposition that sufficient space is available for the FGMC’s logistical processes and dis-

tribution to customers. LT reductions (Phase 3) plays a notable role in exploiting the physical space

required for logistical processes.
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Successful information architecture elevation initiatives hold the potential of deriving significant

short- and medium-term leverage, and require considerable change management (substantial skills

development and facilitation by technical- and functional specialists). At one point or another, ele-

vation within the remaining operational architectures (new capital facilities, specialised human re-

sources, etc.) becomes unavoidable.

The analysis activities, which serve as a high level scoping mechanism for Enterprise Architec-

ture Elevation (EAE), are given by:

1. Identify the causality link between the organisation’s principal constraint(s), whether it be phys-

ical or logical, and the Enterprise Architecture Elevation (EAE) initiative, i.e. identify the power

(leverage) of the elevation initiative.

2. Identify the limitation that the EAE initiative will diminish within operations, distribution, work-

force limitations, information requirements, etc.

3. Define the new capabilities that the EAE initiative will permit with regard to the elevation of

the principal constraint, whether it be within the manufacturing infrastructure, distribution

infrastructure (storage space, mode of operation, etc.), workforce limitations, information re-

quirements within operations, etc.

4. Identify the existing policies, paradigms, and modes of operation that helped to accommodate

the limitation i.e. identify the mechanisms that were implemented to enable the organisation

to bridge its existing limitations.

5. Identify the new policies, paradigms, and modes of operation required to fully leverage the EAE

initiative.

6. Develop the high level change management mechanisms, similar to the process described in

Steps 2.6 and 2.7. The goal of these mechanisms is to assert clarity to the level of change re-

quired, thereby facilitating informed judgement and decision making with regard to the scope,

budget, and time line of the architecture elevation initiative(s).

The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• The high level solution constituents, pertaining to the Enterprise Architecture Elevation (EAE)

project, have been developed.

• The solution specification and technical scope of EAE initiative(s) have been defined i.e. which

architectures hold the key to the greatest holistic organisational leverage.

• The functional scope and required skill levels, have been defined for the EAE initiative(s) (i.e.

requisite changes within the mode of behaviour).
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New rules that have to be implemented to facilitate the effective exploitation of the aforemen-

tioned outcomes, are given by:

• The protective capacity of CCRs (systems, people, etc.) within the FGMC’s enterprise architec-

tures is replenished as soon as it has been absorbed by the FGMC’s rate of growth.

• The EAE initiative’s solution scope is incorporated to facilitate cost estimations (∆OE and ∆I ),

in addition to the quantification of the project’s estimated yields in terms of Throughput (∆T )

and ROI (∆ROI ).

Step 4.4: Financial Leverage, pertaining to Proactive Enterprise Architecture Elevation

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 4.4, are given by:

• Step 4.2: Absolute demand values, pertaining to the FGMC’s holistic demand trends, and antic-

ipated market share within each market segment.

• Step 4.3: Solution scope and specification for the FGMC’s Enterprise Architecture Elevation

(EAE) project.

Steps 4.2 and 4.3 facilitated "conversations for possibility" at executive- and high level manage-

ment, regarding viable future market scenarios and the FGMC’s existing capacity capabilities. Step

4.4 serves to harness the deliverables of Steps 4.2 and 4.3 in order to develop a decision support

mechanism, aimed at imparting clarity into the feasibility of proactive EAE (and its accompanying

capital intensive investments). Said feasibility is governed by Equations 6.6 through 6.9, which were

developed during the course of the Thesis.

The analysis activities, pertaining to Step 4.4, are given by:

1. Quantify the anticipated growth probabilities (PGr ow thα
) in each of the market segments being

served.

2. Quantify the magnitude of the anticipated demand increases within each of the FGMC’s market

segments and link these to a time line.

3. Quantify the magnitude of the changes in T, I, OE, and the resulting monetary gains (∆N PM ag )

to be derived via proactive EAE, assuming that the FGMC will be able to furnish the anticipated

demand within each market segment, as illustrated in Figure 6.32 and Equations 6.6 and 6.7.
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Figure 6.32: Potential Monetary Gains, Resulting From Proactive Enterprise Architecture Elevation

∆N PM ag =
t1∫

t0

Y (t )d t (6.6)

where Y (t ) =


D(t )−C (t ) |D(t )>C (t ), and D(t )≤E(t )

E(t )−C (t ) |D(t )>C (t ), and D(t )>E(t )

0 |D(t )≤C (t )

(6.7)

with C (t ) = The FGMC′s manufacturing capacity prior to EA elevation,

D(t ) = The FGMC′s share of the total market demand

(
β∑

α=1
Demandα(t ))

)
E(t ) = The FGMC′s manufacturing capacity subsequent to EA elevation,

Demandα(t ) = The FGMC′s share of the market demand within market segment α,

β = The total number of market segments served by the FGMC,

α ∈ [
1,2, ...,β

]
.

∆N PM ag is equal in magnitude to the anticipated opportunity cost of not investing in the

FGMC’s proactive EAE initiatives.

4. Quantify the anticipated monetary gains (∆N PGr ow th) to be derived by the FGMC via its infras-

tructure elevation initiatives, as illustrated in Equation 6.8. Compare ∆N PGr ow th to the antic-

ipated opportunity cost (∆N PLoss) to be incurred via failure to furnish the anticipated growth

in each market segment, according to Equation 6.9.
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∆N PGrowth =
β∑

α=1

(
∆N PM agα

)× (
PGrowthα

)
(6.8)

∆N PLoss =
β∑

α=1

(
∆N PM agα

)× (
1−PGrowthα

)
(6.9)

where ∆N PM agα = The magnitude of change in the FGMC′s NP, resulting from

growth in market segment α

PGrowthα
= Probability of attaining ∆N PM agα .

5. Quantify the magnitude of the capital Investment (∆I =∆IF c +∆IW c ) into the proactive EAE

initiatives.

• This step calls upon the solution specification and scope of the FGMC’s EAE initiatives (as

developed in Step 4.3). The solution specification and scoping documentation will facil-

itate the request for quotations, as well as first round negotiations with potential service

providers.

6. Quantify the expected ROI according to Equation 2.4 (∆ROIGrowth =
(
∆N PGrowth

∆I

)
).

7. Quantify the effect of the FGMC’s expected results on the gap between its current rate of growth

and its SGR.

• Note: Within the TOC context, NP refers to EBITDA and not earnings per se. The appro-

priate adjustments (e.g. Interest, Tax, Amortisation, etc.) therefore need to be made when

using ∆N P to calculate ∆ROI and ∆SGR by implication.

8. Make the decision to go ahead with the capital investment, or to refrain therefrom until the

expected medium and long horizon demand trends increase.

• The decision criteria involves:

– The risk to be endured (∆N PGrowth). The risk is a function of the growth probability

(PGrowth) and the magnitude of the expected returns (∆N PM ag ).

– The magnitude of the Investment required (∆I ) to facilitate the EAE process.

Within the context of FGMCs, executive agreement will typically exist on the feasibility of proac-

tive EAE as soon as it becomes permissible in terms of

(∆N PGr ow th), (∆ROIGr ow th), (∆SGRGap ),

and the FGMC’s cash fund reserves.
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The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• Clarity has been asserted to the feasibility of proactive EAE, and

• A decision was made on the feasibility of proactive EAE and the "go-ahead" has been given,

deferred, or declined.

No new rules have to be implemented to facilitate the effective exploitation of the aforemen-

tioned outcomes.

6.2.8.3 Functional Implementation

"Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the

beginning."

Winston Churchill

The Phase 4 Functional Implementation stage is based on the premise that the "go-ahead" has

been received (following Step 4.4) for a formal EAE project. In practice, the scope of the Functional

Implementation stage therefore spans the entire Project Management (PM) realm (from project plan-

ning through execution management).

Formal project planning for proactive Enterprise Architecture Elevation (EAE) projects falls be-

yond the Thesis scope. Within the Thesis, the Functional Implementation stage comprises a single-

step process, as illustrated in Figure 6.33, and its principal objectives are restricted to the highlighting

of high level considerations that serves to complement execution planning and execution manage-

ment within the PM milieu.

Figure 6.33: Phase 4: Inherent Steps to the Functional Implementation Stage

Step 4.5: Enterprise Architecture Elevation—

Supplementary Considerations to Execution Planning and Execution Management

Outcomes of the preceding steps that serve as prerequisite inputs to Step 4.5, are given by:
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• Step 4.3 - High level solution components, pertaining to the Enterprise Architecture Elevation

(EAE) project.

• Step 4.4 - Sanctioning of the EAE project.

As mentioned earlier, formal project planning considerations falls beyond the scope of the FGM-

CSR, and more specifically Step 4.5. Effective project planning is therefore regarded as a subsequent

entity to Step 4.4, and a prerequisite entity to Step 4.5. Step 4.5 merely serves to complement conven-

tional EA execution planning and execution management. It should therefore not be mistaken for an

implementation methodology.

High level considerations regarding the execution planning and execution management of FGMCs’

EAE project, are given by:

1. Focus on a structured buy-in process (regarding the need to change) and the development of

detailed change management procedures, as described in Steps 2.6 and 2.7. Informed and mo-

tivated human resources constitutes an invaluable asset to the project and needs to be acknowl-

edged throughout the planning and implementation phases, so as to facilitate effective innova-

tion migration (via the adoption of new paradigms and adaptation to new modes of operation)

as well as the effective actuation of operational leverage.

2. Ensure that the distinction exists between the project leader (e.g. managing director, chief oper-

ational officer, etc.) and project manager (potentially outsourced expertise) within the project.

The project manager should possess substantial technical knowledge regarding EAE projects,

whereas the project leader is responsible for the project’s functional success and financial lever-

aging. The purpose of the aforementioned distinction is three-fold:

a) Free the executive team up from the technical responsibilities of the EAE project,

b) Impart sufficient visibility (at executive level) into the project’s progress and assist in keep-

ing the executive team focused towards the effective completion, and leveraging of the

elevated operational capabilities, and

c) Infuse transparency into the principal definition and measurement of the project’s suc-

cess, i.e. a successful technical implementation versus holistic organisational leverage

and financial reward, and to assign responsibility for each to the appropriate parties.

3. In the event of technology-based EAE projects, define the concurrency requirements and/or

handover points between the functional- and technical solution development, and its accom-

panying implementation phases. Within the aforementioned context, specific focus has to be

placed on a relay-runner work ethic between the functional- and technical implementation

teams, and the delegation of responsibility within each sector. An example of such a lifecycle

Roadmap for Information Architecture elevation projects was developed during the course of
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the Thesis. The lifecycle Roadmap is briefly characterised in Appendix E, page 168, and illus-

trated in Figure E.1.

4. Within the context of FGMCs, insufficient excess capacity exists with regard to the availability

of untapped human resources. External human resources and expertise is therefore paramount

to successful EAE projects, provided that it does not place undue pressure on the project’s- and

FGMC’s CF reserves. The composition of the EAE project team needs to strike a fine balance

between outsourced expertise, and in-house specialists.

a) The project team’s outsourced resource pool should consist of both:

i. Technical expertise, and

ii. Functional expertise.

b) The project team’s in-house resource pool should consist of knowledgeable resources that

possess the potential of serving as "super-users" within the elevated EA. The higher these

resources are located within the organisational hierarchy and the more influence it pos-

sesses, the higher the probability of leveraged success.

The amalgamation of outsourced expertise and knowledgeable in-house "super-users" will ex-

pose the FGMC to new ideas, and provide a platform to infuse new intellectual property into

the organisation.

5. Implement the proposed changes and manage the elevation projects according to the Critical

Chain project management methodology2. Prioritise work according to its importance, rather

than its urgency and create a platform wherein the project team is incentivised to focus on

the completion of one project task at a time, rather than to multitask between project tasks.

Focused task deliverables will exceed the deliverables of unfocused efforts, in terms of both

effectiveness (leverage) and efficiency (duration).

"Starting more tasks does not bring a project closer to its completion. Completing tasks; that

brings a project closer to its completion."

Unknown

6. Do not recede to a reactive mode of operation and/or management, and maintain the focus

towards continuous improvement. The solution constituents in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 constitute

the foundation of the FGMC’s sustainability, whereas the development of new sales strategies

and tactics will comprise the root of its future growth.

2Critical Chain is the TOC’ highly acclaimed project management methodology.
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The outcomes of the aforementioned activities are:

• The proactive elevation of the FGMC’s operational infrastructure,

• New modes of operation, following the successful elevation of operational limitations,

• The FGMC remains focused towards continuous improvement, and

• The FGMC is managed in a sustainably proactive fashion.

The new rule that has to be implemented to facilitate the effective exploitation of the aforemen-

tioned outcomes, is given by:

• The FGMC’s new operational capabilities have to be incorporated into its operational dash-

board, and should govern the refocusing of new exploitation, subordination, and elevation pro-

tocols and/or paradigms.

6.2.8.4 Summary

Phase 4 serve as the final solution phase towards a sustainable proactive FGMC.

The focal strides that were made within this context are given by:

1. Executive enrolment into its position of responsibility in leading the FGMC towards innovation

and a sustainably proactive state of operation,

2. Segmentation of the FGMC’s markets,

3. Quantification of expected market scenarios throughout the FGMC’s medium-horizon,

4. Quantification of financial leverage, pertaining to the FGMC’s Enterprise Architecture Elevation

(EAE) initiatives,

5. Quantification of the effect of EAE upon the FGMC’s SGR, and

6. The proactive implementation of EAE initiatives.

The new operational practices ("rules") that were implemented, include:

1. Capacity elevation initiatives are focused towards the FGMC’s Operational Architecture(s) that

bear the greatest improvement leverage, within the context of its most lucrative market seg-

ment(s)’s perceptions of value.

2. Research and Development (R&D) efforts are focused towards the exploitation of the newly

identified leverage-bearing market segments.
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3. Marketing initiatives and new sales offers are only released and rolled out to the leverage-

bearing market segments when:

a) R&D deliverables can be released to the market, and

b) The FGMC is able to furnish additional demand on a reliable basis.

4. The protective capacity of CCRs (systems, people, etc.) within the FGMC’s EAs, is replenished

as soon as it has been absorbed by the FGMC’s rate of growth.

5. EAE initiatives are prioritised, based upon its leverage capabilities relative to the FGMC’s con-

straint.

6.3 Concluding Review of the FGMCSR Solution

Section 6.3 is dedicated to a concise overview on the FGMCSR’s solution phases.

The focal strides that were made during Chapter 6 and the four solution phases are provided in

the following paragraphs.

1. Section 6.2.1 identified the core conflict towards the sustainability of FGMCs.

2. Section 6.2.2 subsequently broke the core conflict towards sustainability of FGMCs and pro-

vided a new Governing Causality (GC) and Point of Reference for FGMCs’ operations.

3. Section 6.2.3 drew on the new GC and PoR as the foundation to develop new solution compo-

nents for the FGMCSR.

4. Section 6.2.4 subsequently translated the FGMCSR’s solution components into:

a) A new declaration of intent, and

b) A solution map, consisting of Intermediate Objectives (IOs) and 4 solution phases.

5. Phase 1 endeavoured to calm the operational chaos ("stop the bleeding") by identifying the

principal instigators of operational chaos and addressing these entities immediately. This was

achieved by:

a) Enrolling the FGMC’s executive management into the FGMC’s reactive MoO and the need

to change towards a sustainably proactive MoO,

b) Exploiting the immediate CF constraint,

c) Developing a proactive early warning mechanism for CF management during rapid growth

periods, and
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d) Implementing a new operational dashboard that facilitated operational visibility (at man-

agement level) into the management of:

i. Capacity Constraint Resources (CCRs), and

ii. The FGMC’s capacity requirements that stem from its short-term market demand.

6. Phase 2 build upon the newly derived visibility, by applying it within context to assert an ele-

vated level of enterprise-wide transparency. This level of transparency serves to enrol the entire

workforce into new constraint elevation initiatives. This was achieved by:

a) Connecting the links between the logical and physical constraint(s),

b) Defining the measurement criteria and its corresponding metrics according to which im-

provement initiatives are prioritised,

c) Prioritising the improvement initiatives,

d) Gaining buy-in from operational staff on the need to change, the direction of the Solu-

tion, as well as the impact that it will have on every production division in terms of its

subordination to the constraint,

e) Instituting a weekly time pocket wherein senior management can interact with the pro-

duction workforce to give feedback on the results achieved, and reward the appropriate

entities, and

f) Implementing the changes, performing change management, and identifying the next im-

provement within the context of on-going improvement.

The level of operational visibility derived during Step 2 enforces a high level of damping within

the organisation, wherein the holistic effect of local improvements reaches steady state within

a short period of time, and wherein local improvements do not cause variation in another divi-

sion.

7. Phase 3 qualified, quantified, and challenged each of the five CCC contributors, which served to

ensconce the large working capital investments (IW c ) into the FGMC’s operations, in addition

to the operations of its upstream and downstream SCs. New solutions were proposed to each of

these CCC contributors, thereby extracting significant funds from the FGMC’s working capital

investment (IW c ), coupled with increased:

a) Sales revenue, and

b) Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR), owing to increased profit margin and turnover rate of as-

sets.

Phase 3 opened the door for the proactive elevation of the FGMC’s enterprise architectures

(EAs).
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8. Phase 4 provided a high level overview on the functional requirements for proactive EAE. This

included:

a) The mindset and executive propensity towards risk,

b) Extending the Organisation’s forward looking horizon, and

c) Asserting visibility into the expected demand throughout the forward looking horizon

via market segmentation and the quantification of growth probabilities within each mar-

ket segment. These growth probabilities are consequential of the FGMC’s market share,

and changes within the organisation’s micro-economical and macro-economical market

trends.

d) Identifying the market segments that hold the key to the greatest growth,

e) Identifying the enterprise architecture that possesses the greatest holistic leverage,

f) Quantifying the expected ROI for the architecture elevation initiative,

g) Implementing the architecture elevation initiative and performing functional, as well as

technical, change management, and

h) Staying true to the organisational bearing of On-going improvement.

Figure 6.34 illustrates the FGMCSR’s holistic, pipelined implementation sequence.
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Figure 6.34: The FGMCSR’s Pipelined Implementation Sequence
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VALIDATION OF PROPOSED SOLUTION

7.1 Introduction

Chapter 7 serves as the testing ground for the Thesis’s newly developed FGMCSR. Figure 7.1 pro-

vides the navigation toolbar for subject matter addressed in Chapter 7.

The proposed solution was tested at a number of FGMCs that will be referred to as Alpha, Beta,

Gamma, Delta, and Epsilon1. Alpha was the smallest of the aforementioned FGMCs, with annual

revenue circa R 220 million. The FGMCSR was not implemented in its entirety at each of these FGMCs

as a result of limitations in scope. The aforementioned FGMCs were therefore severally employed to

validate the FGMCSR’s inherent solution components.

The following sections provide an overview on the FGMCSR validation process, within the context

of Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, and Epsilon.

7.2 Data Gathering Process

The data gathering process was adjusted from one FGMC to the next, however the generic data

gathering mechanisms consisted of:

1. Interviews with executive decision makers (CEO, COO, MD, and/or project leaders),

2. Interviews with operational resources throughout the FGMCs’ hierarchical management levels,

3. Classified strategic planning reports, and

1The names of these FGMCs can only be revealed, subject to the signing of a written non-disclosure agreement.

127
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Figure 7.1: Navigation Toolbar for Subject Matter Addressed in Chapter 7

4. Classified project documentation.

The writer further served as a consulting resource to some of the aforesaid FGMCs, which facili-

tated informed assessments on each FGMC’s Mode of Operation (MoO).

7.3 Data Analysis: Validation of the FGMCSR solution

7.3.1 Phase 1: Short-Term Cash Fund Exploitation, Demand Visibility, and the

Management of Capacity Requirements

Step 1.1: Executive Enrolment into the FGMC’s Declaration of Intent

Step 1.1 was validated at Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, and Epsilon. Each of these FGMCs’ executive

teams was aware of its responsibility in capitalising on the FMGC’s competitive edge in a manner

that does not only grow its existing base of operations, but its industry as a whole. The process of

enrolment (as demarcated in Sections 6.2.4-6.2.5) did not pose significant obstacles, seeing that its

simplicity was sufficiently transparent.
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Step 1.2: Identify the FGMC’s New Point of Reference

Step 1.2 was validated at Alpha and Epsilon. During the onset of the validation process, Alpha ex-

perienced significant cash flow concerns that manifested in Alpha’s inability to raise adequate work-

ing capital to remunerate its workforce, or finance the procurement of raw material. Alpha’s raw

material vendors further retracted its credit facility, which resulted in Alpha’s inability to generate the

required funds to meet its payables.

Epsilon’s cash flow constraint was induced via 3 independent, yet practically simultaneous Mur-

phy’s in the form of:

1. A virtual step-increase in the cost of raw material, which was brought about by a sudden raw

material scarcity. For a short period of time, Epsilon’s finished goods were sold at a lower price

than the Totally Variable Cost (TVC) of its raw material.

2. A rapid increase in Epsilon’s working capital investment, resulting from the rapid increase in

funds absorbed via raw material, Work In Progress (WIP), and Epsilon’s debtors book.

3. Epsilon’s primary source of financial leveraging pulled back its credit facility. Epsilon therefore

needed to generate an additional cash flow surplus of R60 million within one month to meet its

payables.

Both Alpha and Epsilon acknowledged that a new Point of Reference (PoR) was required to ensure

the survival of these FGMCs. Said PoR presented itself in the form of
(
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Step 1.3: A Proactive Early Warning Mechanism for Cash Fund Exploitation

Step 1.3 was validated at Alpha and Beta. During the onset of the FGMCSR validation process,

Alpha’s average Throughput percentage was ≈ 25%, whilst its supply of raw material was charac-

terised by significant surpluses and shortages. As a result, Alpha’s Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR)

curbed its capability to grow at the rate that its market permitted. The initial phases of Alpha’s turn-

around strategy were therefore focused towards a means of increasing Alpha’s SGR via improvements

in both the turnover rate of assets and profit margin on sales.

During the course of the FGMCSR validation process, Beta was one of the fastest growing manu-

facturing companies amongst Alpha through Epsilon. Within the context of Equation 6.1, Beta’s SGR

served a dual purpose, namely:

1. Provide a "policy lever" to manage the required level of readily available cash funds to sustain

its rapid rate of increased WC, and

2. Provide a means to quantify the magnitude and intervals of Beta’s cash fund elevation initia-

tives.

Beta possessed a significant SGR, which was facilitated via a substantial profit margin on sales

and a quick turnover rate of assets. Beta did however require an additional means to increase its
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SGR, as its market demand was primarily curbed by Beta’s inability to increase its rate of output fast

enough. Additional improvements in Beta’s turnover rate of assets and profit margin (e.g. additional

sales premiums during the times when its confirmed customer orders preceded production capacity

by up to 8 months) remained feasible to increase Beta’s SGR.

At the time, these changes would however have taken too long to release the required funds for ca-

pacity elevation. Beta therefore opted with a SGR elevation strategy in the form of increased financial

leveraging.

Step 1.4: Decide How to Exploit the Cash Fund Constraint

Step 1.4 was validated at Alpha, Beta, Delta, and Epsilon. Alpha’s cash fund exploitation strategy

was given by:

1. Find market segments that would be willing to pay a premium for reliable service, and up to

twice, thrice, or four times the conventional price for a rapid response service. If a sizable

market segment existed, Alpha’s average Throughput percentage can increase by a factor of

2, without incurring major changes to its MoO or Enterprise Architectures (EAs).

2. Sell all slow moving finished products for less than its Totally Variable Cost (TVC). This will

enable Alpha to meet its imminent payables, and release cash funds that can be used to finance

raw material that generated significant
(
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As mentioned during Step 1.3, Beta’s cash fund exploitation strategy was in the form of an in-

creased turnover rate of assets (facilitated via a JIT MoO) and sales premiums when the market de-

mand exceeded its supply capability. Every day gained through Beta’s Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC)

released a daily working capital investment (IW cDai l y ) of R1 600 000, which were used for additional in-

vestments in fixed capital (capacity elevation) and the resulting increase in required working capital,

owing to an increased rate of flow (∆IW c ≡∆RateF low ). Beta further possessed a cash fund elevation

strategy in the form of increased financial leveraging.

During the initial phases of the FGMCSR validation process Delta traded its cash fund exploitation

strategy for a short-term cash fund elevation strategy. Delta employed increased financial leveraging

as an enabling mechanism for EA Elevation (EAE), which in turn increased its service to the market

and facilitated the roll-out of a new market offer that distinguished Delta from its market opposition.

Within the context of Delta, the cash fund elevation strategy provided a "lever" that facilitated:

1. The distinction between Delta and its market opposition,

2. Increased sales premiums, and therefore

3. An increased Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR) throughout the medium-term.

Epsilon’s cash fund exploitation strategy was given by:
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1. Selling predetermined assets that did not generate the requisite
(
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)
and renting these

on a long-term basis from the new owner,

2. Incentivising customers to trade on cash terms, rather than a credit facility, and

3. Increasing the turnover rate of assets, without an adverse impact upon sales (decreasing inven-

tory buffers, while maintaining customer service levels).

Alpha, Beta, Delta, and Epsilon therefore employed distinct cash fund exploitation and/or eleva-

tion mechanisms to finance its rate of growth, via increased short-term liquidity and/or an increased

medium-term SGR. A readily available cash fund buffer stands central to the sustainability of every

FGMC, however increased financial leveraging is only permissible when a FGMC is aware of its sig-

nificant competitive advantage that would negate the perception of "increased risk".

Step 1.5-1.6: Operational Dashboard - Physical and Logical Constraint(s)

Steps 1.5 and 1.6 were validated at Alpha, Gamma, and Epsilon. Within the context of Beta, Step

1.5 would undoubtedly have made a significant contribution to Beta’s capability of rising to its in-

creased demand. Beta was suffering at the time from increasing levels of operational disorder that

resulted from a bottleneck that wandered and relocated on a weekly basis. Beta therefore served as

a prime example of Throughput losses that are incurred when a FGMC’s physical constraint is not

managed in a structured fashion.

Delta on the other hand, employed an adapted version of the EM, coupled with exceptional levels

of protective capacity to drive its market exploitation. Delta utilized its newfound cash funds to es-

tablish significant resource buffers (time, stock, capacity, space, people, and cash funds) in addition

to a policy wherein certain resources were elevated as soon as its utilisation exceeded 33%. The reli-

ability of Delta’s operational performance subsequently permitted the roll-out of market offers that

contradicted industry norms and allowed Delta to elevate its market share considerably over a period

of 18 months.

Within the context of Alpha, Gamma, and Epsilon, the operational dashboard provided a holistic

focusing tool and enhanced managerial visibility into the effectiveness of operational resources in

subordinating to the FGMCs’ constraint(s). This level of operational visibility was induced via EMs

that illustrated:

1. A holistic dashboard of the FGMC’s resource utilisation,

2. A summary of the protective capacity afforded by the FGMC’s resource buffers,

3. Mechanisms that drive the FGMCs’ behaviour,

4. A pareto analysis of reasons for non-compliance with operational targets, and

5. A Process Of OnGoing Improvement (POOGI) to correct the aforementioned reasons for non-

compliance.
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Gamma’s Effectiveness Model (EM) is illustrated in Appendix F, Figure F.1. As a result of confi-

dentiality clauses, certain content has been removed from Gamma’s EM. The purpose of said model

is therefore to illustrate its basic layout without disclosing specific content and intellectual property.

The tables, marked in red, yellow, and green in Figure F.1 illustrates the urgency of corrective action

on resource buffers and behaviour driving mechanisms.

The CRT on the other hand, were not included in the operational dashboard for the management

of Alpha, Gamma, and Epsilon’s daily operations. Step 1.6 was incorporated to uncover fundamental

obstacles to the sustainability of said FGMCs, yet these initiatives were once-off occurrences during

the course of VV/FTOC projects that added significant value. The CRT(s) as a whole was however not

explicitly incorporated in Alpha, Gamma, or Epsilon’s operational dashboard.

Step 1.7-1.8: Short-Term Market Demand and Expected Load on the FGMC’s CCR(s)

Steps 1.7 and 1.8 was validated at Beta and Delta. Beta manufactured products primarily "To

Order", rather than "To Stock" and worked with a short-term planning horizon of 6 months. Beta’s

product output achieved new records on a monthly basis, due to a multitude of concurrent capacity

elevation initiatives. This being said, Beta’s confirmed customer order schedule preceded its pro-

duction schedule by 6-8 months, which provided adequate security to permit additional capacity

elevation without incurring excessive financial risk.

Beta’s executive team identified a multitude of Capacity Constrained Resources (CCRs) with lim-

ited protective capacity. The elevation of these resource capacities were planned and rolled out con-

currently, thereby resulting in the frequent relocation of Beta’s physical constraint. Starvation and

Blockage of the physical constraint curbed Beta’s capability to step up its product output at an in-

creased rate, thereby resulting in money that was left on the table2.

In contrast to Beta, Delta manufactured products primarily on a "To Stock" basis. Delta incor-

porated a short-term planning horizon of 6 months and called upon the aforementioned competi-

tive advantage to manage its customer orders on a weekly basis. Delta gathered statistics regarding

its conversion rate from phone calls to confirmed customer orders, and used this mechanism as a

behaviour driver for the sales process, thereby effectively planning its operational load in advance.

Delta’s mode of "load planning" served as a "To Stock" variation on Beta’s buffer of "To Order" de-

mand, thereby providing ample security for proactive capacity elevation.

7.3.2 Phase 2: A Prioritisation System for Capacity Elevation, and Workforce Enrolment

Step 2.1: Strategic Decisions Within the Context of Capacity Elevation

Phase 2 was validated at a single case study, namely Delta. Delta’s most expensive operational

resource served as the resource with the least amount of protective capacity. This being said, Delta did

not possess a significant Capacity Constrained Resource (CCR), as its most constrained operational

2Customers that received a promised due date of 8 months or more into the future, frequently placed its order with
Beta’s market opposition.
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resource incurred an utilisation ratio of less than 70%, whilst having a back-up resource that were

used during breakdowns and periods of planned maintenance. As earlier mentioned, Delta employed

its cash funds to establish significant buffers in terms of time, stock, capacity, and space.

Delta further trained potential workforce recruits free of charge on weekends. This presented

Delta with a buffer of trained recruits that was available when needed, in addition to a government

subsidy for the empowerment of unemployed people. The availability of new recruits also served

to eradicate absenteeism throughout Delta’s permanent workforce. As a result, Delta incurred many

desirable effects that stemmed from a single proactive action.

Delta’s excessive operational buffers decoupled its most constrained resources from any varia-

tion in upstream, or downstream operations. Delta further prohibited the relocation of its CCR dur-

ing capacity elevation, as elevation initiatives were rolled out before it became necessary. This mode

of proactive capacity elevation ensured that elevation initiatives could be rolled out during normal

working hours, as protective capacity was readily available to recover time that was allocated to el-

evation initiatives. As earlier mentioned, Delta’s triggering mechanism for capacity elevation varied

from one resource to the next. Delta’s most constrained operational resource was elevated as soon

as its utilisation ratio approached 70% whilst resources that impacted directly upon Delta’s market

offers, were elevated as soon as its utilisation ratio exceeded 33%.

Delta’s MoO regarding the proactive replenishment of protective capacity, corresponded very well

with the FGMCSR’s proposed solution.

Step 2.2-2.3: Functional Solution Requirements and Sequencing of Capacity Elevation

Step 2.2 builds upon the foundation laid within Steps 1.5, 1.6, and 2.1. Subsequent to the omission

of Step 1.6 from Delta’s operational dashboard, the implementation of Step 2.2 was tailored to suit

Delta and consequently differed from the FGMCSR’s original design intent. Delta’s logical constraint

was not incorporated to identify its physical constraint with the greatest improvement leverage. Even

though Delta’s physical constraint remained in the market being served, it was able to control this

demand via an exceptional market offer.

Delta therefore identified its market offer as the primary enabler towards short-term stability and

medium-term growth. Resources that impacted directly upon Delta’s market offer were consequently

first in line for capacity elevation. This being said, none of Delta’s resources exhibited an average

utilisation ratio in excess of 70%. This level of protective capacity negated the need for masses of

concurrent capacity elevation initiatives. Improvement initiatives were generally pipelined and rolled

out sequentially. Resources with higher levels of utilisation were protected against Delta’s market

variation via well-sized buffers of stock.

Improvements were logged on Delta’s EM. New elevation initiatives were planned proactively and

pipelined according to its predetermined utilisation triggering mechanism.

Step 2.4-2.5: Financial Leverage and Prioritisation of Improvement Initiatives

Delta implemented Step 2.4 and 2.5 somewhat conversely in the sense that it never aimed to

maximise ∆ROI via improvement initiatives that were governed by the cost of investment. Instead,
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Delta’s trail of thought was governed by the risk that it was willing to take by not elevating the capacity

of operational resources. Delta therefore incorporated the thinking process, alluded to in Step 4.4,

Equation 6.9 (Financial Leverage, pertaining to Proactive Enterprise Architecture Elevation).

Delta’s MoO was governed by its capability to deliver reliably on its market offer and to institute

every buffer that would assist the achievement of said objective. Delta therefore did not quantify the

short-term changes in T, NP, and ROI that would result from elevation initiatives. It rather quantified

the risk of short- and medium-term changes in T, NP, and ROI that could result from not elevating

its capability to deliver reliably. Delta regarded the elevation of operational resources as once-off

investments, which facilitated the process of building a stable, reliable, and predictable system that

generated money on a continuous basis. In contrast to said investments, Delta perceived the effect of

not investing in elevation initiatives as a short-term gain in cash funds, at the expense of ongoing T

losses whenever it did not deliver reliably upon its market offer.

Delta therefore incorporated the logic within steps 2.4 and 2.5 (albeit in a slightly altered form)

throughout its elevation initiatives, with one exception. Step 2.5 presupposed that both the level of

accessible cash funds and the expected leverage in terms of ∆ROI should govern the priority of ele-

vation initiatives3. Delta however, assumed another position on the subject. It focused on generating

the required levels of cash funds to permit every feasible capacity elevation intiative, thereby ensur-

ing that capacity elevation was not governed by the availability of cash funds, but rather by its ability

to improve flow. Delta possessed an unconditional belief that its capability to manage flow reliably,

would be reciprocated by its market’s capability to absorb increasing levels of flow reliably.

As earlier mentioned, Delta initially focused on building a significant SGR through sales premi-

ums that were derived via its market offer, exceptional quality standards, and reliable delivery capa-

bility. Subsequent to this process, Delta managed the availability of cash funds via a growth rate that

trailed its SGR, i.e. Delta managed the amount of cash reserves generated via the difference between

its actual growth rate and its SGR4.

Step 2.6-2.7: Workforce Enrolment, Implementation, Change Management, and Refocusing of

Elevation Initiatives

Step 2.6 was tailored in a similar process to Step 2.2, as a result of the CRT omission from Delta’s

operational dashboard. Delta scheduled the enrolment of its human resources during periods of idle

time at the onset of a new week. Delta’s EM was employed to reaffirm the status of operational re-

sources’ protective capacities and human resources were enrolled within the context of a win-win

partnership. Workforce enrolment into capacity elevation was a smooth process, as elevation initia-

tives required short-term effort in exchange for longer term benefits. Delta’s human resources were

acutely aware of its role in subordinating to Delta’s flow requirements.

Delta further implemented a system that was known as the catch-up system. According to this

system, each operational resource started a week with its weekly bonus. The payment of bonuses

3This presupposition was validated at Alpha, Gamma, and Epsilon.
4Systems that grow slower than its SGR generate funds, while systems that grow faster than its SGR absorb funds.
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occurred at the end of each week and the magnitude of said bonus depended on the attainment

of weekly targets. When a target was missed, no bonuses were paid in arrears (when the slack was

expunged). Therefore, every human resource started the week with an agreed-upon target and bonus,

and the responsibility of keeping the bonus resided with each of these resources.

Operational resources were further enrolled into the weekly targets, and assigned responsibil-

ity for achieving said targets. During breakdowns and periods of peak demand, Delta’s workforce

worked overtime without receiving its weekly bonus or overtime remuneration. Delta implemented

an additional incentive system wherein resources were allowed to leave for the weekend as soon as

its weekly targets were realized. The catch-up system was developed in consent with labour unions

and intended by design to reward Delta’s workforce for not working overtime.

7.3.3 Phase 3: Sustainable Cash Flow Exploitation and Strategic Supply Chain Alliances

Step 3.1: A Sustainable Cash Flow Leveraging Mechanism

The Phase 3 objective, within the context of the FGMCSR was to free up sufficient monetary

means to permit capacity elevation and the proactive elevation of FGMCs’ enterprise architectures.

Phase 3 was therefore verified at Alpha due to Alpha’s severe cash flow deficiency. During the onset of

the validation process, Alpha’s executive team was desperately looking for any means of generating

the required levels of cash flow to save the organisation, as Alpha’s financial investor was reluctant to

provide any additional funding.

The simplicity of the process proposed in Step 1.4 seemed almost too obvious and Alpha’s Man-

aging Director (MD) initially required two hours to acquaint himself with the idea of selling Alpha’s

slow moving finished products at less than its TVC value. Once the opportunity of the rapid response

offers was presented and the potential ROI of the newly generated cash funds was evident, executive

enrolment was guaranteed. What is more, the new opportunity prompted Alpha’s financial investor

to volunteer an increased financial investment of an additional 150%.

Alpha’s executive team were completely enrolled on the need to increase both Alpha’s turnover

rate of assets and its profit margin on sales.

Step 3.2-3.3: Cash Flow Exploitation Implementation Sequence and Baseline for

Improvements in Working Capital Invested

Within the context of Alpha, the availability of newly released cash funds permitted the procure-

ment of raw material that could be sold at an increased Throughput. Prior to the release of funds

some of Alpha’s raw material vendors pulled back its credit facility, which curbed Alpha’s ability to

acquire new raw material. Alpha employed its newly acquired cash funds to settle its credit facilities.

Alpha’s MD needed to further enrol its supply base into Alpha’s new PoR before agreements were

reached that permitted the procurement of additional raw material. These agreements did however

enforce strict limitations on Alpha’s credit facility.
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Subsequent to the signing of new supply agreements, Alpha’s executive team developed the new

systems that would be capable of reducing its Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC) to a bare minimum,

without curbing Alpha’s sales process. Alpha’s existing cash flow baseline was quantified at the hand

of its daily raw material consumption rate
(
IW cDai l y

)
and its average CCC. Alpha initially reviewed

its CCC improvements on a weekly basis, however this frequency was later extended to a fortnightly

basis as Alpha’s CCC improvements approached equilibrium.

During the onset of the validation process, Alpha’s flow was inhibited by starvation and blockage

of its manufacturing CCR. Starvation was mostly brought about by the unavailability of raw material

and Work In Progress (WIP). Alpha’s new market offers however presupposed a reliable delivery sys-

tem, therefore Alpha’s local lead time improvements and its due date reliability were first in line for

improvement.

Step 3.4: Local Improvements - Production Lead Time (LTPr od )

The SDBR scheduling algorithm was implemented at Alpha with significant effect. Alpha Manu-

factured products both To Order (MTO) and To Stock (MTS). A summary of Alpha’s results within the

first two months is given by:

1. Production LT (LTPr od ) decreased from one week to less than two days on conventional MTO

orders,

2. LTPr od decreased to 4 hours on rapid response orders (MTO),

3. Record manufacturing capacity increased from 230 to 320 ton/day,

4. Average manufacturing capacity increased from 160 to 260 ton/day, and

5. On-time delivery on MTO orders increased from ≈ 70% to 100%.

The aforementioned results were obtained by increasing Alpha’s workforce by only 2 manufac-

turing resources. One resource was employed as a full-time crane operator before Alpha’s CCR to

prevent starvation, while the other resource manned a crane after Alpha’s CCR to prevent blockage.

Alpha’s reliable supply capability permitted intermediate premiums on normal MTO orders, while its

rapid response capability provided excessive sales premiums.

Alpha’s primary obstacle to the management of flow was given by its insufficient WC to finance

additional raw material. During the concluding stages of the FGMCSR validation process, Alpha was

however in the process of acquiring additional funding to prevent starvation on its manufacturing

CCR (i.e. increase the average utilisation of its manufacturing CCR) and permit an increased rate of

flow (increase both the average- and record utilisation of its manufacturing CCR).

Step 3.5: Collaboration Biased Downstream Supply Chains

Alpha managed to enrol one of its significant downstream retailers (Customer X) into a full re-

plenishment offer for MTS products. Customer X agreed to provide Alpha with its daily sales (con-

sumption) data, in exchange for a more frequent replenishment of products. Alpha’s reliable supply
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capability decreased Customer X’s inventory by more than 60% (on existing products). The storage-

and display space that was liberated in the process was used to stock an increased range of Alpha’s

products, thereby resulting in significantly increased sales for Customer X5.

Customer X’s daily consumption data, coupled with Alpha’s insignificant LTPr od presented Alpha

with the opportunity to replenish Customer X frequently without carrying significant stock of raw

material, WIP, and finished goods. At one point, Alpha decided to increase its selling price on finished

goods. In accordance with the process described in Section 6.2.7.3, Alpha’s MD scheduled a meet-

ing with Customer X’s MD and an agreement was reached wherein Alpha was allowed to increase

its list price, in exchange for a similar replenishment offer at Customer X’s associate retailer brands

(Customer Y and Customer Z). As a result Alpha’s newly developed manufacturing reliability, coupled

with its replenishment offer, enabled Alpha to increase both margin and volume on replenished MTS

products, without incurring excessive investment.

Step 3.6: Collaboration Biased Upstream Supply Chains

Throughout the validation of Phase 3 Alpha was generating cash funds at a rapid rate, yet these

cash flow resources were immediately ploughed into additional raw material to furnish Alpha’s in-

creasing market demand. The availability of sufficient raw material to furnish Alpha’s increasing mar-

ket demand, remained its primary obstacle towards future growth. Alpha did however enrol one of

its minor supply vendors (Vendor X) into a reverse replenishment offer, in exchange for exclusivity on

certain raw material components. Alpha’s offer to Vendor X served as a pilot project for full-scale re-

verse replenishment offers to Alpha’s major supply vendors. The pilot project derived positive results

from the perspective of both Alpha and Vendor X.

The following paragraphs illustrate how the roll-out of a theoretically sound solution can be curb-

ed in practice by business politics and mistrust. During the first four months of the validation process,

Alpha was able to restore many of its suppliers’ confidence. As time progressed and Alpha’s cash

flow pressure subsided, all of Alpha’s supply vendors but one (Vendor Y) increased Alpha’s credit

facility. Vendor Y was Alpha’s largest supply vendor and its cynicism stemmed from the rapid rate

of Alpha’s turnaround strategy. During the concluding stages of the validation process Alpha was in

the process of regaining Vendor Y’s confidence and documenting the lessons learned from its reverse

replenishment offer to Vendor X.

Alpha intended these actions as preparation for a similar offer to Vendor Y, which was scheduled

to be rolled out during March 2010. The offer to Vendor Y was intended to significantly reduce Al-

pha’s WC requirement, whilst simultaneously increasing Alpha’s ability to generate increased levels

of Throughput, in a similar process to that of Vendor X’s reverse replenishment offer.

5The governing causality in retail is: What is not displayed in retail, cannot be sold in retail.
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7.3.4 Phase 4: Medium-Term Demand Trends and Enterprise Architecture Elevation

Step 4.1: Propensity Towards Risk and Long-Term Proactive Behaviour

The Phase 4 objective, within the context of the FGMCSR was to draw upon the FGMC’s newly

derived cash fund buffer with the purpose of instituting established Enterprise Architectures (EAs)

and creating a platform to leverage the FGMC’s resources more effectively, throughout the FGMC’s

medium- and long-term future. Phase 4 was validated at Beta, a FGMC with an internal constraint

and sufficient funds to finance its requisite EA Elevation (EAE).

During the onset of the validation process, Beta’s executive team was enrolled into the need for

EAE. According to the executive team, Beta was incurring notable risk via the implementation of EAE

initiatives amidst its rapid rate of growth. This being said, the risk was outweighed by the security of

Beta’s confirmed customer orders (6-8 months) and the opportunity of a rapidly increasing market.

Beta’s executive team was further enrolled into its responsibility in leading the proactive action

throughout the EAE initiatives. During the onset of the validation process, Beta was already renowned

throughout industry as the market leader in terms of product innovation. Enrolment on the need for

process- and MoO innovation was therefore easily achieved. The executive team’s active participa-

tion in Beta’s capacity elevation initiatives further contributed to the enrolment of Beta’s operational

workforce into EAE initiatives.

Step 4.2: Market Segmentation and Medium-Term Growth Potential within Existing Markets

Beta’s market sector was well segmented during the onset of the Phase 4 validation process. Beta’s

market share in each segment was aggregated for confidentiality purposes and illustrated in Table

7.1. Beta’s well segmented market characterised its medium-term growth potential within existing

markets and served as the foundation for Beta’s strategic intent of increased market penetration in

larger volume market segments.

Size of Market Segment Beta’s Share of
Market Segment

Small Volume 25% - 57%
Medium Volume 0.5% - 2%
Large Volume 11%

Table 7.1: Beta’s Market Share during the Onset of the Phase 4 Validation Process

During the validation of Phase 4, micro-economical trends were coming to the fore, which illus-

trated that:

1. Beta’s market penetration was growing, however it was still insignificant in terms of risk man-

agement.
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2. Beta’s most lucrative market segments for future growth were also growing rapidly. This level

of growth was induced by macro-economical conditions that created a need for certain newly

designed, large volume products. The duration of said need was expected to remain for a min-

imum of 12-18 months. As a result Beta possessed significant growth opportunities within exist-

ing markets, throughout the short- and medium horizons.

Beta’s market analysis conformed well to the solution, proposed in Phase 4. Macro-economical

conditions that posed a short- and medium-term risk to Beta’s micro-economical market trends are

given by:

1. The aftermath of the international credit crisis, and

2. The SA credit act, which resulted in products being built to customer order without being deliv-

ered, due to enhanced financing restrictions on customers. These products remained on Beta’s

premises and posed a threat to Beta’s CCC.

3. Inflation in the cost of raw material, which (at one point in time) seemed to double every six

months. This curbed the demand for new products in certain high volume market segments.

Beta’s macro-economical conditions posed a notable risk to both its sustainability and continued

growth. The magnitude of opportunity afforded by Beta’s micro-economical market trends, however

transcended the level of risk induced via its macro-economical conditions.

Step 4.3: Enterprise Architecture Elevation - Solution Scoping and Functional Leverage

Beta identified two EAs that held significant organisational leverage, namely:

1. Manufacturing Architecture.

2. Information Architecture.

Beta’s manufacturing architecture was not operating at the level of reliability that had been syn-

onymous with the Beta brand name. Many of Beta’s focal UDEs resulted from deficiencies within

its manufacturing- and information architectures. Beta’s executive board initiated the EAE scoping

mechanisms, in addition to a comprehensive interviewing process to ensure that EAE conforms to

Beta’s strategic requirements. A summary of operational leverage derived via Beta’s manufacturing-

and information architecture elevation, is provided in Appendix G, along with a functional analysis

of required changes in Beta’s MoO, to facilitate the aforementioned outcomes.

Step 4.4: Financial Leverage, pertaining to Proactive Enterprise Architecture Elevation

The sanctioning of Beta’s EAE initiatives was governed by a very similar process to the proposed

solution in Step 4.4, albeit in a slightly altered format. Phase 4’s process for the quantification of

growth probabilities, expected financial risk, and expected financial leverage (illustrated in Equations

2.4 and 6.6-6.9) was substituted for a simple break-even analysis.
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Beta quantified the expected changes in sales revenue (∆T by implication6) and operating ex-

pense. The outcome of said analysis was that Beta would exceed its incremental break-even point

(∆N P = 0) by acquiring less than 65% of its minimum financial expectations.

Beta further quantified the required levels of fixed capital (∆IF c ) and working capital (∆IW c ) to fa-

cilitate the aforementioned results. Both of these figures were conducive to Beta’s ROI target and SGR.

The manufacturing- and information architecture elevation initiatives were sanctioned, following the

quantification of investment variables during Beta’s financial ratio analysis.

Step 4.5: Enterprise Architecture Elevation

Manufacturing Architecture Elevation

Beta implemented a number of concurrent elevation initiatives throughout its manufacturing ar-

chitecture, including:

1. The elevation of resource capacities throughout Beta’s component treatment and manufactur-

ing operations,

2. The redesign of Beta’s routing blueprint to facilitate effective component synchronisation, and

3. A vertical integration program with Beta’s most unreliable component suppliers.

The effect of these changes on the workflow and component routing blueprint of Beta’s manufac-

turing operations is explained in progressive detail in Appendix H and illustrated in Figure H.1.

Information Architecture Elevation

Beta elevated its information architecture, via the successful roll-out of 3 distinct technologies,

namely:

1. A high-end SM solution with intelligent modelling- and design automation capability,

2. A formal PDM system and rigorous configuration management procedures. The PDM system

was integrated into Beta’s new SM system, as well as its new ERP system,

3. A generic ERP system to facilitate the sharing of real-time data, and

4. An integrated bar-coding system that enabled the tracking of components via bar-coded tags

and a scanning interface at each stock location along Beta’s component routing blueprint.

Appendix H provides a detailed explanation on the new capabilities that these technologies brought

to Beta’s operational domain.

6EAE did not deliver any changes in the totally variable cost of Beta’s finished products.
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7.4 Summary of Findings

Phase 1

Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, and Epsilon contributed collectively towards the FGMCSR validation

process. Shared characteristics between these FGMCs that validated the Phase 1 solution compo-

nents, included:

1. Acknowledgement of the need for a continuous buffer of readily available cash funds,

2. Acknowledgement of the need for a new Point of Reference
(

T hr oug hputGener ated

RandInvested

)
to promote

future growth and facilitate short-term sustainability,

3. The need to increase FGMCs’ Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR) via one of three modes, namely:

a) Increased turnover rate of assets,

b) Increased profitability on sales (via significant sales premiums), and

c) Increased financial leveraging, as soon as the FGMC’s competitive advantage was clear.

4. The need for operational security in order to offset the risk of increased financial leveraging.

This level of security was induced via the capability of controlling both the market demand and

load on the FGMC’s operational resources proactively.

Step 1.6 was the only solution component that was not applied within the context that the FGM-

CSR proposed. This solution component did prove valuable in at least 3 of the 5 case studies, however

the context of application was that of a single significant breakthrough, rather than an ongoing dash-

board for the management of operational resources.

Phase 2

Delta served as a prime case study for the validation of Phase 2. The only solution components

that were not addressed during the validation of Phase 2 stemmed from the fact that Delta’s CRT was

not incorporated within its operational dashboard. Delta’s inclination towards proactive action was

however evident throughout its operational domain, and stretched as far as customer agreements

and the proactive enrolment of labour unions into Delta’s MoO.

Delta’s workforce were further acknowledged, empowered, and incentivized for good results. Re-

sources throughout Delta’s hierarchical management levels regarded Delta’s MoO as a source of pride

and were happy to be associated with the Delta brand name. Delta’s renowned MoO resulted in a high

retention ratio of qualified employees, coupled with a buffer of readily available new recruits.

Delta’s financial results were indicative of its stable operational growth, to the extent that year

on year NP growth was predicted within 1% of its actual results, amidst annual growth rates of 50%.

During the concluding stages of the validation process Delta continued to grow in a structured, non-

chaotic process, amidst a significant rate of growth.
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Phase 3

During the onset of the Phase 3 validation process, Alpha was enroute to being liquidated within a

month. Its executive team’s desperation facilitated both rapid enrolment and the rapid roll-out of im-

provement initiatives. Alpha’s new PoR
(

T hr oug hputGener ated

RandInvested

)
served as the principal behaviour driving

mechanism throughout operations, thereby enabling Alpha to unite and conquer amidst significant

obstacles to the management of flow.

Alpha’s relentless focus facilitated a rapid turnaround. During the concluding stages of the Phase

3 validation process, Alpha was generating cash funds at a rate that exceeded its cumulative rate of

fixed capital- and working capital investment. It did however possess a significant backlog of debt

that was in the process of being redeemed. Alpha’s executive team was assured of its capability to

weather any additional obstacles, given the magnitude of its recent turnaround results and the exec-

utive team’s unconditional belief in its new PoR. This being said, Alpha endured a very close call and

was fortunate to elude liquidation. In looking to the future, Alpha seemed poised to grow its business

sustainably, thereby making it a prime case study for the validation of Phase 3.

Phase 4

During the onset of the Phase 4 validation process, Beta was financially capable of elevating its

Enterprise Architectures (EAs). Beta’s executive team was further enrolled into the need for proac-

tive product-, process-, and MoO innovation and committed itself to the responsibility of leading

Beta’s Enterprise Architecture Elevation (EAE) process. Beta’s well segmented market provided clear

direction on its medium-term growth potential within existing market segments and governed Beta’s

strategic objectives of increased market penetration within its high volume market segments.

Beta performed a risk- and viability analysis of the financial leverage to be reaped via its planned

EAE initiatives. Beta’s viability analysis corresponded well with the solution proposed in Phase 4.

Beta’s EAE initiatives were sanctioned, following the favourable outcome of its financial ratio analysis.

Beta’s EAEs were planned, pipelined, and rolled out with great success. Beta increased its man-

ufacturing capacity in less than 2 years from 180 products per month to more than 450 products

per month, thereby realising its sought after objective of becoming the undisputed SA market leader

in terms of quality, on-time delivery, and production volumes. During the concluding stages of the

Phase 4 validation process, Beta held approximately 25% of the SA market share and was operating

sustainably profitable amidst its stabilising growth rate.

Concluding Remarks on the Validation Results

Table 7.2 provides a summarised valuation of the FGMCSR solution, based upon results obtained

during the validation process. As mentioned in Section 7.1, the FGMCSR was not implemented in its

entirety at Alpha - Epsilon as a result of limitations in scope.

Within the FGMCSR, Phase 1 served as the foundation for the FGMCSR’s succeeding solution

phases, as illustrated in Figure 6.34, page 126. It was therefore influential to the success of Phases 2,

3, and 4, and was consequently implemented at each of the case studies provided. Phases 2, 3, and 4
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were however validated at single case studies that exhibited the need for said solution phases’ princi-

pal objective(s), at the time of validation. Hence, the case study selection process opted for validation

quality over -quantity, thereby ensuring that the FGMCSR solution components were subjected to

practical, yet specific organisational needs. Subsequent to the concluding stages of the validation

process, new needs arose at these FGMCs. Nevertheless, these needs were not attended to, yet could

have been addressed by the FGMCSR’s remaining solution phases, subject to the availability of more

time.

Phase
Impact of Results Obtained

Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon
Phase 1 Strong Strong Medium Strong Strong
Phase 2 Very Strong
Phase 3 Very Strong
Phase 4 Strong

Table 7.2: A Valuation of Results Obtained during the FGMCSR Validation Process

Within the context of Table 7.2, the impact of results obtained is qualified as follows:

• Medium - The FGMCSR solution components neither validated-, nor nullified the solution

phase as a whole.

– Example:

1. Results from the implementation of the Phase 1 solution components at Gamma:

a) The introduction of EMs improved Gamma’s operational management. The MoO

was changed from the management of capacity to the management of flow, and

leverage points for capacity exploitation became evident,

b) Production capacity increased by 30%-40% and production reliability improved,

c) Productivity increased by 30%,

d) Product availability increased (stockouts decreased by 80%), however

e) The effects of these newfound capabilities on CF, sales, and SGR was not yet

quantified, or exploited.

• Strong - The FGMCSR solution components provided results that confirmed the validity of said

solution components.

– Examples:

1. Results from the implementation of the Phase 1 solution components Alpha:
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a) Alpha was saved from imminent liquidation by selling its slow moving finished

products at less than its TVC,

b) Throughput percentage increased from 25% to more than 40% i.e. an increase in

the profit margin on sales resulted in an increased SGR, and

c) The EM proved valuable in instigating a shared PoR throughout Alpha’s opera-

tions, which facilitated increased capacity and manufacturing reliability.

2. Results from the implementation of the Phase 1 solution components Beta:

a) Beta possessed sufficient security (confirmed customer orders) to elevate its SGR

via increased financial leveraging,

b) Sales premiums were used to maximise Throughput percentage (i.e. increase its

SGR) when market demand was greater than manufacturing capacity, and

c) The EM would have made a significant contribution to product synchronisation

and the management of flow, if implemented. Improved flow would have in-

creased output capacity and shortened customer lead times, thereby resulting

in additional sales.

3. Results from the implementation of the Phase 1 solution components Delta:

a) Delta initially employed financial leveraging to generate the cash funds required

for operational elevation,

b) Availability of cash funds permitted the introduction of significant resource buf-

fers, which enabled Delta to distinguish itself from market opposition via new

market offers and improved customer service,

c) Improved customer service resulted in significant increases in sales and market

share, and

d) Sales growth enabled the repayment of Delta’s amortisation schedule within a

year.

4. Results from the implementation of the Phase 1 solution components Epsilon:

a) Epsilon validated the viability of the solution proposed to exploit its cash con-

straint by converting fixed assets into cash funds and incentivising customers

that pay on a "cash on delivery" basis,

b) The EM made a significant contribution to the establishment of excess oper-

ational capacity and the management of flow throughout Epsilon’s operations

(manufacturing, distribution, and human resource management),

c) CCR measurements for the sales process created visibility into sales opportuni-

ties that remained unexploited before, as well as the direction of the solution to

exploit said growth opportunity, and
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d) Product availability increased, resulting in increased sales and the replenishment

of Epsilon’s cash buffer.

5. Results from the implementation of the Phase 4 solution components Beta:

a) Beta’s well segmented market revealed new market segments that could be ex-

ploited throughout the medium-term,

b) Viability analysis of proactive EAE conformed well with proposed solution and

EAE was sanctioned,

c) Manufacturing capacity increased from 180 units/month to 450 units/month in

2 years,

d) Market share increased and sales increased significantly,

e) Availability of a readily accessible cash buffer serves to protect Beta against mar-

ket variation.

• Very Strong - The FGMCSR solution components either made a decisive contribution to the

sustainability of said FGMCs or it provided significant improvement capabilities.

– Examples:

1. Results from the implementation of the Phase 2 solution components Delta:

a) Delta established excess capacity in all manufacturing operations (significant buf-

fers of stock, space, capacity, and people),

b) Due date performance increased to 100%,

c) A high retention rate of qualified employees was established and absenteeism

was eradicated,

d) A buffer of readily available cash funds was established and replenished sustain-

ably via operational leverage,

e) Delta currently possesses the highest selling price of products, relative to its im-

mediate market opposition,

f) Experienced biggest turnover growth, relative to its immediate market opposi-

tion, while increasing its theoretical SGR, and

g) Experienced reliable growth for two consecutive years (predicted annual NP with-

in 1% of actual value, one year in advance (for two consecutive years)).

2. Results from the implementation of the Phase 3 solution components Alpha:

a) Alpha’s average production capacity increased from 160 ton/day to 260 ton/day

within first two months,

b) Record production capacity increased from 230 ton/day to 320 ton/day within

first two months,
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c) Credit facilities at raw material suppliers were reopened,

d) Replenishment was implemented from selected raw material suppliers and SC

alliances were established with these suppliers,

e) Turnover rate of assets increased, resulting in increased SGR,

f) Sales increased by more than 100% within first five months during a national re-

cession,

g) Returned to profitability within three months in spite of a national recession, and

h) Alpha was in the process of building a sustainable cash buffer during the con-

cluding stages of the validation process.

Said validation results, therefore affirmed the sufficiency of the proposed methodology in damp-

ing the growth-induced operational variation that was experienced at Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta,

and Epsilon, without inhibiting its capability for significant future growth. The writer is confident

that further potential was left untapped via the partial implementation of the FGMCSR at Alpha -

Epsilon.

Subsequent to the ensconcement of FGMCs’ new point of reference and new modes of operation

(following the advances made in Phases 1 through 4), these FGMCs will conform to the filter criteria of

the growth inducing and growth sustaining approaches in Chapter 4. Consequently, these approaches

can be availed for renewed periods of growth following the successful roll-out of the FGMCSR.
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8
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

8.1 Conclusions

The research objective rested with the development of a simple methodology to facilitate both

short-term security and future growth in FGMCs. A research hypothesis was developed, which pro-

posed that:

The sustainability of FGMCs is governed by its weakest link, and consequently FGMCs’ capability to

protect its weakest link and decouple said link from variation in its proximate operational links (raw

material, market demand, internal capability to deliver, and/or cash funds).

This hypothesis implied that FGMCs require a constant buffer of resource protection, wherein

new layers of protection are replenished as soon as it has been consumed by the system as a whole.

A Four-phased solution was developed that facilitated the process of instituting the following in-

termediate objectives:

1. A single Point of Reference (PoR) to facilitate operational alignment throughout FGMCs’ inde-

pendent functional divisions,

2. A single operational dashboard to facilitate:

a) Workforce enrolment into the FGMC’s PoR,

b) A transparent MoO for the management of flow, and

c) Proactive elevation of operational resources.

3. The availability of readily accessible:
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a) Cash funds,

b) Operational capacity, and

c) Qualified and/or trained human resources.

The solution was validated at 5 case studies, as illustrated in Table 7.2. The FGMCSR’s solution

components made a notable contribution to the attainment of the aforesaid intermediate objectives

at the case studies alluded to in Chapter 7. An overview of each solution phase’s generic results are

given by:

1. The validation results, pertaining to Phase 1, were generally positive. Steps 1.1 through 1.5 were

validated with confidence at the case studies assessed. Step 1.6 was implemented at Gamma

and Epsilon, however the context of application differed to the FGMCSR’s proposed context.

Steps 1.7 and 1.8 provided positive validation outcomes.

2. The solution components within Phase 2, were validated at Delta and delivered very positive

results. Delta performed capacity elevation before said capacity was needed. Delta further pos-

sessed access to a buffer of readily available, trained human resources, coupled with a positive

organisational culture.

3. The solution components within Phase 3, were validated at Alpha and delivered decisive results.

The outcomes of the Phase 3 solution components exceeded the results in Chapter 2, Table 2.1,

and served as the deciding factor for the sustainability of Alpha.

4. The solution components within Phase 4, were validated at Epsilon and also delivered positive

results.

The impracticalities that were identified in Phase 1, were minor when compared to the holistic

solution’s validation outcomes, hence, the overall results provided credibility to the proposed solu-

tion.

8.2 Critical Review

A bend in the road is not the end of the road, unless you miss it.

Unknown

Topics of distinction

The following topics were well addressed by the FGMCSR:

1. The FGMCSR proved capable in instituting and upholding the sustainability of FGMCs.
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2. The fundamental causes of FGMC’s unsustainability were well addressed, with special refer-

ence to required actions for:

a) Cash fund exploitation,

b) Elevation of FGMCs’ sustainable growth rate,

c) Proactive elevation of FGMCs’ reliable delivery capability,

d) Instituting a transparent mode of operation throughout the management of operational

resources, and

e) Workforce enrolment into FGMCs’ mode of operation.

Topics of Improvement

The following topics can be improved upon:

1. Certain components appear excessively technical. The writer endeavoured to develop a prac-

tical solution that would facilitate the enrolment of its audience, however simplification might

be required to enhance the usability of said solution.

2. The FGMCSR builds upon inherent solution assumptions that in itself can cause the proposed

solution to succeed, or sink when put to the test. The verbalisation- and formal structuring

of said assumptions will enhance insight and usability of the FGMCSR solution components.

The TOC’ Strategy & Tactic Tree (S&TT) process (as illustrated in Figure 4.2) is a good exam-

ple of such a framework. The Strategy & Tactic Tree makes the distinction between 3 types of

assumptions that govern the effectiveness of a solution, namely:

a) Necessity Assumptions - The fundamental belief that certain solution components are re-

quired to realise an objective and/or intermediate objective.

b) Parallel Assumptions - The principal assumptions that set the context for tactical actions,

in achieving its strategic objectives.

c) Sufficiency Assumptions - The governing causality that determines the sufficiency of tac-

tical actions, in achieving its strategic objectives.
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8.3 New Research Avenues

The FGMCSR, as well as the literature reviewed in Chapter 4 presupposes an existing competitive

advantage for the sustainability of FGMCs. It is an established fact that virtually every company holds

at least one competitive advantage that can be exploited for the realisation of Viable Vision projects’

objectives1.

This begs the question: How do companies uncover its significant competitive advantage and

what are the key performance indicators for such an advantage?

"Writing a book is an adventure. To begin with, it is a toy and an amusement; then it becomes a

mistress, and then it becomes a master, and then a tyrant. The last phase is that just as you are about to

be reconciled to your servitude, you kill the monster, and fling him out to the public."

Winston Churchill

1Net Profit equal to current revenue, in less than four years.
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A
DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES WITHIN

THE MANUFACTURING DOMAIN

Solid Modelling and Product Data Management systems are technological innovations that con-

form to the "Design for Manufacturing" realm. These technologies, coupled with Enterprise Resource

Planning systems, are collectively alluded to as "Distributed Software Technologies (DSTs)" due its

enterprise-wide footprint and holistic leverage potential. The following paragraphs are availed to a

brief characterisation of the aforementioned technologies, within the context of the Thesis.

1. Solid Modelling

Solid Modelling (SM) systems are software based Computer-Aided design (CAD) systems that

enable designers to create virtual, three dimensional (3D) representations of components for

machine design and analysis. Interfacing with human operators is highly optimised and in-

cludes dynamic model manipulation. SM systems further allow designers to build intelligent

models. Design work is ideally done within the context of a holistic product, by using assembly

modelling methods.

2. Product Lifecycle Management

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) is the process of managing the entire lifecycle of a prod-

uct from its conception, through design and manufacture, to service and disposal. This process

is facilitated through the application of Product Data Management (PDM) systems. The prin-

cipal focus of PDM lies with the management of engineering data (CAD models, drawings, and

associated documents) in terms of its creation, alteration, and archiving.
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PDM systems further facilitate:

a) The "check-in" and "check-out" of product data within multi-user environments,

b) Engineering Change Management and Release Control on inherent component versions

and/or revisions within large assemblies, and

c) The compilation and configuration of the Bill of Materials (BOM) for assemblies.

3. Enterprise Resource Planning

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems are holistic business support systems that facili-

tate data maintenance, for business functions such as Manufacturing, Supply Chain manage-

ment, Financial management, Projects, Human Resources and Customer Relationship man-

agement, within in a single database. ERP systems impart a holistic view to operational man-

agement, via the cross-functional exchange of reliable, real-time data.

The distributed nature of the aforementioned technologies, effects in intricate technical imple-

mentation requirements. These technical requirements, coupled with the disregard for adequate

business process re-engineering and functional change management, have historically effected in

tumultuous and/or ineffectual implementations.

Effective implementations however, hold the potential of significant organisational leverage, as

earlier mentioned. Documented high level benefits include [23, 33, 34]:

1. Reduced time to market,

2. Inventory reduction, and

3. Increased sales, et al.

Within the realm of fast growing manufacturing organisations, the introduction and integration of

one or more of these technologies within the existing operational architectures will be inadmissible in

elevating organisational agility and sustaining operational performance. The following section pro-

vides an overview of a functional implementation methodology, aligned to Goldratt’s N&S approach.

Distributed Software Technology Implementation Frameworks

During 2005, studies by the United States of America’s Government Accountability Office and the

National Institute of Standards and Technology indicated that 31.1% of software projects are can-

celled before being completed, and 52.7% of projects cost more than 189% of original estimates [7].

Major deficiencies included the lack of a holistic technology strategy, technical integration problems,

and technology adoption.

The technology adoption deficiency instigated an independent study at the University of Stellen-

bosch during 2006. The study was performed in line with the N&S approach [26] and cited the lack
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of organisational change, with special reference to the change in organisational paradigms, as a fun-

damental indicator of an organisation’s inaptitude in conforming to the requirements of a successful

DST implementation [37].

Van der Walt identified the core limitations within existing implementation methodologies, at the

time, as the disregard for distinctions between:

1. Technical implementation actions, and

2. Functional implementation actions for new technologies.

According to Van der Walt, technical implementation methodologies (at the time) were sufficient

in elevating business performance requirements. The functional implementation methodologies,

however, held significant potential for improved implementation leverage [37]. Van der Walt endeav-

oured to address these limitations by developing the functional implementation Roadmap, illustrated

in Figure A.1. The implementation Roadmap proposed a five step methodology for improved func-

tional leverage, namely [37]:

1. Step 1: Define the system to be improved

The "system" can refer to the entire organisation or distinct functions within the organisation.

This implies that the systemic goal can either be the maximisation of the constraint throughput,

or improvement within organisational subordination to the constraint.

2. Step 2: Identify the system’s constraint(s)

Van der Walt developed generic reality trees for PDM implementations, resulting in the iden-

tification of principal UDEs for these implementations. These UDEs were incorporated as the

basis for the development of a generic implementation solution.

3. Step 3: Decide how to exploit the constraint

The identification of holistic blocking factors (UDEs) facilitates the unearthing of principal en-

ablers i.e. organisational pivot points that provide the leverage required to transform an organ-

isation’s holistic performance within a short period of time. During Step 3 the sufficiency of the

technology leveraging approach is validated and expected results are quantified.

4. Step 4: Subordinate to the exploitation decisions

Existing policies, paradigms, and modes of operation are challenged so as to conform to the

newly elevated limitation(s). Functional implementation plans are developed following the de-

sign of new policies, paradigms, and modes of operation.

5. Step 5: Implement, monitor, and take action

The concluding step is concerned with execution management, change management, and con-

tingency plans. It commands a structured process of enrolment to the project objectives, as well

as the transferral of intellectual property.
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Within the Thesis context, the implementation methodology will facilitate the elevation of FGMCs’

information architecture deficiencies, while its inherent thinking process will be availed within the

means of workforce enrolment into operational change, in accordance with the TOC’ Psychology of

Change approach.
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Figure A.1: An Implementation Roadmap for Distributed Software Technologies [37]
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Figure B.1: The Generic CRT of FGMCs
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Figure C.1: The Generic FRT of FGMCs
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Figure D.1: The FGMCSR’s Pipelined Implementation Sequence, Subsequent to the Development of Phase 1
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Figure D.2: The FGMCSR’s Pipelined Implementation Sequence, Subsequent to the Development of Phase 2
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Figure D.3: The FGMCSR’s Pipelined Implementation Sequence, Subsequent to the Development of Phase 3
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TECHNOLOGY-BASED ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE

ELEVATION

During the course of technology-based Information Architecture elevation initiatives, the lack of a

holistic technology strategy will unavoidably lead to unfocused implementation actions, as develop-

ment- and implementation teams do not possess a shared PoR. This deficiency prompted the devel-

opment of a high level lifecycle Roadmap to facilitate:

1. The establishment of a shared PoR for development teams, and

2. Planning and execution management of technology-based innovation programs, with special

reference to the concurrency requirements and/or handover points between the functional-

and technical solution development teams.

The lifecycle Roadmap was constructed in accordance with the N&S approach. It attempts to

focus the Problem Definition lifecycle phase towards the functional solution development for effec-

tive operational leverage and to subordinate the Information Architecture elevation project to the

exploitation of the company’s operational leverage points.

During the Critical Analysis-, Solution Development-, and Solution Validation lifecycle phases,

technical development tasks receive priority, although being subordinated to the functional solution.

During these lifecycle phases, the functional implementation team performs development work for

the functional roll-out of the customised technical solution under development.

The lifecycle Roadmap for technology-based Information Architecture elevation serves as a high

level "cradle to grave" guiding framework for the roll-out of technology implementation projects, as

illustrated in Figure E.1.
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Figure E.1: High Level Lifecycle Roadmap for Technology-Based EA Elevation Projects
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Gamma - HIGH LEVEL VIEW ON EFFECTIVENESS

MODEL

Note: As mentioned in Section 7.3.1, confidentiality clauses prevented the disclosure of certain

content within Gamma’s Effectiveness Model1. The purpose of said model is therefore to illustrate

its basic layout without disclosing specific content and intellectual property. The tables, marked in

red, yellow, and green in Figure F.1 illustrates the urgency of corrective action on resource buffers and

behaviour driving mechanisms.

1Said content can be revealed, subject to the signing of a written non-disclosure agreement.
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Figure F.1: The Effectiveness Model of Gamma
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Beta - FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS TO LEVERAGE EA

ELEVATION

New capabilities that would emanate from Beta’s manufacturing architecture elevation, included:

1. Improved component synchronisation, resulting from designated storage areas and improved

component routing,

2. Increased manufacturing capacity on components and sub-assemblies, and

3. Increased assembly capacity on finished products.

New capabilities that would emanate from Beta’s information architecture elevation, included:

1. Increased capacity and reduced rework on technical designs and logistical planning,

2. Improved logistical reliability (effective component traceability and component synchronisa-

tion),

3. Improvement in the effectiveness and efficiency of configuration data sharing, throughout the

technical design-, logistical planning-, and manufacturing functions,

4. The availability of accurate, real-time data for decision making purposes,

5. Increased traceability and accountability for mistakes throughout logistical-, manufacturing-,

and financial functions, and

6. Improved operational governance.
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The following sections serve to identify required changes in Beta’s MoO to fully leverage its EAE

initiatives.

Beta’s MoO That Helped to Accommodate Limitations Within its Manufacturing Architecture

These are given by:

1. Manufacturing resources were working under continuous pressure throughout the week. Over-

time was a weekly phenomenon, as the production floor was scheduled to work 24 hours per

day, six days per week.

2. Small "job shops" appeared on the production floor for operations such as sub-assemblies,

welding assemblies, and spraying operations. These operations were detrimental to safety, re-

liability, and sustainability.

3. Manufacturing jobs deviated from the MRP production schedule and certain jobs were pro-

duced ahead of others so as to minimise machine and material setup times.

4. Manufacturing resources sneaked into the holding stores and retrieved additional components

when mistakes were made throughout the final assembly processes. These resources were

afraid to report mistakes.

5. Components were stored wherever space opened up in the holding stores (and even the pro-

duction floor) due to the fact that the holding stores did not possess sufficient space to store

these in a structured format.

Beta’s MoO That Helped to Accommodate Limitations Within its Information Architecture

These are given by:

1. Existing documents were renamed and manually modified during the technical design pro-

cesses.

2. Component revisions (configuration management) were not done according to a viably struc-

tured configuration procedure.

3. Configuration data were obtained by manually searching Beta’s paper archive.

4. Logistical planning was performed by only one person capable of driving the complete process,

namely the executive in charge of purchasing and logistics.

5. Logistical planning was performed by manually loading the components within the BOM into

the MRP system, and manually entering the specifications for data packs (BOM, picking lists,

and assembly instructions) from printouts of technical designs into the system.

6. Configuration data packs were distributed in paper format, and were created by submitting

existing configuration data packs to a copying machine in order to be reproduced.
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7. Logistical foreman traced the location of components by walking after these and manually sift-

ing through the masses of WIP in order to find it.

8. Component identification and verification were performed by physically measuring the dimen-

sions of these with vernier callipers.

9. Managerial- and financial information regarding manufactured and bought-out components

were both updated on more than one system, as the systems were unable to be integrated,

thereby resulting in plenty of rework and data inconsistencies.

Beta’s New MoO to Leverage its Manufacturing Architecture Elevation

These are given by:

1. Workstations throughout the manufacturing and routing workflow of components and assem-

blies perform only the appropriate business functions, as expected thereof.

a) Errors and/or component problems are reported before finding workaround solutions.

This is of critical importance in terms of visibility regarding the quantity and scope of

errors and/or mistakes within design, procurement, logistics, and production processes

and to provide a focusing mechanism for Beta’s POOGI.

2. The MRP schedule is the only prioritisation tool for manufacturing and assembly processes.

3. New systems are developed to prevent the stealing of components. Examples of these systems

can include:

a) Formal access control to the buffer store.

b) Assigning designated individuals that are solely responsible for the retrieval of compo-

nents from the holding stores.

c) Erecting individual buffer storage areas for each of the manufacturing lines.

4. Components and assemblies are only stored at the designated storage areas throughout the

manufacturing, routing, and assembly thereof.
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Beta’s New MoO to Leverage its Information Architecture Elevation

These are given by:

1. New procedures have to be developed to facilitate the management of component configura-

tions, reasons for component revisions, and the integrated release1 thereof to the production

floor. Examples of these procedures include:

a) Defining formal component libraries and parent-child relationships between assemblies,

sub-assemblies, and components.

b) Developing formal engineering change proposal procedures and authorisation protocols

for configuration changes.

2. New procedures have to be developed to:

a) Import and modify existing designs electronically.

b) Export the BOM from the technical design software to the ERP system for logistical plan-

ning and MRP based purposes. More than one person would therefore be capable of driv-

ing the newly designed logistical planning process.

c) Link data packs of components automatically to the BOM.

d) Share configuration data electronically.

e) Update the location of components throughout the manufacturing and logistical pro-

cesses electronically.

f) Identify components and verify its specifications in an accurate, yet timely fashion.

3. Managerial and financial information regarding manufactured and bought-out components

are updated and managed on only one system.

1Many components are incorporated in more than one assembly. All of these assembly configurations therefore have
to be updated (preferably automatically) when revisions are made to the shared component.
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Beta - MANUFACTURING- AND INFORMATION

ARCHITECTURE ELEVATION

Manufacturing Architecture Elevation

"AS-IS" Manufacturing Architecture

Prior to the onset of Beta’s rapid growth, all components were manufactured in-house. Beta’s

rapid growth then forced it to employ subcontractors in a bid to elevate its component manufacturing

capacity, however timely availability of components remained substandard. Beta’s "As-Is" component

routing blueprint is illustrated (in blue) within Figure H.1, and summarised as follow:

1. Laser cutting and bending operations are performed at the component manufacturing division,

as well as the outsourced manufacturing facility,

2. Components are transported to the Buffer store or metal treatment division, located next to the

Buffer store,

3. The quantities and specifications of components are verified, before being checked in at the

metal treatment division,

4. Metal components undergo Beta’s renowned treatment processes, before being submitted to

a temporary spraying station. Once components have been sprayed, it is stored in the Buffer

store.
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5. The Buffer store serves as a holding store for manufactured components and large bought-out

subassemblies. Components are drawn from the Buffer store and used for welding assemblies

and/or final assembly.

The following sections provide an overview on the major deficiencies throughout Beta’s "As-Is"

manufacturing architecture.

Component Routing Blueprint

Beta’s component routing blueprint was unstructured. Components often flowed back-and-forth

between manufacturing resources that are located in different divisions and/or manufacturing plants.

Component manufacturing was assigned haphazardly to manufacturing divisions, based upon the

daily availability of manufacturing resources.

New logistical routing procedures transpired on a weekly basis, without designed flow intent. Lo-

gistical traceability was further curbed by the mismatch between the flow of data, paperwork, and

products. Finger pointing and firefighting was a daily occurrence throughout Beta’s manufacturing-

and routing procedures.

Component Security

Component security was a problem at Beta’s holding stores. Increased pressure on assembly op-

erations, impacted negatively on the number of assembly slip-ups. Mistakes were subsequently cov-

ered up and new components were obtained from the Buffer store.

These UDEs were aggravated by the time-consuming process to verify the quantity and speci-

fication of components retrieved from the Buffer store. Certain components looked identical, while

others were identical1, albeit with distinct part numbers and a different BOM. Informal access control

permitted manufacturing resources to retrieve components that were destined for other assemblies

without any traceability of mistakes (an effect known as "component stealing"). Mistakes during com-

ponent retrieval led to component stealing, thereby resulting in assembly starvation amidst inventory

management reports that indicate otherwise.

"TO-BE" Manufacturing Architecture

Manufacturing Capacity Buffers

Beta’s capacity elevation initiatives involved, et al":

1. An additional assembly line within Beta’s final assembly area,

2. Two additional laser cutters and an additional bending machine for component manufactur-

ing,

3. Two automated robotic welders for welding assemblies,

4. Colour coding on individual assembly lines and components destined for these assembly lines,

1Beta incorporated a system wherein some left-handed components were identical to right-handed components.
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5. Increased Buffer store floor space,

6. Increased General store floor space,

7. Designated storage quarters for Buffer store components and subassemblies, and

8. Formal access control and supplementary buffer storage areas for individual assembly lines.

The aforementioned initiatives increased capacity, opened up space on the production floor, and

facilitated flow throughout the manufacturing operations.

Vertical Integration with Component Manufacturing Suppliers

Beta purchased a number of component manufacturing subcontractors and integrated these into

its redesigned component routing blueprint. Newly acquired entities’ manufacturing architectures

were promptly upgraded, to permit the roll-out of Beta’s redesigned component routing blueprint.

Redesigning the Component Routing Blueprint

Beta’s "To-Be" component routing blueprint is illustrated (in green) in Figure H.1, and is sum-

marised as follow:

1. Laser cutting and bending is performed at the component manufacturing division,

2. Manufactured components are booked in at the Buffer store or component assembly division,

a) Component quantities and specifications are verified by downstream locations, before

leaving the upstream premises.

3. Component treatment and subassemblies are performed at adjacent locations,

4. Metal components undergo Beta’s renowned treatment processes, before being submitted to

an automated spraying station. Once components have been sprayed, it is incorporated in

subassemblies, or stored in the Buffer store,

5. Components are issued from the Buffer store to distinct, access controlled buffer storage areas

at each assembly line, and

6. Components are issued from buffer storage areas to the assembly lines, when needed.

Beta’s newly designed routing blueprint simplified logistical processes significantly, with its asso-

ciated successes in terms of component synchronisation and logistical reliability.
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Information Architecture Elevation

"AS-IS" Information Architecture

Technical Design and Configuration Management

Beta incorporated a 2D CAD system as an electronic drawing board, without design intent or de-

sign intelligence. Existing component designs were modified in excess of 200 times per day whenever

new components were designed. New component configurations were printed and stored as hard

copies in Beta’s configuration archive. During the onset of the Phase 4 validation process, roughly 10

finished products were designed on a daily basis. Each of these designs consisted of more than 1000

components that had to be modified, renamed, and/or renumbered on a daily basis. Simple tasks

were therefore tedious, and occupied excessive time.

Data packs (technical designs, BOM, and picking lists) were manually updated whenever revi-

sions were performed to existing data packs, or new component configurations were designed. Beta’s

configuration archive comprised an estimated 60 000 technical designs and data packs in paper for-

mat, resulting in equally tedious tasks, the bypassing of configuration procedures, numerous inci-

dents of human error, and its corresponding levels of manufacturing disorder.

Managerial Information Systems and Data Sharing Processes

Beta incorporated at least 4 data processing- and data sharing systems, which included:

1. A customised, in-house developed information system,

2. A standalone MRP system to perform component scheduling and RM procurement,

3. A standalone payroll system, and

4. A standalone financial system, with 8 unlinked data bases.

Beta’s electronic data sharing infrastructure was virtually non-existent. A select group of data

fields were shared between Beta’s MRP system and its customised information system. Beta’s un-

shared data were either relayed in spreadsheet format, or printed and recreated in another system

for logistical purposes. This effected in time consuming data duplication and frequent rework with

special reference to logistics, purchasing, and financial reconciliation.

Printed data packs that were submitted to the production floor further caused delays when mis-

placed, due to the time-consuming process of finding said paperwork or creating a new copy.

"TO-BE" Information Architecture

Technical Design and Configuration Management

Beta moved towards a high-end design process via the implementation of a SM design system

and moving towards more sophisticated design practices. Beta’s new design practices opened the

prospect of design intelligence and a level of design automation into its technical data models.
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New design functionalities that were to be liberated via Beta’s design intelligence, included:

1. Design automation

Dimensions of standard products are inserted into a spreadsheet application, which generates

new designs according to said input specifications.

2. Batch printing

Complete models can be submitted as a single print job, as opposed to Beta’s current mode of

manual data duplication.

Beta further implemented a Product Data Management (PDM) system that was linked to its SM

system, and facilitated Beta’s new Configuration Management Program (CMP), which included for-

mal Engineering Change Proposals (ECPs) and its accompanying change management procedures.

The PDM system was incorporated as Beta’s electronic configuration vault and formed part of a pro-

gram to improve the integrity and quality of Beta’s configuration data, in addition to the effective

and efficient reusability of said data. The PDM system was further incorporated as a data translation

interface between Beta’s new SM and ERP systems.

Managerial Information Systems and Data Sharing Processes

Beta implemented a generic ERP system to facilitate the sharing of real-time data, which in-

cluded::

1. MRP manufacturing schedules,

2. Procurement data,

3. Logistical data for order tracking purposes,

4. Financial data, and

5. Historical data on customer orders and design specifications.

The ERP system was further integrated with Beta’s Payroll system and a newly rolled-out Bar-

coding system that enabled Beta to track components via bar-coded tags and a scanning interface

at each stock location along Beta’s component routing blueprint. The Bar-coding system addressed

Beta’s routing visibility in terms of:

1. Component routing processes,

2. Real-time location of components throughout Beta’s manufacturing- and assembly operations,

and

3. Timely verification of component specifications.
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Figure H.1: The Redesign of Beta’s Manufacturing Architecture and Component Routing Blueprint



Cash flow pressure increasesThe most significant obstacles towards sustainability in FGMCs - As 

obtained from interviews with the CEOs of Fast 500 companies

Generic Cause and Effect Entities
It is a significant obstacle to find, 

hire, and retain qualified employees

Workforce culture deteriorates

Some customers leave the FGMC

Market demand for the FGMC's 

products decreases

The rate at which money is 

generated decreases

Lexicography:

CCC : Cash Conversion Cycle

CF : Cash Flow

FGMC : Fast Growing Manufacturing Company

SGR : Sustainable Growth Rate

Causality relationships

Operations become increasingly 

more reactive

There is increased levels of fire-

Priorities change frequently Employee retention rate 

decreases

Employee frustration increases

There is increased pressure on 

operational personnel to deliver 

on time

Customer service levels decrease Customer frustra tion increase

There is an increase in customer 

orders that are late

Frustration seeks an outlet

Customer complaints increase

ti : The point in time at the onset of rapid 

growth

t(i+1) : A point in time, subsequent to the onset of 

rapid growth

There is increased levels of fire-

fighting  throughout operations

Employee frustration increases

Financial leveraging is postponed 

The FGMC's infrastructure does 

not keep track with growth

(increased capability to 

deliver/capacity elevation 

happens after it is originally 

required)

It is difficult to raise capital for 

orders that are late

The rate at which money has to 

be generated in order to reach 

breakeven  increases

Financial leveraging exposes a 

Funds for capacity elevation have 

to be obtained from another 

source (financial leveraging)

Financial leveraging increases

fixed overheads immediately, 

while potential receivables 

(generated via capacity 

elevation) are deferred by a 

period greater than or equal to 

The pay back of invested capital 

requires a period of time that is 

not insignificant

Financial leveraging is postponed 

as long as possible

It is difficult to raise capital for 

infrastructure elevation

Financial leveraging exposes a 

FGMC to significant risk

There is increased pressure on 

the FGMC's Cash Flow (CF) 

management

There is increased pressure to 

minimise undue spending, until 

CF pressure decreases

Market demand increases further 

The FGMC has to elevate its 

capacity/capability to deliver 

finished product reliably on time

Capacity elevation is capital 

intensive

period greater than or equal to 

one CCC

The FGMC's product output 

increases further at t(i+1)

Working capital is either 

financed from cash reserves that 

was accumalated prior to the 

increased demand, or from

an external source (financial 

leveraging)

The FGMC's cash reserves

decrease

Customers are satisfied with the 

FGMC's service

Customers place more orders 

with the FGMC at t(i+1)

Market demand increases further 

at t(i+1)

The magnitude of working capital 

invested in a system is 

proportional to the Rate of Flow

The FGMC's product output 

increases rapidly at ti

The FGMC's investment in 

working capital increases rapidly

Increased cash funds (income)

generated via increased sales, 

are received after one Cash 

Conversion Cycle (CCC)

Excess capacity to deliver 

finished products is absorbed by 

the FGMC's rapid increase in rate 

of product output

The magnitude of working 

capital invested in a system is 

proportional to the Cash 

Conversion Cycle (CCC)

The magnitude of the FGMC's 

Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC) do 

not decrease when market 

demand increases

The FGMC's product are delivered 

on time to customers at t(i+1)
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Market demand for the FGMC's 

products increases rapidly at ti

The FGMC aims to satisfy its 

customers' demand for products

Conversion Cycle (CCC)demand increases



The FGMC is sustainableThe FGMC's new governing causality (future) that serves to break its core conflict

Workforce personnel stay with the 

FGMC for extended periods of time

It is not a significant obstacle to 

find, hire, and retain qualified 

employees

A pipeline of talented employees are 

available, when needed

Human resources are not the 

FGMC's constraint

Products are delivered on time (in 

full) to the FGMC's customers

The FGMC provides satisfaction to 

its market now and in the future

Products are sold at a reasonable 

profit margin

The FGMC makes money now and 

in the future

The FGMC provides a secure and 

satisfying environment to 

employees, now and in the 

future

The FGMC's new governing causality (future) that serves to break its core conflict

Generic Cause and Effect Entities

Injections that serve to resolve Negative Branch Reservations

Workforce personnel throughout 

the FGMC are empowered

Workforce personnel experience 

satisfaction when good results are 

achieved

Workforce personnel experience 

security in their working 

environment

Workforce personnel have 

sufficient direction for the solution 

when good results are not 

achieved

Workforce contributions are 

acknowledged throughout the 

Workforce personnel experience

their working environment as 

meaningful

The FGMC's remuneration sheme 

compares well with industry 

standards

FGMC for extended periods of time

A buffer of excess operational 

capacity (manufacturing, 

distribution, sales, after sales, 

etc.) is available when needed 

(if operational capacity is not 

the FGMC's constraint)

A buffer of excess raw material is 

available when needed (if raw 

material is not the FGMC's 

constraint)

A buffer of excess market 

demand is available when 

needed (if market demand is not 

the FGMC's constraint)

A buffer of excess funds (Fixed 

capital & Working capital) are 

available when needed (if funds 

are not the FGMC's constraint)

The FGMC's product quality 

exceeds the market's minimum 

expectations

Mistakes are resolved in due time

Operational stability is at the 

order of the day

The FGMC's non-constraint 

operations protect the 

constraint from variation in the 

upstream and downstream 

operations via its capability to 

provide excess capacity when 

needed

Workforce personnel are enrolled 

into the FGMC's operational 

priorities

Workforce personnel are 

enrolled into the FGMC's 

measurement of operational 

performance (the 

measurement that all 

resources (including 

themselves) subordinate 

towards)

Performance results are available 

throughout the FGMC

Operational transparency is at the 

order of the day throughout the 

FGMC

the FGMC are empoweredacknowledged throughout the 

FGMC

A buffer of talented employees is 

available, when needed

The FGMC possess sufficient time 

to implement capacity

exploitation/elevation actions 

when the FGMC's growth rate 

exceeds its maximum sustainable 

growth rate

The FGMC possess sufficient 

time to implement  raw 

material exploitation/elevation 

actions when the FGMC's 

growth rate exceeds its 

maximum sustainable growth 

rate

The FGMC possess sufficient time 

to implement sales 

exploitation/elevation actions 

when the FGMC's growth rate 

exceeds its maximum sustainable 

growth rate

The FGMC possess sufficient 

time to implement capital 

(Fixed capital & Working capital)  

exploitation/elevation actions 

when the FGMC's growth rate 

exceeds its maximum 

sustainable growth rate

The FGMC's performance is being 
Independent functional divisions Workforce personnel in each 

Workforce personnel 

throughout the FGMC possess 

sufficient understanding to 

align with & subordinate 

effectively to the shared point 

of reference 

(Throughput/Constraint unit)

Workforce personnel 

throughout the FGMC know 

autonomously what to do in 

order to maximise 

Throughput/Constraint unit

Workforce personnel in each 

functional division are enrolled 

into the FGMC's measurement of 

operational performance

towards)

Workforce personnel throughout 

the FGMC know autonomously 

what not to do in order to 

maximise Throughput/Constraint 

unit

Operational improvements are Buffer penetration is the sole 

The penetration of the FGMC's 

Raw material supply buffer 

serves as a reactive early 

warning mechanism for supply 

chain exploitation and/or 

elevation

The penetration of the FGMC's 

sales pipeline serves as a

reactive early warning 

mechanism for market 

exploitation and/or elevation

The penetration of the FGMC's 

reserve fund buffer serves as a 

reactive early warning 

mechanism for cash flow 

exploitation and/or elevation

The penetration of the FGMC's 

capacity buffer serves as a 

reactive early warning 

mechanism for capacity 

exploitation and/or elevation

The FGMC's governance systems 

are conducive to effective 

operations

An early warning is received before 

the FGMC's independent (reactive) 

resource buffers  indicate that 

excessive protection has been 

absorbed

The FGMC possess a proactive 
Cash funds are not the FGMC's The FGMC's performance is being 
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Throughput/Constraint unit is maximised (and serve as 

the sole prioritisation criterion for the utilisation of the 

constraint's resources).  Entities that do not form part of 

the FGMC's constraint provide sufficient protection 

(against variation) to exploit the FGMC's constraint 

(maximise Throughput/Constraint unit) sustainably. 

Buffer penetration is the sole prioritisation criterion for 

actions at non-constraint resources

The FGMC's performance is being 

measured, relative to its point of 

reference (Throughput/Constraint 

unit)

Independent functional divisions 

possess a shared point of reference 

(Throughput/Constraint unit)

Workforce personnel in each 

functional division are enrolled 

into the FGMC's point of reference

Operational improvements are 

prioritised, according to its level of 

positive impact (leverage) on the 

FGMC's point of reference 

(Throughput/Constraint unit)

Buffer penetration is the sole 

(reactive) prioritisation criterion, 

for the management of non-

constraint resources

The FGMC possess a proactive 

early warning mechanism when its 

current rate of growth exceeds its 

maximum sustainable growth rate

Cash funds are not the FGMC's 

constraint

The FGMC's performance is being 

measured, relative to its point of 

reference (Throughput/Constraint 

unit)
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